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K e l o w n a  F i r e m e n  T a k e  
B o t h  P r e m i e r  H o n o r s  
A t  P r o v i n c i a l  C o l l e g e
Two Teams from Kelowna Outstanding in Competitions 
at Annual Fire Chiefs* College in Vernon Against 
Volunteer Brigades in Interior—Fast Time Recorded
F o rm  N e w  B .C .  F ir e m e n ’s A s s p c i a t i o n
Tw o  Kelowna teams from the Volunteer Fire Brigade brought back the highest honors in the competitions at the sixth B.C. 
Fire Chiefs’ College, held at Vernon from Monday to Wednesday, 
for volunteer brigades in this province. This is the first occasion 
upon which Kelowna has entered for this annual feature and speaks 
well for the effective training given by the officers of the Kelowna 
Fire Brigade.
Four Prizes Come Here ——-------------------------
In the two classes of competition for //>|•| kA i .
volunteer brigades, wet and dry hose, I lirCC fVIUSKeteerS U s C  
Kelowna walked off with two first T  ■ ^  t n  ■
places, one second and one third to | q x I L a t  TOr D€CI
make a clean sweep of the major prize %>'• . i ■
money, a feat which created consider- v x ll ▼ isft H c fO
able favorable comment at the college.
Seven teams were entered from Ke­
lowna, Vernon, Grand Forks and Mer­
ritt. The winning Kelowna team, which 
placed first in the two classes was com­
posed of Bill Sands, Ian Robertson and 
Ehmie Winter. The second Kelowna 
team, which won second place in the 
wet work and third in the dry consist­
ed of Bert Cookson, Chas Pettman and 
Stan Burtch.
Following are the standings of the 
teams:
Wet line, six lengths: 1, Kelowna No.
1, 3 min., 37 sec.; 2, Kelowna No. 2,
4' min 1 1/5 sec.; 3, Vernon No. 2, 4 
min., 9 1/5 sec.
Dry line, six lengths, make and break 
—1, Kelowna No. 1, 56 sec.; 2, Grand 
Forks No. 1, 58 sec,; 3, Kelowna No. 2,
1 min., 1 2/5 sec.
Fire Chief Jim Pettigrew headed the 
party from Kelowna to the annual Col­
lege, together with Deputy Chief 
Claude Newby, Assistant Fire Marshall 
R ed  Gore, Captain George Hardie and 
Secretary Chas. DeMara, and the mem­
bers of the competing teams.
Form New Body
At this sixth Fire Chiefs’ Association 
College, a new organization came into 
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SENSATIONAL VICTOR
NUMBKU 47
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PECULIAR MOTOR 
ACCIDENT ON 
ABBOTT STREET
Dr. L, A. C. Panton’s Car Goes 
Wild and Crashes into Bridge 
Over MUl Creek at Fair Speed
HAS NO  R E C O LLE C T IO N
Medical Man Suffers Slight Con­
cussion but is Recovering Ra- 
. pidly at Present Time
L a c k  o f  A c t i o n  I n  
H o u s i n g  A c t  B l a m e d  
O n  L o a n  C o m p a n i e s
F. W. Nicolls, Director of Housing, Ottawa, Speaks to 
Kelowna Board of Trade General Meeting—Will Put 
Pressure on Lending Institutions to Endeavor to 
Make Them Come into Interior
V
One of the most peculiar motor ac­
cidents in the history of Kelowna oc­
curred on Monday afternoon, June 20 
a 3.30 o’clock, on Abbott street, by 
the bridge over Mill creek, when a car 
driven by Dr. L. A. C. Panton, of Ke­
lowna, ran into the left-hand abut­
ment of the bridge.
No cause for the accident can be 
ascertained. Dr. Panton suffered - a 
slight concussion and after recovering 
on Tuesday morning in the hospital 
could give no idea as to the reason 
for the sudden swerve of the car a-
C .  C o m p a n ie s *  L a is s e z - fa i r e  A t t i t u d e  A t  F au lt
Liou Hcrcron, Kelowna taxi 
driver, had three unusual visitors 
make good use of his taxi on Fri­
day evening and early Saturday 
morning. They called themselves 
the “Three Musketeers” and were 
three young women who set out 
from Vancouver to hike to Hali­
fax, soliciting sympathy for the 
sit-downers in the Vancouver 
Post Office and Art Gallery.
About one o’clock, when Lou 
was sleeping peacefully in his cot 
inside the taxi stand, the three 
girls, not having any better place 
to locate, took command of his 
car and caught a few hours sleep. 
They awakened Lou at four o’­
clock in the morning and ashed 
him if there was a restaurant 
open. Receiving a negative an­
swer they returned to his car and 
left on the firs^  ferry to continue 
their hike to Penticton.
Before they left they pinned a 
note to the car upholstering, 
thanking Lou for the use of the 
auto as sleeping quarters.
* s.•‘•'.Hi*!.
tu x ' ' ' f
‘  ^ .f ; '"
WE H A V E  had great trouble getting B.C. lending companies to sign with the Dominion Housing Act, so we had to ask the 
eastern companies to come into B.C. Only one eastern firm came 
in at first and now there are six or seven taking some part. If you 
want loans made in the Interior then get your B.C. lending institu­
tions to come in under the Act.”
iwei ve tiiu car a- j Tfius did F. W. Nicolls, director of housing for the Dominion
corss the road. He had* been feeling “ P^^ t^meirt of finance, sum up the main difficulty which confronts
perfectly normal, he said, but remem- Smooth operation of the Dominion Housing Act in the Interior 
hers no part of the actual accident. of this province, to a quarterly meeting of the Kelowna board of
Car Suddenly Swerved trade at the Royal Anne last Thursday evening. Visitors from
The car had been proceeding north Vernon board also attended, 
on Abbott street, when, according to ____________________________________ _
Talked On Aii ActsAGED WOMAN D I E S  + Ottawa visitor went carefully in-
to the details of the Dominion Housing
IN I nr* AI H n W IT A I amendments which are beingim  J L fV V A u  r l v f i j r  11 /ilL considered by the House of Commons,
--------  the new plan to expedite social hous-
Mrs. Bertha Oliver Passes m Her First speaker after Mr. Nicholls was
the tracks on the roadway, it swerved 
■ off the hard surface onto the gravel on 
the right hand side. From there it 
shot clear across the road and struck 
the bridge on the left hand side with 
a force believed to be considerable.
Dr. Panton’s head and face struck 
the windshield on the right hand side 
with sufficient force to smash the glass 
although his head did not go altogeth­
er through the jagged opening. From 
the appearance of the steering v/heel 
it would apear that his body had ’oeen 
pressed against it and had then shot 
to the right at the impact.
From the bent appearance of the 
right hand side of the steering wheel, 
police believe that his body had been 
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Eightieth Year
JOE LO U IS
Who last night in two minutes and thirty seconds pounded Max 
Schmeling of Germany to the floor to retain the world’s heavy­
weight title. The fight’s very briefness marked it as one of the 
most sensational in heavyweight history. Louis entered the ring 
with the odds two to one in his favor and for once the experts were 
not wrong. The Brown Bomber launched a furious assault on the 
German and crashed him to the floor twice before he administered 
a teriffic short left and a short right to end the match.
TO INVITE BODY HERE
The city council on Monday * night 
decided to extend an invitation to the 
Okanagan Municipal Association 
hold its next meeting at Kelowna. 
'Thursday a number of the aldermen 
will accompany His Worship the May­
or to a meeting of that body in Sum- 
merland.
finished, was R. Peters, of the Vernon 
board, who expressed himself as dis- 
The death occurred at the Kelowna ^PPoiuted that Mr. Nicolls had not 
general hospital on Friday, June 17,. <letail possible changes
of Mrs. Bertha Oliver, Coronation benefit to the In­
avenue, in her eightieth year. Born Mayor O. L. Jones spoke along
in Bradford, Yorkshire, England, the , while R. Whillis and E.
late Mrs. Oliver had been resident in Carruthers outlined their difficul- 
Kelowna for 18 years, coming here
from Saskatchewan, where they had . One important statement was made 
farmed, in 1921. Nicholls to the effect that un-
Mr. Oliver predeceased his wife in Dominion Housing Act, an
August, 1937. One son, Lancelot, sur- prchitect does not necessarily have to
vives his mother. ■ p employed to draw plans or super-
Funeral service was conducted from construction, as long as the plans 
to the Kelowna Undertaking Parlor on submitted are satisfactory. If an ar-
On Monday, June 20, with H. Catrano, of chitect is said to be essential then it
the Penticostal Mission officiating. is an order from the lending company.
Pallbearers were Rev. Thbrnber, Mr. Nlr. Nicolls answered practically ev 
Daynard, Dr. Lehman, C- Gully, P.
Roberts and J. E. Stone.
CITY MAY ENFORCE 
ITS OLD BYLAW 
, ON.SAWDUST
Bylaw Says Man Must Pick Up 
A ll Sawdust Falling Off Load
D i r e c t i o n  S i g n s  W i l l  
B e  P l a c e d  a t  i n t e r s e c t i o n  o f
B e r n a r d  a n d  P e n d o z i  S o o n
City to Try Experiment in Effort to Educate Car Drivers 
■—If Successful Will Extend System-—Police Are 
Instructed to Check up on Drivers
FOURTEEN MAIL 
WILL BE 
POS TED HERE
B u i l d i n g  a r id  C o n s t r u c t i o n  T r a d e s  
M a y  O r g a n i z e  E x c h a n g e  in  K e l o w n a  
F o l l o w i n g  V i s i t  o f  V a n c o u v e r  M a n
ery question with a frankness not of­
ten found in government officials. Only, 
those questions which actually tread 
on future government policy did he 
evade, as he naturally could not re­
veal or raise false hopes on subjects 
Turn to Page 4, Story 1
R- J- Lecky is Enthusiastic Speaker to Small peering of
TO CONTINUE 
STREET FLUSHING 
EXPERIMENT
in Kelowna City
Unless sawmills and individuals 
hauling sawdust and shavings through 
the streets extend better co-operation, 
the city may enforce the existing by­
law which provides that a man must
Building Trades Here-—^ Wants Voice of Entire Pro­
vince Speaking at One Time
THF city of Kelowna will make an effort to further direct the 
traffic on Bernard avenue and the firs e^xperiment in this direc-
______ _____ ____  tion will be the painting of direction/signs on the ’roadway at
walk beside a load of sawdu.st and the intersection of Bernard and Pendozi streets, 
shavings and pick up every bit that — --------^----------——-_____ ' ______
To Ascertain Cost of Washing 
Business Sections of Pendozi 
and Bernard
fM7E F^JEL there is a definite need for organization of the build-
W  ing and construction trade throughout B.C. At the present The washing of Bernard Avenue was
falls or blows from the road.
Such was the threat given with a 
smile at the city council meeting oh 
Monday night. ITie question arose fol­
lowing complaints of citizens that the 
loads of sawdust and shavings were 
travelling at a high rate of speed and 
leaving a trail of sawdust behind them.
The council recalled that it i had 
asked the co-operation of the mills 
•and requested that a tarpaulin be 
placed over every load. This has not 
been done of late.
MINISTER’S PROMISE study of a drawing submitted to illus- i r -d  r> or •.r»,i 7”. irate the proposal the council was un- Tenders are being sought this v/eek for the whole of B.C, without first consulting you.province.
Kelowna is to have fourteen letter 
boxes distributed in various sections 
of the community, according to ad- «  
vice received by Postmaster E. R.
S S  l S ‘ wTef‘S  time »he^e is but one organization, the Building, and Construction S S f  “f;pe?rntende'?r Bfa”lfei.”r"
lection service would be instituted but Exchange, at Vancouver, but there should be an organization ough reported th t^ it S
The matter was threshed out by the at that time it was not thought that look after the interests of the entire construction industry of this that the use of the fire hose had nec-
council on Monday and after careful such a complete service would be giv- Have we any right in Vancouver to go and ask for things essitated considerable inconvenience
'  ■ ‘ ■ as arrangements had to be made with
the fire department for the hose and 
a special nozzle. Accordingly oa 
Thursday last the streets department 
had tried using the oil tank and a 
special nozzle. Bernard Avenue had 
been flushed and, in his opinion, the 
job had been entirely satisfactory. He 
was, however, not yet prepared to re­
port as to the cost, although this meth­
od undoubtedly will be more econ­
omical than the use of the fire hose. 
He proposed a further experimerit this 
Thursday when he would have Berr 
nafd and Pendozi business sections 
flushed and ascertain the cost.
RECALLED BY CITY animously in favor, of giving the for collection from these boxes once Small Attendance
_____ scheme a fair trial. It is probable that daily at 1.45 o’clock in the afternoonl Such was the statement of R. J.
in the course of the next day or so the The entire distance to be covered is Lecky, secretary of the Building and 
Council Sends Reminder To Hon. direction signs will be painted on the six nailes, 4,224 feet, and it is estimated Construction Exchange to a small
F. M. MaePherson roadway at the intersection. that the entire route can be covered group of aUied building tradesmen in
___ _ The .effort is being undertaken in an in 45 minutes. the board of trade rooms in Kelowna
. . - attempt to educate the drivers to not This service was obtained for Ke- on Tuesday evening. Only tenrepre-
. The _ci^ council hgs given instruc- drive up the centre of the traffic lane lowna through the efforts of the Jun- sentatives were present, including the
hons to City Clerk Dunn to write to between the parked cars and the lamp ior . Board of Trade, in its correspond- chairman Chester Owen who although
Hon. F. M. MaePherson recalling that standards. It is further hoped that the ence with the postoffice department ^ot one of these tradesmen is chairman
WOW! IT’S HOT !
rpi-- ____  J- • tl— t n — ------  i  i5> 1.U1 Luci iiu ca in x 1116 LLii ii  ua uiiiG  uu ri  n   nf   i  i r
«  to .hfroad'wh^® ? l ‘»e dominion Housing Ac. con.mit.
«n J   ^ changing of some city property for contemplating turning to the right, but Following are the various corners
Sipr ^ ^ o m e  government property on Bernard to mov.e to the left hand lane if they where letter boxes vAill be placed:
council however, was Avenue. Mr. MaePherson some months propose to turn to the left. Bernard avenue and Ferry street, Ab-
unanamous i^n.the opmion that the poL ago promised_ Mayor Jones to come, Slow moving traffic should of course bott street and Vimy avenue, Park 
given instructions to here within six weeks. However, no occupy the right hand lane while faster avenue and Pendozi street, Strathconaice should be
check up on any loads of sawdust that word of his intended visit has as yet 
may be breaking the city, bylaw. reached Kelowna.
M a y  b e  C l o s e d  o n  O n e - D e s L  
D e a l  b y  T h i s  ^ J (^ e e l< -e n d  i f  n o  M a j o r  
O b s t a c l e s  B l o c k  V ( ^ a y  in  M e a n t i m e
One-Desk Deal Includes 950,000 Boxes of Apples, Less
Than One-Quarter of Crop—Possible Deduction is drivers to the fact that there is plenty 
Rumored at Thirty Cents per Box ?hV. parS TBerS aS"!he
-------—^^---------------------- M. standards of the street lights.
O M T  T re e  . .  e j - r r t  t . -  • ^  the Scheme shows promise ofsome imforseen difficulties arise today, there is every working out successfully it will be ex-
likelihood that the one-desk staff, in conjunction with the B C tended to include the whole length of 
Tree Fruits Ltd, staff, will close the pools on the domestic sales of i,
apples from December 8 on to the end of the season, it was indicated ^  Pphee will be instructed to check
on Wednesday. Possibly these pool returns will be 
Friday or Saturday, although no definite commitments were made.
Fifty Per Cent Export --------- — -------- -^---------------—----------—
TRiese pools include 950,000 boxes. Prices might only be 25 cents per box
moving cars should pass in the left lane avenue and Pendozi street, Patterson 
and, when they have a clear roadway avenue and Pendozi street. Gadder 
ahead, move back to the right lane. avenue and Richter street, Harvey av-
Those: sections of Bernard and Pen- enue and Riichter street, Laurier av- 
dozi adjacent to the intersection will be enue and Ethel street, Bernard avenue 
marked off in two traffic lanes by lines and Ethel street, Bernard avenue and 
painted on the roadway. Right at the Richter street, Cawston avenue and 
intersection there will be q series of Richter street. Bay avenue and Ellis 
arrows to indicate the direction the street. Camp , avenue and Roanoke 
cars are supposed to travel if they oc- street, Cawston avenue and Ellis 
cupy a certain lane. street.
The scheme is not a new one as it has ------------------------------
been used in larger cities for some 
time. It is, however, the first time it has 
been tried out here. The council has 
great hopes that it may educate the car
OLDEST VALLEY 
BORN RESIDENT 
PASSES HERE
tee.
Mr. Lecky stressed the need for or­
ganization and outlined one or two pro­
posals which may be presented before 
the provincial legislal ire this session. 
He also wished the Interior towns to 
organize and become affiliated with the 
Canadian Construction Association, 
which voices national needs from its 
headquarters at Ottawa.
“We feel in Vancouver that we have 
benefitted greatly by having this con­
nection,” stated Mr. Lecky. “What are 
you doing about your, own industiy 
here in Kelowna? Are you-preparing 
Turn to Page 6, Story 3
HEALTH UNIT 
PROBLEM IS
Jurie Max. Min.
15 ................... 74 48
16 ......... .... . ....... 60 54
17 ........ ...... :.... :: 74 54
la ............ ... 79 47
19 .............. . .....  83 54
20 .......... .... ......  87 58
21 ....... :.............  96 57
Means ............ ......  79 53.1
C i t y  T o  D i s c o n t i n u e  W a t e r
S e r v i c e  T o  B a r b e r  P r o p e r t y  
T o  E n f o r c e  R e g u l a t i o n s
Monday Given as Deadline for Application for Sufficient 
Water Service for Property—-Has Sixty Days to 
Comply with City Sewerage Bylaw
Mrs. Christine McDougall, of 
Winfield, W as Born at Okana­
gan Centre 80 Years Ago
up on all drivers failing to observe the
Th e  city council on Monday night issued instructions for the city 
engineer to notify George G. Barber, Richter St., that unless 
he complied with the city water and sewerage regulations the con- 
___ _ nections to his property would be cut off on Monday.
Council Discusses Unit and Lab Early in May the council discussed "■ -
•<-1, "D • • 1 IT situation and decided to take ac- water and sewerage bylaw. He point-
witn provincial rieaitn vJincer j^gn but, subsequently, it was ascer- ed otit that Mr. Barber had sixty days 
—■—~  tained that Mr. Barber was ill and ac- to comply with the sewerage regula-
Members of the city council on Mon- tion was postponed. The whole mat- tions but there was no time limit as
way.
During the discussion Alderman Pet­
tigrew suggested that parallel parking 
should be adopted on Bernard avenue
_____________  _____ V.WVWZO ..czzzx.s cw u scive m  Believed to have been the oldest . . . ^
Possibly these pool returns will be finished bv direction signs as painted on the rodd- native daughter in the Okanagan, Mrs. day impressed upon Dr. H. E. Young, ter arose over a discussion in the to the water service and the city could
. . J -----  Christine McDougall, of Winfield, died provincial health officer, the view- council when it was pointed out that take immediate action unless applica-
in the Kelowna general hospital on Point of the city regarding the health there was not sufficient water and tion was made for an additional wa+er
Tuesday, June 21, after an extended unit arid the laboratory. Dr. Young sewerage service serving the buildings service. The penalty for not comply-
illness. stopped in Kelowna en route to the on Mr. Barber’s property at the cor- ing with the sewerage bylaw is a fine
Born in Okanagan Centre 80 years coast, for the express purpose of dis- ner of Richter and Harvey. There is of not more tlian $100.00 for every day 
XV, i,c»x«.. xjxc jjuxiiLcu uui mat me ^go, the late Mrs. McDougall had nev- cussing the situation with the local oine water service, installed at the 
VallPi7 prnn +1, Considered and it is now street narrows and curves here and ^^ resided outside the Okanagan, and council. ' time the store' and apartment house
me expon rumored that the deductions will run parallel parking would nrovidP -Tnnrp '^ ^® well-known throughout the Ke- 'The council recommended that the were erected but at a later period he 
S S S  to Th. around 30 cents per box. Iraffie room. A  agreed to s^fve t ^  S S w t  n®'’,^ on^  ^ health unit be extended to cover the erected a private dwelling tor him-
This means that on the 950 000 boxes Proposal until a later date after some hospital for a month prior to her whole Valley as was originally intend- self and carried the water over to his 
in the special deal, a deduction of discussion. death. ed and that greater co-operation be residence from the store and apart-
about thirty cents will be made from 
the prices which existed when the one- _____
desk selling deal was commenced If Kelowna ritv rnnnrU Nejowna; Mrs. Derickson, West- pointed out that these cities enjoyed a dwelling with a separate water con-
a shipping^flrm made a T o d  de^ S  on Dr H."e" ^ o ^ g ” the, laboratory but nection. ■
his export shipments, then his growers officer, the desiraMitv of a . . , .  ^  ^  ^ nothing towards its upkeep. The Council on Monday considered
------- - ----------------  . ciTl act T e r n ^  /  is being conducted Dr. Young promised to give his co- two letters from City Solicitor Weddell
xt:„__ i^eats. from the Catholic church this morn- operation and whl send Mr, Dolman '
ing, Thursday, at 10 o’clock with in- of his department - to address the next
less than one-quarter of the Okanagan since that time other factors have board of trade building west
Valley crop. Fifty per cent of the had +« ;x •„ ___  P^ k^* ^e pointed out that the
prior to the one-desk selling arrange­
ment, which went into force on De­
cember 8, 1937.
The staff at the B.C. Fruit Board 
been working overtime every 
night for the past three weeks in an 
effort to bring these returns up to 
date and allow the shippers to close 
Htrir pools.
She leaves four daughters, all res- given by other cities in the Valley in ment building. Later he acquired ad-  ^ t.x,.vx.v,,v*wxx c xcx.ci x ux -<jni- 
ident of the district, namely Mrs. Chat- the matter of the laboratory. It was jacent property upon which there was j i^unicatrolr fromlhe'^Stv'^ soUcitor^ r#^ ^^
or part of day such failure continues 
after the expiration of the sixty days 
following the serving of the notice.
Mr. Barber’s Letter 
Mr. Barber, in a letter dated June 
20th to the council, said:
‘T acknowledge receipt of a corn-
may expect fair returns, but if ___ .................. .
export deal was not up to standard. His assistance was^lso sought^ ^n draw- _ ___  then the grov"^* ’^ »•«»+•'»•.'•' --•n i— — > —^  ■ • - uiuw-
♦he deductions from the December 8 it is indicated
A  days ago it was thought that t  t  r wers’ returns will be sad,’ ing up Vbyraw7o“eov7^^  ^ i"®’ °  depart ent^to address the next solicitor reported that on June 17th------ o *• ' ng “P a D;yiaw to govcm the sale of terment In the Catholic  ^ meeting-of the Okanagan municipal he had served Mr. Barber with notice
Father MacKenzie will officiate. association. i, that he must comply with both themeats in
questing that I! make application for 
another water service to m'y property 
on Richter Street. In this connection 
I would respectfully point out that 
and one from Mr. Barber. The city when the original application for a
building permit was made for the 
building in which I live, it was for an 
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.spoiiaiblo for the delay in coinpletirw; the details of 
lh<‘ Canadian treaty with the Uidted State.s. Canada 
wants a lower tarilf than the United States i.s prepared 
to filve on Canadian cattle KeinK into the Slates and 
in return is willinj; to I'ive a lower duty on American 
/arm implements. The same j)rinciple is behijt ap­
plied to other cdmiiKxlities, but apparently the United 
Stales I.S not yet quite ready to accede to tlie Can­
adian requests.
While there was no definite word that the imperial 
preference on apples would be affected by the ncfto- 
tiatlotKS of the two treatie.s, the Okana/'an had suffici­
ent reasons to be apprehensive. The temporary col­
lapse of the neKotiations has f'ivcn the district a 
breatliin/' spell and another opportunity for Katherine 
up its loiius for further presentation of its case to the 
proper authorities.
Sailing to Newfoundland in Home-Made Craft
"iu*
/M r. N i c o l l 's  V i s i t
The visit of Mr. F. W. Nicolls, director of housinf', 
department of finance, Ottawa, to the Valley was a 
distinct disappointment. It Inad been hoped that Mr. 
Nicolls would briu(' some ray of hope as to means 
whereby the housing act mi;'ht be put to more effect­
ive use in this district but tliis he failed to do. It is 
true that he intimated that some changes in the set-up 
might be effected and hoped that they would go a 
long way towards eliminating local difficulties, but 
he could give no definite information on this point.
^r. NicolLs’ visit was a distinct disappointment 
and .vet, was it not a disappointment simply because 
we expected too much? In review, we appai'cntly 
•expected him to come licre and assure us that these 
difficulties which have been hampering the working 
of the act were to be swept away overnight. That 
this thing would be done and that thing would be 
altered to suit our wishes. If this was our expecta­
tion, Mr. Nicolls’ visit was a distinct failure.
But was it a failure? It must be remembered 
that the official’s visit tq this province was not one 
to correct the situation. It was one of investigation, 
that the government might ascertain just why the 
act was not as effective as it should be in districts of 
this province. In this light, the visit cannot be con­
sidered a failure. Mr. Nicolls had ample opportunity 
of obtaining the reaction of the people of the Valley 
to the way the act is administered, and armed with 
this information, lie is now in a much better position 
to discuss the loaning companies’ attitude. Mr. Nicolls’ 
visit may have important reactions. Time alone will 
tell.
Then too, were we not a little too optimistic in 
expecting Mr. Nicolls to make any announcement as 
to changes in the procedure necessary to obtain the 
loans? An important part of/this procedure is the 
•definite concern of the loaning companies. Mr. Nic­
olls, after all, is but a public servant, and although 
he was one of the most outspoken civil servants it 
has been our pleasure to hear, he, obviously, was in 
no position to make definite statements as to changes; 
in procedure. Moreover, he has befen away from 
Ottawa for over a month and the revised housing act 
•bill is now before the house. He could speak with 
no authority as to the provisions that the bill will 
■contain after it has passed the HouSe. We may have 
no definite “bird in the hand” as a result of the visit 
•of the official but at least vve know that some respon­
sible person in Ottawa has had the opportunity of 
appreciating our position here. If vve presented our 
case in an effective manner,, we now have a friend 
.at court to'plead our case.
S o u n d  A c t i o n
The city council on . Monday evening made a 
sound move when it decided to change the name of 
Eli Street to Harvey. The step was necessary to make 
the one street cross the entire breadth of the city from 
east to west.
Some will no doubt regret the passing of the 
name “Eli” as jt is said to have been that of an old 
settlor here. However, few will argue that “Eli” is 
preferable to “Harvey”. Shakespeare said something 
about “What’s in a name? A rose by any other ijame 
would grow as fair,” but the fact remains that “Har­
vey” Is undoubtedly a more appropriate name for any 
residential street. Moreover, Harvey Street is one 
of the well-known streets of the city, while few peo­
ple realize that the continuation of the same street 
west of Ellis is rightfully called Eli.
Streets with two or three different names are not 
uncommon in some,, of the older eastern cities, but 
they are a bugbear to the stranger. This writer has 
vivid memories of the confusion caused visitors to 
Montreal by the fact that what is apparently the 
same street is called St. Peter, Bleury and Park 
Avenue in various sections. Then, too, he has pain­
ful memories of being only able to find “Main St.” 
where the map of Rochester, N.Y., said “Lake St.” 
should be and finally locating “Lake” just across the 
intersection;
While believing generally in the principle that 
old and historic names should be retained wherever 
possible, The Courier in this instance feels that the 
city council should be commended in its decision.
M-
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After nine years of adversity in Canada, Philip Osmon* is sailing back t6 Newfoundland in his crude, but 
sturdy 31-foot boat, Lydia F, A carpenter by trade, Osmond built the Lydia F. from salvaged bits of wood 
and equipped it with an engine he purchased for five dollars. Accompanying him are his four children. 
The adventurous party are shown as they headed out of the Toronto harbor on the start of their voyage 
which they hope to complete in about 15 days.
K e l o w n a  In  B y g o n e  D a y s
(From the files of the Kelowna Courier)
K e lo w n a  I g n o r e d
L o a n in g  C o m p a n ie s
That not a single British Colunibia loaning in­
stitution had-come under the housing act, was the 
startling information which F. W. Nicolls, director of 
housing, -Ottawa, gave representatives of the Valley 
boards of trade on Thursday. The speaker emphasized 
the fact that the loaning institutions of this province 
had refused to co-operate in any way, giving as their 
reason that the five and a half per cent interest on 
their loans was not high enough.
Mr. Nicolls expressed himself as believing much of 
fhe ineffectiveness of the act in this province was 
•due entirely to the failure of the B.C. companies to 
co-operate. When local companies had failed to do 
their share, it had been necessary to look to financial 
organizations with their head-offices in the east, to 
finance the B.C. housing loans. These companies had 
come into this province but it was a laborious task 
to build an efficient organization so far from their 
head offices, and this accounted for much of the delay 
in the granting of a loan. This condition, however, 
will undoubtedly be corrected in the near future.
While these large insurance companies canhot be 
considered “outside” organizations as they claim to be 
Canadian institutions and operate their insurance 
business in this district, it nevertheless must be ad­
mitted that they, with head offices in. the east, are not 
in the same favorable position to handle the loans as 
are the financial organizations with their head offices 
in this province. It is'a sad refiection on these Coast 
companies that they refuse to participate in the func­
tioning of the act because the stipulated interest is 
lower than they would like. The director of housing 
intirhated that there is every possibility of them being 
glad to get five per cent in the future. He expressed 
himself as of the opinion that had' the Coast loaning 
institutions come under the act, many of the difficul­
ties which have been hampering the functioning of 
the act here, would never have arisen.'
The Kelowna board of trade and the people of 
South Okanagan riding were administered a left- 
handed spanking during the past two weeks. This 
was evident from a news stpry in-the Penticton Herald 
last week when it was reported that Hon. F. M. Mac- 
Pherson, minister of public works, and an engineer 
from his department made an extended tour of Sim- 
ilkameen riding, inspecting the roads, but failed to 
cross the country into South Okanagan.
During the past few months the local board pf 
trade has on at least two occasions invited the minister 
to come here to discuss the ferry situation. As a mat­
ter of fact, the board suggested that he set a date 
suitable to his own convenience. Possibly the invita­
tions have not been warm enough; possibly our at­
tractions are not as great as those of Nelson where 
he is to speak on Dominion Day or those of Similk- 
ameen where he has been “during the past two or 
three weeks.” Whatever the reason, he did not see 
fit to accept Kelowna’s invitation when he was in the 
neighboring riding. One thing is certain and that is 
that he will never be closer to South Okanagan and 
not come than he was when in Similkameen. Pentic­
ton is thirty-five miles from Kelowna.
On second thoughts, we must remember that the 
minister is a very busy man and that thirty-five miles 
contains a distinct hazard as to time. Just suppose 
he started out for Kelowna and missed M.S. Holdup 
and had to wait the fifty minutes! Why it might 
disrupt his whole schedule!
THIRTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, June 18, 1908
Dr. Gaddes returned from the Coast, accompanied 
by 22 persons who will inspect the lands of the Cen­
tral Okanagan Land & Orchard Co.4k W *
Roweliffe Bros, have their building next to the 
Post Office almost completed.
• I  «  •
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Prozesky arrived from Winni­
peg on Friday, the former planning erection of a cigar 
factory here.
L. C. Aviss has launched the fine new motorboat 
he has been i^uilding for Mr. Leckie-Ewing of Okan­
agan Landing. It measures 29 feet by five feet six 
inches and has a speed of fifteen miles per hour.
• • *
Fred Brent, pioneer resident of the Okanagan 
Mission valley, arrived from California last week 
with his daughter, Mrs. C. M. Renshaw, who has been 
visiting him. Mr. Brent is a veteran of the civil war 
in the United States and is 80 years old.
* ♦ ♦
J. B. Knowles started a lively discussion at the 
Board of Trade meeting by stating that the city 
streets are in filthy condition. The trade board is ask­
ing the city council to clear up the.debris.
^t. John’s Church, Victoria, was the scene of a 
prefiy wedding on Wednesday, June 5, when Florence 
E. Newson, youngest daughter of Mrs. E. J. Newson, 
was united to C. H. Jackson, of Kelowna.
TW ENTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, June 20, 1918
A tax levy of 33.8 mills was set by the council 
for 1918 on Monday. General levy is 5.8, debenture 
levy 19.4, and school 8.6 mills. Expenditures are es­
timated at $103,394.47, plus $2,898.21 for rebate taxes. 
Ordinary revenues totalled $48,411.87 leaving $57,880.81 
to be collected by taxation-
Twelve himdred feet of hose was brought into 
play to extinguish a fire in a chicken house belonging 
to Rev. P’ather Verbeke.
* f a  f ' ,
Another Chinaman was arrested by Chief Con­
stable Thomas on Saturday, having had opium in his 
possession.
W a n t e d :
A  G r a d u a t e
T h e  R u n n in g  S ta r t
A  B re a th in g  S p e l l
The most cheering news’ the Okanagan has re­
ceived in some rhonths is that there will be no change 
this season in the imperial preference duties affecting 
this Valley. There had been some concern lest the 
duties on the British market would be altiered to such 
an extent as to seriously affect JtW markieting of the 
local apple crop. Had the duties been lowered to an 
extent that the new rate would be insufficient to' 
make it an economic possibility to ship Okanagan 
apples to that market, the result would have been 
disastrous to local growers. The British-American 
and Canadian-American trade negotiations have been 
watched with great interest and some appreherisioin 
by the people of this district, but the announcement 
that the trade talks have struck a snag and have been 
brought to a temporary halt, makes it evident that 
no change will be made in time to affect the mar­
keting of this year’s crop, at least.
The reluctance of the United States to open its ' 
markets to Canadian farm products is apparently re-
This month throughout the entire Dominion, scores
of young people will be graduating from high schools 
and colleges and. will be turned loose into an unin­
terested world to shift for themselves for the first 
time.
No matter how well trained these youngsters may 
be they have yjjt, for the most part, to learn that the 
most important thing is not the particular skill of any 
single job, but rather what the real world is like. 
No matter how skilled the job seeker may be, he 
must have the feeling of reality before he is in a 
position to move forward to his own higher problem 
of living and a career.
The real world is a tough place to jump into cold
and it is tackled best by the youth who has made 
some preparation for the task of finding a job by 
getting a running start. Bright youngsters are be­
ginning to learn the importance of changing the old 
saying, “ Well done is half done,” to “Early done is 
half done.” They are beginning to realize that sum­
mer and vacation work during their school years is 
of inestimable value. It is now recognized that one 
of the greatest problems confronting the beginner is 
his ability to understand what will be expected of' 
him in his first position. The youngsters are learning 
that they should secure all the experience they can 
by Working inwarious kinds of jobs while- in school; 
■They help them to get “the feel of the shop.”
There have been, many instances iri which am- • 
bitibus and energetic young men»have accepted jobs 
with little or no pay to get this running start, and 
many of them have landed permanent jobs as a re­
sult of their volunteer work. The young man who 
says, “I’ll work for _ you for nothing; it is better for 
'me. than loafing around home,” is the one who will 
get the experience in the real world which will en­
able him to get a running start in life.
Commencement — but where to begin? By 
starting with employment statistics the American 
graduate of 1938 will gain little except confirmation 
of a sixth-sense suspicion that he must commence 
with himself.
The figures focus on an insufficiency of jobs. 
Eleven million job seekers, without this year’s army 
of 1,222,500 graduates—nearly 150,000 of , whom are 
college trained^ — a^nd the. fact that unemployment is 
heaviest among persons under twenty-five years of 
age: , this is the statistical prologue to young 1933’s 
drama of success.
But the prologue is not the play—and the play’s
• the thing. For many the first act will begin in a 
waiting room. One job, twenty applicants. Statistics 
give us no clue as to the hero of the moment.
• “Why, out of a score, will he be chosen?
"Why will he keep that job?
Why will he make it a step in a ladder of jobs?
The statistics don’t tell. '
The graduate, of course, has had a job .right 
along. If he has handled that task with the energy 
and intelligence which he should bring to the position 
he now seeks, one chance in twenty may be odds 
in his favor.
The indications that yoitng people are going to 
have a harder time finding jobs this year than last 
are not to be wished away. For society the statistics 
are a challenge and a warning, and for the individual 
.they ar^ e a call to think in terms broader than those 
of his own problem. But in the degree in which the 
graduate can begin with his improved talents he 
can dispense with employment figures as a barometer 
of the economic weather ahead for him.
Satisfies cannot furnish the reason why he will 
get-that job.—Christian Science Monitor.
THE BATTl'LE OF THE SEXES is about to be 
renewed in Penticton, if one is to judge by Bob 
Lowe’.s remarlcs In la.st week’s Herald. ' Penticton 
girls have complained to l.owe that they are going 
to rerdse to have anything t»> do with the boys'who 
go to the dances stag. It seems that the girls have 
been in the habit of going to the dunces and paying 
their own way. Then the boys come along "on the 
cheap” and want to take them home. I wonder what 
tlie Penticton girls have to squawk about . . . .  For 
the lust two score, years we have been hearing about 
the equality of the sexes, 'riie female of the species 
decided she wanted to vote . . .  and .she did. She 
decided .she wanted to go into law, medicine, business 
and every other lino of employment . . . .  and she did. 
She wanted greater social freedom . . . .  and she has 
it. Even the “single stand.ird” has been given the 
go-by . . . .  This was all to the good from the femmes’ 
point of view until (hey begum to realize that the 
freedom worked botli ways. If they were to meet 
men on equal footing in buslnciSs and other lines they 
must ^Gct them on the same footing in all lines. But 
they did not like that. They wanted to keep their 
cake and eat it too. The first squawk came when 
discovered that men were not jumping up to 
offer them their seats in crowded street cars. Men 
decided that as women were equal in everything else 
they were equally able to ride home standing on their 
own or somebody else's feet . . . .  ’Phis wail from 
Penticton is just another case in point. It is probable 
that the gills doing the wailing have just as many 
shekels in their weekly allowance as do the boys. 
j.hey think the boys should spend theirs entertaining 
the girls while the girls spend their shekels on them­
selves. Hasn’t the word reached Penticton yet that 
the common thing among the younger crowd today 
IS a co-operative financing? If a boy and girl want 
to go to a dance together and the boy is pressed for 
cash . . . .  and many of the girls earn more than the 
boys . . . .  the girl pays her own shot. And after 
all, why not? Men and women are free and equal 
today . . . .  The Penticton girls are barking up the 
wrong tree. It isn't because the boys want to go to 
the dances on the cheap . . . .  It is just that the Pen­
ticton girls haven’t succeeded in getting the Penticton 
boys “that-a-way” about them
r p m
Dip YOU HAPPEN TO notice an item in the I 
news the other day that said four men had plunged 
to death when an elevator broke in the three-hundred- 
foot shaft of the dome of a Montreal church? That! 
item may have meant but little to you, yet for me 
It started a string of memories . . . .  The church was 
St. Joseph’s Oratory or, as it is more commonly known 
in Montreal, Brother Andre’s shrine . . . .  The dome 
mentioned, it is said, will be when completed the 
largest dome on this continent. The. shrine is famous! 
over half a continent and each year pilgrimages arej 
made from American cities for the express purpose! 
of visiting it. Some of the groups number well into 
the thousands, of persons. It is more than that how­
ever. The person who Visits Montreal and has failed 
to see the shrine has not seen the city. The chief 
object of interest for the tourist is the pile of crutches 
which have been placed there by persons who have I 
been cured through the efforts of Brother Andre .
, r p m .
y o u  MAY^ OR MAY NOT believe in miracles or j 
even faith healing, but that doesn’t matter. One can’t! 
visit this shrine and not fail to be impressed. In that 
it is vastly different from the more famous Ste. Anne 
de Beaupre which always struck me as being a bit! 
tawdry and commercialized . . . . I have left that spot'l 
on several occasions just a trifle sorry that I had gone F 
for I was somewhat disillusioned . . . . Not so, how-fl 
over, at Brother. Andre’s . . . .  there are ho dusty 
colored paper streamers there : . . .  But to get backl 
to my story . . . . it does not really matter whether! 
or not you believe in miracles, you will be interested! 
in the huge pile of crutches, legJirons, artificial boots! 
and what-have-you that have been placed there by !  
persons who were sufficiently impressed to believe! 
they were cured . . .  . *
r p m
 ^ ^BUT THOSE CRUTCHES are not all . . . . BrotherL 
Andre chose his spot well, high up on the northemil 
slope of West Mount, the lesser shoulder of Mount! 
Royal. Rising from the busy Queen Mary Road are> 
well kept lawns and flower gardens, cut by a wide! 
winding roadway and pierced straight through thefi 
centre by several long flights of steps which lead to! 
They will supervise grading into four terrace before the door of the chapel. From thelj
topmost step is a view worthy of the climb. Far toHthe north nnroco tVio _ t i ..’I
TEN YEARS AGO 
Thursday, June 21,-1928
Presentation of the charter to the Rotary Club of 
Kelowna was officially accomplished at the Eldorado 
Arms on Tuesday night. Rotarians from Kamloops, 
Vernon, Trail, Vancouver, and Chelan, Wash., clubs 
were present, the total gathering numbering 106. Col. 
Ross Napier, Vernon president, presided. H. F. Rees 
is the first president here.
>.t >{«
 ^ A movement has been set on foot by Penticton 
anglers for restoration and improvement of the old 
railway construction road leading to Chute lake from 
the south. .
• ♦ •
An aged Chinaman, believed to be'an octogenar­
ian, slipped off the Kelowna-Westbank ferry Monday 
and drowned.
• • •
The Dominion department of public works plans 
to hold a public enquiry into the level of Okanagan 
lake.
E. J. Chambers was re-elected president and D. M, 
Rattray vice-president. of the Associated Growers at 
its annual meeting held last week. K. W. Kinnard 
replaces G. A. Barrat as secretary-treasurer, the latter 
having resigned.
The coveted Henry Birks teimis cup was brought 
to Kelowna from Salmon Arm by A. E. Hill and L. 
J. Logie on Sunday.
■ A brilliant social event was the wedding of Nellie 
Aylene, youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. 
Jones to Alexander William Dollar: in the First Unit­
ed Church, Kelpwna, oh Wednesday.
• ♦ • ,
Penticton dirited Kelowna’s win streak on Sunday 
when it won 6-2 in an Okanagan Valley league game.
B e e f  G r a d i n g  
I n c o n s i s t e n c i e s
about renjembering to post the letters. Seriously, 
however, the erection of the letter boxes has been 
long overdue and is but another step in the giving 
to the people of this city the service which is'their 
rightful due. The boxes will be found to be a great 
■convenience and will, doubtless, be used much by the 
residents of the city.
; Three beef inspectors have, been appointed to 
administer new grading regulations in the lower 
mainland
classes—choice identified by red labels in future; 
good identified by blue labels, and average, by yellow 
and brown tags. The territory involved in compul­
sory grading includes Vancouver, West Vancouver, 
North Vancouver, Burnaby, and New Westminster.
This is the type of announcement which puzzles 
Canadians. Ajjparently there is a law regarding grad­
ing of beef for human consumption, and this law is to 
be law in certain areas in British Columbia and 
not in others.
Why should this be? Behind the law there must 
be a reason. Residents in other portions of British 
Columbia are asking why is. this law to apply in one 
small area of the province where half the people 
live? Why should it not, if it is a good law, and 
there is an adequate reason behind it, apply to the 
entire province?
Naturally we are concerned to know if there has 
been a supply of bad meat being sold in such an area 
and, if it can no longer be sold there, is it proposed 
to concentrate its sale in the other portions of the 
 ^province not now protected.
Or is this grading just a matter of good, not so 
good, and poor?
No matter the reason, is there any right why a 
law should apply only' to a portion of a province? If 
it is a good thing for the lower mainland to have 
graded meats, why- would it not be equally 'a good 
thing for Vernon, Kelowna, and Penticton to have 
the same regulation? •
It is also well to ask if the grading adds to costs? 
No need to inquire who will bear added costs because 
It IS always thq consumer. People of British Columbia 
have a right to ask that any law be applied equally 
within the province. Surely that is the basis of law 
and of law enforcement.
And when it comes to grading beef, why not 
grade pork, mutton, and other meats in common 
usage?—Vei-non News.
the north across the fertile lands of the Island off 
Montreal, a silver strip gleaming in the sun marks! 
the course of the Back river, while on the horizon the; 
Laurentians, oldest mountains in the world, speak I 
of far places. To the left, across a portion of the busyl 
city, grain boats can be seen, slipping through the! 
Lachine Canal while the smoke front a thousand fac-l 1 
tory chimneys hangs like a pall . t l
r p m
THESE LONG PLIGHTS of steps stretching away Fi 
from our feet are a never-ceasing source of interest to! 
tourists. Morning, afternoon or evening . . . .  in the' 
blazing Montreal sun or in the midst of a Montreal ^ I 
winter . . . .  no matter when you look there will be’ 
some devout person, praying his way slowly up those! 
^eps. Sometimes there will be but a solitary person F 
but more often nearly a score. On occasion I haveFi 
seen so many that it was impossiible to walk up the-'! 
steps. These devoutees kneel and pray on each step,fi| 
starting at the bottom and slowly working their wayi|! 
towards the top. When I say kneel, I m^ ean kneel fortU 
they balance themselves on their knees and their toes|l 
cannot touch the step immediately below. I could not ill 
quite believe that at first . . . .  there are so many steps 
and wood is hard and knees are tender . . . . but| | 
careful observation convinced me that it is so. 
takes hours, actually hours, to cover the flight. Onef 
cannot help but be impressed by the sincerity of; 
those who make that pilgrimage up those steps on! 
their knees .' . . . ' :
L e t t e r  B o x e s
E d it o r ia l  C o m m e n tThe aanouncement that the post offjcb depart-
mept will establish fourteen! street letter, boxes at Women hitchhikers should be kept off the high- 
strategic^positions throughout the city will be greeted ways, the Vernon News editorially claimed last week 
^  basing its argument on the fact that the female guest
tv, f  ^ and find It impossible to passenger threatens; to add greatly to claims against
make the trekMown , to the city, post office. Their, insurance companies and thus force T Z e re ^ T in  
satisfaction, however, will be nothing cdbpared to rates. The Courier is entii-ely Sympathetic towards 
that of the husbpnds who will not now haVe to worry the stand taken by the News but wishes that the
latter paper had elaborated a trifle on the method it 
proposes to keep the women off the highways. We 
haye an idea that if women want to walk \ on the 
highway they are going to do it. Further, the high­
ways are there to be'used by the public and by what 
means can one forbid a woman walking on the high­
way even if she should choose to do so from Vancouver 
to Halifax? Forbid it and there would be a great cry 
about “fascism” and “restriction of liberty”. As The 
Courier sees the problem it is not a question of keep­
ing the women off the highways but of the motor-car 
drivers refusing to pick them up and give them a lift.
r p m
THE CHAPEL IS ONE of the most impressive i 
churches I have ever seen. It is surprisingly plain 1 
and unornamental. With its beautiful altar and the! 
piles of crutches, it needs nothing more to be impres- ’ 
sive . . . .  I called it the chapel. It is if memory '; 
serves me correctly, the fifth church built on the site I 
but it will serve only as the chapel when the million' 
dollar edifice now under construction is at last com-i' 
pleted . . . . I lived ‘‘just around the corner” for sixF- 
years and watched the church grow. It is being built,
I understand, from the donations of the pilgrims.;! 
During the depression years, it progressed but slowLyi " 
then about three years ago, the work took a spurt! 
and recent pictures would seem to indicate that dur-f , 
ing the year since last I saw it,-remarkable progress 1 !  
has been made. Now the huge brass dome . . . .  largest! 
oh the continent . . . .  is a landmark for travellers; 
fifty miles distant . . . . Brother Andre did not live 1 
to see his dream realized. It was about two years agb-' 
that he died and after the largest funeral ever held( 
in Montreal, was buried in the solid rock beneath his? 
beloved church . . . .  ?•: V-' ■ , 'r p m-- . . p
YOU MAY OR YOU MAY not believe in miracles.!! 
Nevertheless you cannot help but be interested in| 
them. A friend of mine will vouch for a miracle's 
which Brother Andre performed . . . .  When Brother'  ^
Andre died I wrote a bit about the shrine and, ap-l 
parently was inspired and wrote better than I knew.l 
At ;;ny rate, a couple of days after the paper was out'f 
a woman I knew came in and thanked nie for it The^  ^
Turn to Page 3, Story 7
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d'UHon for l>cr interest was this . . . 
Her son and another lad in tiie town 
<?uch had u serious infection of tlie car 
which the medical men could do little 
with. The boy had been ill a long 
time but one day he went to churcli 
with his mother and a kindly neiglibor 
gave him a quarter. On the way home 
frqm church, hi.s mother to make con­
versation with him asked wiiat iie In­
tended to do with it. The lad thought 
a  little and then said, “You know, 
mother, I would like to give it to St. 
Joseph.” “Why, how could you do 
that?" his mother asked. "Well tiiere 
must be some way,” her son Insisted 
and was so mixious about it tliat the 
following day the mother suddenly hit 
upon the scheme of sending it to St. 
Joseph's Shrine in Montreal. A letter 
was written telling the story and ask­
ing Brother Andre to xjrny for tiie little 
lad. An answer came back saying that 
Brother Andre would include the child 
in his prayers each day. From tiiat
* K. G. E. RETURNS 
DIRECTORS FOR 
ANOTHER TERM *
-More About-
LACK OF 
ACTION
Annual Meeting Urges Associat­
ed to Sign Standard Contract if 
Large Independents do so
P A C K IN G  CH ARGE H IG H ER
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have iKJt beetj determined, he
Plan Structural Repairs to Main 
Cold Storage Plant at Cost of 
About $3,000
w h ic h  
.said.
'I ’l l ' '  add re ss  a n d  th e  di.scu.ssion 
V t i ic l)  fo l lo w e d , w l i i le  n o t s lie d d in g  
a n y  g re a t a m o u n t o f  l i g l i t  on t i ie  .so­
lu t io n  to  th e  I n t e r io r ’s jna jb lem .s, d id  
c o n v in c e  th e  a u d ie n c e  th a t  w lia te v e r  
f a u l t  lie s  in  t i ie  in a c t iv e  o j ie ra t io n  o f 
th e  A c t  in  t i ie  I n t e r io r  can be ijlace< l 
a t th e  d o o rs  o f  th e  le n d in g  in s t i t u ­
tio n s , a tu l th a t  th e  D o m in io n  g o v e rn ­
m e n t w i l l  m a k e  e v e ry  e f fo r t  to  a p p ly  
G ro w e rs ’ p re s s u re  on th e se  f ln a n ( ; ia l agenc ies  to
One important statement was made 
by Mr. Nicolls at the close of tiie 
meeting. “Do not mix social housin/'
Directors of the Kelowna
Exchange were returned to office by further tlic principles of tiie plan 
unanimous vote at the annual meeting Social And Kcoiioinic
in the Orange Hall. L. E. Marshall,
A. L. Baldock, A. McMurray, J. R. J.
Stirling and Capt. C. II. Taylor will 
continue us officers for another year ,,,uu
and will select the president at the first Houslne Act i^  'in^>connmi . 
executive session on Friday. L. E. " * f’ -In n I’OV"-
SS°to “ nlml'- IhTirnl,
................. ...... ............ .
time onwards, without medical atten- efr trying to solve both problems, and
Uon, the boy made a rapid recovery f can afford housing In Kc-
What of the other chap’/ He re- ^^owers be urged to sign the standard jowna will receive loans ”
* '' contraet, to bo elfective only if all of ^ ‘ „ , . , ,
the larger independents do likewise. * close of his address on the
^  ramillcations, Chair-
rnu ^ Courier Excluded ^  ^  C. Bennett called for ques-
Tho Courier was not admitted to the tions and R. Peters, Vernon, was the 
meeting, by a resolution of the mem- first on his feet. “I am disappointed,” 
bers gathered there, unlike the proce- frankly stated Mr. Peters, “for from 
dure which takes place in Penticton Mr. Nicolls’ statement all the advan- 
and Vernon, where members of the tage seems to bo in favor of the lend- 
press are welcomed to the annual ing institutions. I cannot see how the 
meetings of the Penticton Co-operative Act can be made any more of a success 
Growers and the Vernon Fruit Union, in the future than in the past.”
Rules of the Exchange were amend- .. , v,- u i,
seriL“”o? share atSndeS in Vancouver w^ ^
S s h y  staTe?. V e  X""qSaliTyTg JeTTnd D ‘ A IffiJials "S n ^ ^ n 'i ' 
shares now held^by shippmg m^^  ^ company man had made^he state
 ^ can afford to build (heir own homes, 
he thought. He instanced conditions 
in the north end which are far from 
healthy and declared that 1.000 new 
homes arc* needed here to rejiluce 
"iiomes whicli are filthy and unfit for considered, 
human liabltalion.” From tiie talk he 
had come to the opinion tlial Kelovv- 
mi must enter into the sclieme either 
as a municipality or by forming a 
private? company.
Would He Interested
"If you can sliow us that we can 
borrow from $100,000 to $300,000 to 
liou.se these peoiile (hen I am inter­
ested”, he stated.
'riiere is only some $30,000,000 to 
spend, Mr. Nicolls replied, and if all 
cities are to be cared for in the low 
rental home classes (hen a great deal 
more may be forthcoming. At pres­
ent. however, the funds are limited.
From a social housing standpoint, how­
ever. loans of this nature would only 
be giving a man something which the 
taxpayers will pay for eventually.
Loans to municipalities had not been 
successful in the past, he instanced.
tile Interior under prc;;ent conditions, 
us tlie additional costs are too lilgli. 
If a man has not $1,000 in cash avail­
able in Kelowna today then it is use­
less for him to apply for a loan, he
It is the fault of the lending in­
stitutions,” he concluded, "and tlie 
Government will have to put iiressure 
on (lieni to follow tlie D. H. A. reg­
ulations.” The best risk.s, he thought, 
were tliose wlio wlslied to build $2,500 
homes.
"We are putting on (lie pressure,” 
rejilied Mr. Nicolls. “Tlio.se who fail­
ed to heij) in the Interior are the On­
tario companies. Get tlie local lend­
ing companies to come in and do not 
allow the eastern firms to just pick 
off the cream of the loans. 'I’lie fault 
is in your own hands. Your critici.sm 
should' be levelled against the local 
lending companies and would then be 
more constructive.”
Not! Eustcni Companies 
Chairman Bonnett pointed out that 
most of these eastern comijuriics re­
ferred to arc insurance companies, and
but the government is considering a Jd»t becau.se their headquarters are in
covered too, but it was a long slow 
process . . . Miracle or coincidence’/ 
Take your choice. Your guess is as 
{food as mine. But don’t let that mo­
ther hear you say it, if you do not 
believe in miracles . . .
“What is the tactful way for a girl's 
father to let her boy friend know it’s 
time to leave?”
“He may casually pass through the 
room with a box of breakfast food.”
scheme to make loans up to fJO per 
cent to municipalities and up to 80 per 
cent to private companies formed for 
this purpose. This item is still in 
the hands of .parliament.
This city operated a housing scheme 
after the war and there was not a 
single loss, declared His WcAship.
“Then there is only one other city 
in Canada with a similar record, and 
that is Winnipeg”, was Mr. Nicolls’ 
reply.
Mr. Peters opined that it is up to 
the mortgage companies to set up an 
organization in each town to handle 
the D. H. A. loans instead of hollering 
about the expense.
E. M. Carruthers stressed the pos­
sibility that the local building inspect-
'Toronto or Montreal they do not talk 
of themselves as eastern firms when 
they are selling insurance in the west. 
There is not sufficient money available 
in small cities to handle those mort­
gages, ho considered.
Mr. Bennett asked representatives of 
financial institutions in Kelowna to in­
timate their reactions to Mr. Nicolls’ 
statement. Both Mr. Whillis and Mr. 
Carruthers stated that their set-up did 
not qualify for participation in making 
loans direct, under the Act, while H. 
C. S. ColletV of the Okanagan Loan & 
Investment Trust Co., stated his com­
pany did not have sufficient capital. 
“My reply is that we cannot, not that 
we won’t,” stated Mr. Collett.
Frank Guerard asked if the govern-
T i i“ I" and replaced-by a menrtharhV compan^^^  ^ Vancouver onto thei  number of shares of the new issue.  ^ t bnrrmxrofc
y  ^  This Proc^urs is bsing.Miowed to oh- ‘wifh foTabr
tain the objective whereby all future Peters’ opinion this is the type
f - who needs the assistance ofbers only, so as to retain the increase t^e housing act most, 
in value which will accrue in future t„ Jh,- +i,-„ ir i
f  r "  lay a^J ™ n
should a member cancel his contract, Act as there are in^ the' cities stat ttrtri ell or.+...ri oKo-c.     , he ­
ors, generally conscientious honest ment could appoint local persons to 
men. are quite capable of handling the ‘ 
in.spection of homes instead of the loan 
companies saddling the expense of an
We have a good supply on hand 
—be wise and get in your next 
winter’s requirements and avoid 
the risk of having to accept wet 
fuel.
F IR  or P IN E  
SLABS, 3 ricks ... $4 .0 0
o owers.
No Architect Supervision
Fifty per cent of the loans made in 
Canada have not had. an architects 
supervision, replied Mr. Nicolls, and 
forty per cent have not been built 
from architects’ plans. B.C. architects 
fell down badly in the Dominion com­
petition by not submitting plans suit-
be responsible to the financial institu­
tions.
Mr. Nicolls replied that the ques­
tion of politics entered into such a 
proposition, and also that-the Govern­
ment was not as involved in the loans 
as the financial companies and could 
not presume to dictate in such a re­
spect.
Another question was asked concern­
ing the proposal of the Dominion gov­
ernment to loan money for “self liq­
uidating public service’’
D R Y  BO X  C U T T IN G S—
Double liOad  ...... . $4.00
Single Load  .............  $2.25
S.M. SIMPSON LTD.
PHONES—Mill Office; 313 
General Office: 312
bt^■hIs"';eriod"•tha. aw r,“:.be ' pfl™te-- compa^^
ital will be held by Shipping members Nicolls made his remarks regarding he continued, and they now realize services include water and light, but
the non-participation of lending com- their mistake. They are now prepar- sewerage as yet. Mr. Nicolls con- 
...Wca-oKar Pa i^es. One of their main troubles ing plans which will be available at p°fred sewerage services should be
has been to find men capable of hand- about $25 per set. The approved plans ?"c^uded. These must be self liquidat- 
s ling the situations which arise in plac- under the Dominion contest may be i*'®’ "though payments from sinking 
ing loans under the Act. If there are obtained at $10 per set. fund may be made.
Final naekinff rharse on wrannerf men in this Valley who can come un- Mr. Peters replied that he had a In Good'Shape
apples works out at 38.2 cents p e /b ^  we"lcled‘'be^Sd will be Jetter on file from the  ^Mutual Life ^ At the outset of his remarks, Mr.
a^ rnmnarerl with rente last vear welcomed, he said. that loans could only be considered Nicolls stated it was a relief to see
This increase is Sie to smaller depart- d iSS intm en^ 'i^Te S in ^ h v ^ M ?  P^ ’^ '^^^^tion of an architect’s housing conditions in Pentic^n-after
mental returne the directors stated Tf msappointment in the outline by Mr. plans. inspections of Rossland and ’Trail and
dei^rtmenLl t r a d i n g I f  lower scale wage earners R. Whillis joined in the discussion- he felt sure that Kelowna is in as good
departmental trading returns are ex aj,g excluded from the Act then 60 to by quoting building figures which a shape as Penticton.
H iw w w m av
S T A N D A R D
Here is the grentest tire 
news of the year . . .  A  new 
Firestone Standard Tire with 
everything you n e e d  —  
safety, mileage, dependable, 
carefree service— all at a re­
markably low  price. You  
will want to see the new 
design of ^  the Firestone 
Standard Tiro and its smart 
new appearance to l^lly 
appreciate all its extra fea­
tures. Take advantage of 
this, opportunity to save 
money. Drive in to your 
nearest Firestone Dealer and 
have him put these large­
sized, rugged, long-wearing 
Firestone Standards on your 
car.
only.
The growers approved of a continu- 
nce of
through the loan committee, 
loans to the members in such amounts 
as consistent with security obtainable.
KELOWNA DEALERS
Begg Motor Company Limited
Pbone. 232
FIRESTONE TIRES, TUBES and ACGESSORIES
Sunset Cruises to th^
WEST CO/IST
OF VANCOUVER ISLAND
Visit the historical West Co;ist. 
Discover quaint Indian villages 
. . .  explore out-of-the-way fishing 
settlements . . . call at modern 
gold-famed Zeballos. . .  cruise bn 
the edge of the mighty Pacific, 
past towering peaks that drop 
sheer to the sea. Comfortable 
Canadian Pacific steamers sail 
from Victoria every Saturday 
during July and August.
4^ days, all expenses 
(froin Victoria) -  -
See your ticket agent or write 
G. Bruce Burpee, G.P.A., C.P.R. 
Station, Vancouver, B. C.
eluded the charge would be 41.5 cents 
as corhpared with 41.3 cents last year, 
Increases in cost of materials and 
wages were offset by reductions in the 
overhead per box charge.
A  total pack-out of 486,324 packages 
and 907,798 loose pounds of apples, 
pears and crabs was reported, besides 
39,755 packages and 146,394 loose 
pounds of soft fruits, a ’oig increase in 
the number of packages over 1937.
Higher Per Box Charge 
The total average charge on a box 
of wrapped apples amounted to 58 
cents this year compared with 54.5 
cents last year, outside of any rebates. 
This total charge was made up of local 
packing and handling 38.2 cents, As­
sociated selling 3.5 cents, Associated 
pool charges 13.9 cents and local pool 
charges of 2.4 cents.
The directors reported that total 
sales: for the year in the feed store 
were $142,406.82, an increase of $19,- 
424.18 over the previous year. 'I’his 
allows for a distribution to shareholder 
purchasers of a rebate of eight per 
cent, after part of the profit is set aside 
for extension and the Exchange.
Sales in the grocery department have 
increased steadily each month and 
have reached a point where, with a 
little more business, the store may be 
placed on a dividend-paying basis, the 
directors stated.
Structural repairs to the main cold 
storage plant are being planned, at a 
cost of $3,000.
Fifteen New Contracts 
Only one cancellation was received 
by the Exchange this year, and lifteen 
new members signed marketing agree­
ments, giving the Exchange an addi­
tional 50,000 boxes of apples and pears.
Local rebate amounts to 6.7 cents 
per box of apples, pears ind crabap- 
ples and 3.35 cents per package of soft 
fruits.
In the vegetable deal, 41,339 large 
size and 47,751 small size packages of 
vegetables were handled during the 
year. The rebate works out at 7.5 
cents per large size package and 3.75 
cents oh small packages. On bulk the 
rebate of $1.50 per ton.
Robert Cheyne was reappointed aud­
itor'for the ensuing season.
70 per cent of this city’s residents are proved that applications for $2,000 to 
excluded and the other thirty per cent $2,500 homes could not be fulfilled in
Some interesting , figures were 
Turn to Page 5, Story I
re-
In Style hats without a crown, and a dress with-
The wife came home breathlessly out a back, and .shoes without toes” 
after a day of shopping. “You think that’s something,” grunt-
“Look, darling,” she told her husband ed her husband. “Look at this suit of 
happily, “I’ve got one of those new mine: it has pockets without money!”
A ntique Whisky
'hMDOWUO GUtlNUn LIHITIB. SCOriANS
RUTUND MINISTER 
TO PREACH HERE
During the absence of Dr. W. W. Mc­
Pherson, an attractive pulpit supply 
has been arranged for the United 
Church. On Sunday, June 26th, the 
■ preacher >will be the Rev. A. C. N. 
Pound. M.A., B.D., of Rutland. A  
former pastor of Rutland, the Rev. A. 
McMillan. B.A.. now-of Nai’amata, will 
occupy the pulpit on July 10th. For 
the remaining Sundays of July and 
all of August and the first two Sun­
days in September, the Church has 
beep fortunate in securing the services 
of the well-known and popular Bap­
tist minister, the Rev. F. W. Pattison,. 
M.A. Mr. Pattison comes with a wide 
e.xperience in the pastorate and a re­
cord of outstanding success in the pul­
pit, having held the leading Baptist 
pulpits in Summerland. Calgary and' 
Brandon when he was also Professor- 
in the College.
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• easiest starting
acceleration
corrosion
This advertisement, is not pub- 
llished or displayed by the Liquor 
I Control Board or by the Govern­
ment of British Columbia.
Cynic
Business: I had a surprise this morn­
ing. I put On another suit, and in one 
of the pockets found a big roll of bills: 
which I had entirely forgotten.” 
Pessimist: “Were any of them re­
ceipted?”
• silent perform ance
com bustion
These qualities^ unified  a nd  balanced^ 
m ake S tandard  G asoline Unsurpassed
'Ilf
Hi
o e
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MACCHIONE IS 
SENTENCED TO 
HANG, OCT. 26
Second Jury at Vernon Assizes 
Reaches Agreement —  Appeal 
W ill be Lodged
M U R D ER  IS CH AR GE
BRITISH COLUMBIA UNE ABANDONMENTS UNDER UNIFICATION
P U N
-More About-
LACK OF 
ACTION
No Trace of Emotion Shown by 
Section Hand as he Hears Mr. 
Justice Murphy’s Sentence
Showlnj' not the Jniiitost trace of 
■emotion despite tiie ordeal of huvinjt 
faced two Juries in tlie short space of 
six days, Vincent Mucchione, 3(J-ycar- 
old railway section hand, heard Mr. 
.Justice Denis Murphy, In Assize Court 
at Vernon on Saturday niglU, sentence 
him to liantJ October 20 next for the 
murder two and a half years ago of 
Michael Hudock, whose body was dis­
covered beside the frozen Elk River 
■ near Fernio.
Macchlone, after a short, whispered 
conference witli his chief defence 
counsel, Clement Carmichael, was led 
from the court to his cell beneath. 
Early this week he was taken “back 
to the place from whence he came”— 
in Mr. Justice Murphy’s solemn words 
—to await execution next autumn.
Will Appeal Decision
Immediately after the jury’s verdict 
had been announced and the presiding 
judge had passed sentence, Mr. Car­
michael and J. A. Sutherland, assist­
ant counsel, announced application 
would be made to Appeal Court for 
an appeal. What the grounds would 
be, they refused to state.
Foreman Thomas Daly, of Penticton, 
announced the jury’s finding of Mac- 
chione’s guilt to a crowded, hushed- 
courtroom shortly before 10 o’clock 
Saturday night after less than two 
hours’ deliberations. Other members 
■of the jury were: F. A. Usher, G. A, 
Fowler, C. R. Richardson, Guy Allen, 
Fred Godwin, D. Addy, Kelowna,, W. 
H. Byers, L. W. Christensen, Arthur
\
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PRETTY NUPTIALS SOCIAL PROGRESS 
AT PEACHLAND OF 
WIDE INTEREST
' Frojn Pago 3, Column .') 
vealed by llic Ottawa ollicer on the 
distribution of money under the fed­
eral sclienies. More tlian 40,000 loans 
liave been arranged, totalling $15,500,- 
000 under tlie ilome Improvement 
Plan. In 13.C., 4,3l!3 loans liave been 
made, valuing $1,400,000 and in Ke­
lowna 01 loans totalled .$2.'),404. No 
defaults have occurred on any lo,ins 
made in tiiis province, he was happy 
to record.
He dealt shortly witli the proposed 
new Housing Act to take care of slum 
conditions. Houses built by municip­
alities under tliis section are for rental 
only, and can only be rented to in­
dividuals having ii limited income.
The amended D, H. A., which is be­
fore the House, makes provision for 
more attractive arrangements to in­
duce the lending companies to come 
into small towns and cities, he stated. 
The costs to borrowers are lower per 
month than in the United Slates by 
more than $2 and only 95 cents more 
than under the English scheme. Un­
der the D. H, A., borrowers arc sa'' ■ 
ing $8 per month or fifty per cent of 
the total mortgage over twenty years, 
over what had to bo paid out prior to 
the institution of the legislation.
At the end of May 4,250 loans a- 
cross Canada totalled $17,500,000 in 
value, while B.C.’s share ,was 750 loans 
at $2,250,000. In Kelowna three loans 
had been made for a total of $9,500.
How Much Can. He Pay
The first question to be considered 
in making loans is how much the pros­
pective borrower can afford to pay. 
This is governed by his annual income 
and equity. The total amount invested 
should not be more than two and a 
half times his annual income, Mr. Nic- 
ceased being compulsory, and some pUs stated, instancing that a man earn- 
churches are closed yet because of $100 should afford a $3,000 home. 
TR1T\ ^^ ^^ k of support. If ke is earning under $100 per month
I v I l j A l C i i  r i / U l Y U  The middle class homes are a color- ke should think seriously before lack- 
miV A sight with varied colors as pink, k^ rg such a proposition,
MAK.lNil SI KlOliS klue, and green being used. The parks He spoke at length on the subject 
i-r «  are beautiful with the trees, shrubs and °f the appraised value as against the
--------  flowers with fountains everywhere, total cost of construction and lot, and
NEXaON^
0^PE
b TRAj U ^^ *’**^
WIC1 JA
The heavy black lines on the above map showthc railway lines that would be scrapped in British 
Columbia under the line abandonment program submitted recently to the Senate Committee at Ottawa 
by the Canadian Pacific Railway in presenting its case for unification of the Railways. Under the C.P.R. 
plan 192 miles of C.N.R. line and 168 miles of C.P.R. line would be discarded in British Columbia, a total 
of 360 miles of railway. The unification proposal calls for the discarding of 2,216 miles of the C.N.R.’s 
main lines and 1,042 miles of the C.N.R.’s branch lines; 744 miles of the C.P.R.'s main lines and 961 miles 
of the C.P.R.’s , branch lines throughout Canada. The line abandonment program was first submitted by 
the C.P.R. to the Duff Commission in 1932, but was kept secret until presented to the Senate Committee at 
the present hearing.
Basham, James Arthur, Benvoulin, E. Alma Joan Fulks Becomes Bride Miss Dalziel. Rutland. Tells Y.P. small canals in some place.s, in- showed why in many cases, because• T ■ TT’J ^  - __- - . ' ' * * ctoQrl ri-f tirolb-cf nf nnnr rfpciiJn anH wnrlrmnncfiiri fhoJ. Kidson.
Mr. Daly was obviously under an 
intense strain as he announced the 
verdict in answer to Registrar R. M. 
McGusty’s question.
of Verne Cousins at United 
Church, Peachland, Ceremony
stead of walks, on which people ride of poor design and ork anship the 
Some in small boats. appraised value was lower. If a house
Mexico is rich in silver, and is now is designed in a modern manner and 
developing plantations of oranges and fits its surroundings then the apprais-
-------- pineapples, and sugar will be sold at ed value should be equal to the cost, be
Mexico is an interesting country to two cents a pound. said.
Miss Dalziel, of Rutland, told Seventy-five per cent of the Mexican Fees for appraisal are set at one-
S. of United Church 
Highlights of Recent Trip .
A very pretty wedding took place in 
Mr. Justice Murphy then pronounc- ike Peachland ^United Church on Sun-
ed sentence after ordering Macchione day afternoon when Alma Joan, eldest visit _ ____  ________________
to stand up. The jury’s verdict left daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. B, Fulks, the Y. P. S. of the United Church on people are said to have been illiterate tenth of one per cent, with a limit of 
him with but one alternative, he said, became the bride of Verne Cousins, June 19. before Cardenas’ presidency and now $7, while four inspections are required
The accused, through his interpreter, seventh son of Mrs. M. Cousins. The Great social progress is seen as well about half can read and write, due to at a charge of $3 per inspection. These
P. Capozzi, of Kelo-wna, previously de- church was decorated with roses and as the Spanish influence of past cen- the enterprising educational program inspections are not expected to take
dared he had nothing to say as to why Canterbury bells while the ceremony turies. The people have been given which intends to make every one edu- the place of architect’s supervision. He
the sentence of the court should n o t  was performed under a pink and white land which was formerly owned by cated. The citizens are emerging from urged prospective borrowers to make
be passed. , arch centred by white wedding bells, families in Europe or Mexico whose ignorance and superstition in which aU their plans carefully and give the
.  ^ ¥1- J Rev. J. H. Gillam officiated. forefathers were presented with it in they have lived for over four centuries loaning companies time to che-ek ae-
First Jury Disagreed The bride looked lovely as she en- huge tracts or haciendas of up to and which will gradually be reduced as tails carefully.
Macchione’s fourth trial on this tered on the arm of her father to the 1,000,000 acres each, by the Spanish the 200,000 schools are being built, in- “H nothing ever comes out of the 
charge commenced Friday morning of strains of the wedding march played conquistadores in the early sixteenth eluding the remodelling of gambling I^oniinion Housing Act except the de­
last week; The previous evening at by Miss Freida Dilworth of Kelowna, century, and reaped big profits from halls . into schools and of cabarets sire on the part of the people to hdve
9.10 o’clock Capt. H. P. Coombes, fore- She was preceded by little Ruth them without providing proper equip- which the church used to operate. zorfing regulations then it w’ill have
man of the third jury, the first one to Fulks, her sister, as flower girl, -vvith ment and forcing -wretched working Despite some crude activities such as ’ accomplished good results,” he declar- 
be erripaneled here, announced a dis- Miss Gladys Dent, her cousin, and conditions. bull-fighting, she believed the country ed at another point, “Without zoning
agreement. These men were ordered Miss Edna Cousins, sister of the groom, Even rivalling the excellent Ameri- was on the right course in tackling ordinances you are not going to get
released by His Lordship, -who did acting as bridesmaids. Harold Cous- can highways, the Mexican roads rise the urgent need of enlightening and the full.benefit of the Act or any other
not comment on the disagreement. ins, brother of the groom, was best high in the mountains. Mexico City making the people economically se- Act. Without zoning your city is not
All evidence was concluded Satur- man. is 7,500 feet above sea level. She found cure. giving you good protection, and unless
day afternoon in the fourth trial, which The bride wore white lace over sat- that the people treated others as they —-------- ------- -------------- the borrower *is given this protection
was proceeded with much more swift- in with a white lace veil, and carried were treated and didn’t blame the r.Trr-«r t>aitc3 he will not get the benefit from the
D. H. A. he should have.
Another Company In View
‘Only one Tending
ly than was the previous one. On both a bouquet of roses and fern. Miss Mexicans for expropriating their oil CITY P YS CLAIM
occasions His Lordship’s charge to Ihe Dent was gowned in sky blue chiffon, wells. When Diaz was president he The city council on Monday decided
jury occupied two hours. Defence floor length, with pink sash tied in gave many concessions to foreign coun- to pay the damage claim of $26.35 en-
Counsel Carmichael’s summary took the back and pink straw picture hat tries who up till recently have ex- tered by Mr. Roberts for damage to' “  company has 
nearly three hours, but Attorney-Gen- tied under the chin. Miss Cousins ploited them and believed they would car and self received when his car hit been considering loans in Kelowna and
eral G. S. Wismer’s remarks were con- wore pink chiffon with ruffled sleeves endure indefinitely. an obstruction in the road on Clement has not been taking the district very
siderably shorter. No defence witne.s- while the sash of her floor-length gown She iquoted Cordell Hull, U.S. Secre- Ave. seriously. But I am happy to tell you
ses were called. and the streamers of her white hat tary of State, as saying that Mexico -------- ^ t h a t  another firm is coming, and if it
Hon. Mr. Wismer left for the Coast were also of pink. Miss Dent carried was justified in taking over her prop- CRANT TRADF TirPNrF«5 favorably impressed it will do the
immediately after Mr. Justice Murphv a bouquet of roses and fern while erties especially as they are paying ”  ^ *' ^ j o b  in a big way.”
had ordered the jury locked up, and Miss Cousins had a bouquet of sweet $400,000,000 for them. Small boys gave At Monday’s council meeting, trade At the conclusion of his first re
was therefore not in court when the peas. Frank Gillam and Ray Har- their few pesos they saved to help licences were granted to the following: marks. Chairman Bennett pointed out
verdict was announced. He was rep- rington acted as ushers. pay off the sum. Jerub Goodkey, pedlar of Penticton; that it is hard to understand why loan-
resented by iiOrne H. Jackson, of Van- During the signing of the register The churches were imposing sights D. Miller of West Summerland who is ing companies pass up cities such as 
couver, and M. M. Colquhoun, of Pen- James Dent of Edmonton, uncle of with many parts being covered with opening a branch office of J. J. Whaller Kelowna which are in splendid finan-
ticton, who had assisted him. the bride, sang “O Perfect Love” with gold leaf, and many domes sho-,ving & Co., Vancouver insurance broker; dial shape, in preference to big cities
To observers Macchione appeared'Miss Dilworth accompanying. Moorish and Spanish influence. She John L. Clarke, JubileeApts., represen- which are in far worse condition,
to be under more, of a strain during Following the ceremony a reception denied that the churches had been tative of Clifton C. Cross & Co., invest- Mr. Nicolls answered this by stating
the third trial than he did during the was held at the home of the bride’s forcibly closed; many people stopped ment agent’s licence; restaurant licence that the loan companies have not the
■fmirth After the jury’s disagreement parents after which Mr. and Mrs. attending when the paying of tithes to Yee Lock Co. facilities available to cover the small
Bride-Elect Honored
A miscellaneous shower in honor of
fourt .
was announced, the short, sandy'hair- Verne Cousins J^ ft for a short motor 
ed Silician consulted with Mr. Car- trip. They will take up their resi- 
michael briefly and was seen to kiss dence at Beaverdell. 
his counsel’s hand. , # ♦ •
Macchione’s case is, said to break all 
precedents in British Columbia juris­
prudence.
Twice since the body of Hudock Miss Minnie Kopp, whose marriage to 
was found on February 19, 1936. Mac- Jack Felker of Summerland takes 
chione had been sentenced to hang. Sunday, v^ as held on Friday
before he was tried in this cit-\'. First afternoon at the home of Mrs. F. Hak- 
and second trials were held at Fernie er. The rooms were prettily decorat- 
and at Cranbrook. with roses, while the , gifts were
His third trial, and first one in Ver- presented from the dining table which 
non, was ordered after the death last was covered with a lace cloth and 
January of Mr. Justice A. F. MePhil- centred by a doll dressed in bridal 
lips made it impossible for the B.C. costume.
Appeal Court to implement the re- Many useful and lovely gifts were 
opening of Macchione’s second appeal presented after which tea was served 
from a 'conviction. ' by the hostesses, assisted by Mrs. A.
_____ __________ McKay, Mrs. Grant Eddy i and Miss
Mary Inglis.
U.S. APPLE CROP Mr. and Mrs. Sid Easton of Edmon-
Dli?f A 'H I7D  A ^17 were visitors in town last week
jD u L iv IVv A  V as guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Clem-
____^  ents. .
* * » .
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Yendell of 
Princeton, arrived by motor on Satur­
day and are visitors at the Trepanier 
Auto Camp. ' '
H. MacNeill and F. Mills were visit­
ors to Princeton last week.
James Dent, of Edmonton, accom­
panied by his daughter Miss Gladys 
Dent, arrived on Thursday evening 
and are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. 
B. Fulks. * • •
A. Gridley, of Idaho, is visiting his 
mother, Mrs. E. H. Trimble, arriving 
by Greyhound Saturday night.
- E. H; Pierce was a recent visitor to 
Yakima and Seattle, arriving home 
last week. ,
Mrs. N. Evans and Mrs. A. Wilson 
arrived on Thursday evening after a 
trip to Alberta.
RADIO STAR AT EMPRESS THEATRE
m ' '
Estimiate Only Fifty-Five Per 
Cent of Normal Crop Yield
On June 1. the United States depart­
ment of agriculture estimated that the 
American apple crop is about 55 per 
cent of a normal crop year and 22 per 
cent below that of 1937, according to 
advices from Wenatchee. This condi­
tion prevails everywhere except in the 
four western states, which are about 
one per cent below average.
With a smaller crop the Wenatchee 
fruit men are praying now for a buying 
power sufficient to absorb the apples 
as fast as they can be placed on the 
market. If such a situation does occur 
the Wenatchee people can “go to town” 
this year, they say.
Apple bread is being sold in Idaho, 
and Werner Tiler, of Wenatchee, re­
cently returned from Boise, Idaho, 
where he signed a contract with a prin­
cipal bakery for the making of APPEal 
breaid. His. first ord^r was for five tons 
of processed apples for making the 
APPEal mix. One Spokane bakery is 
using 55 boxes daily for this purpose. 
Mr .Iller states.
First Bing cherries out. of Wenatchee 
district brought five cents per pound 
in bulk, although it is not announced as 
a seasonal price.
APPOINT FIRE DRIVER
The city council on Monday night 
acted upon the recommendation of the 
fire department and appointed T. Hazel 
to the permanent staff of the brigade 
as api^aratus driver. He will receive a 
salary of $100.00 per month.
sections, arid therein lies ^ e  real prob- 
= lem. They have not the trained men.
Later, when speaking on rates cf in­
terest. Mr. Nicolls warned that loan 
companies should co-operate With the 
government in providing money at the 
present rate, otherwise they might find 
themselves in the position of not be­
ing able to loan at a hig’ner rate than 
5 per cent. He inferred that they do 
not km. ,v when they are well off.
Chairman Bennett endeavored to 
have the guest speaker elaborate on 
this statement, but Mr. Nicolls stated 
he could not go farther than he had 
done. ,,
.Capt. C. R. Bull proposed the vote 
of thanks to Mr. Nicolls and stressed 
the vital importance of the D. H. A. to 
Kelowna. Housing for people who 
cannot rais» sufficient money for a D. 
H. A. loan is just as important, he 
thought, as the social services now ex­
istent. If the government can find a 
scheme to take care cf both classes 
then it can put a feather in its cap, he 
concluded.
EAST KELOWNA W.I. 
HAS FINAL SESSION
Anniversary Tea Fund Realizes 
$56— Many Donations Made
“SMILING” BILLY BLINKHORN
Featured for the .past five years over radio station CJOR in Vancouver, 
this smiling young ambassador and interpretor of western songs is travelling 
through the west on a goodwill tour for his sponsor, and arrangements have 
been made for him to appear at the Empress Theatre Tuesday and Wed­
nesday, June 28 and 29. ADVT.
On June 14 the East Kelowna Wo­
men’s Institute held its final meeting 
of the season at the Community Hall. 
The proceeds of the anniversary tea, 
held recently, along with the raffle of 
an Afghan which was won by Miss L. 
Marshall and was the result of a group 
effort on the part of members of the 
Institute, was reported as $56.61. The 
Gordon Campbell Preventorum was 
voted $10 of this sum, a donation of 
$20 was made to the Othoa Scott Fund 
for crippled children, and the East Ke­
lowna school radio fund was swelled 
by a gift of $10.
A picnic for W.I. members and their 
families was planned for some time in 
midsummer, but the choosing of a de­
finite date was postponed. ■
Mrs. S. Olson, the president of the 
local group, was chosen to represent 
East Kelowna at the provincial conven-
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Asbestos Shingles
recognized to be the utmost in roofing quality and 
beauty.—  Let us show you how little they cost.
S. M. S I M P S O N  L T D
QUALITY LUMBER and BUILDERS' SUPPLIES 
PHONES: General Office 312 Mill Office 313
T h e  R o s e  P r o p e r ty
Owing to the present unsatisfactory market 
for first-class residential lots, the above pro­
perty, which has been advertised for the past 
two months, has been withdrawn from offer 
to the general public. Sales by private bargain 
can be arranged on application either to '
McTAVISH & WHILLIS, LTD.
• ”  or —=■ .
E. M. CARRUTHERS & SON, LTD.
SOLE SALES AGENTS
NOTICX
** Pound D istrict Act *’
(Section 4)
W H E R E A S , under the provision of this Act, applica­
tion has been made to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council 
to constitute as a pound district all that certain portion 
or tract of land in tlie vicinity of Westbank, in Osoyoos 
Division of Yale Land District, which may be more peu:- 
ticularly described as:—-
Commencing at the point where the south boundary of Lot 807 
is intersected by the east bank of Power Creek; thence north­
westerly along the said east bank of Power Creek to where it 
intersects the north boundary of Lot 2697; thence easterly 
along the northerly boundaries of Lots 2697, 804 and 805 to the 
east boundary of said Lot 805; thence southerly along the east 
boundaries of Lots 805( 486 and 807 to the southeast corner of 
said Lot 807; thence west to the point of commencement.
N O T IC E  is hereby given that, thirty days after pub­
lication of this notice, the Lieutenant-Governor in Council 
will proceed to comply with the application, unless objec­
tion is made to the undersigned by eight proprietors with­
in such proposed pound district, in Form A: of the schedule 
of this Act.
T. D. PATTULLO,
Acting Minister of Agriculture.
Department of Agriculture,
Victoria, B.C.,
June 15th, 1938.
47-4C
Can be selected than a roof of JO H N S -M A N V IL L E
l l ' i
IMS
OVERNIGHT SERVICE to and tffliii yAHCOUVEB
VIA PENTICTON — Daily Service 
Greyhound 8:00 pan. Iv. KELOWNA ar. 9:415 a.m. Greyhound
Bus ...... . 10:10 pjn. ar. PENTICTON Iv. 7:30 a.m.   Bus
No. 11 ...... 10.30 p.m. Iv. PENTICTON ar. 7:30 am......  No. 12
No. 11   10:00 am. ar. VANCOUVER . iv. 8.05 p.m   No". 12
Dine leisurely 
on Train 3 after 
leaving Sicamous
4:00 pm. Iv. 
8:05 pm. ar. 
8:25 pm. Iv. 
9:00 a.m. ar.
VIA SICAMOUS 
Daily Except Sunday
KELOWNA
SICAMOUS
SICAMOUS
VANCOUVER
Parlor Car 
between Kelowna 
and Sicamous 
ar. 2:25 pm.
Iv. 10.25 a.m. 
ar. 6.50 a.m.
Iv. 7:15 p.m.
Travel. Eastbound via Sicamous.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
C. SHAITLER—City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; or G. D. BI 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Kelowna, B. C.
C A N A D IA N  P A C IF IC
tion which is slated for yancouver in MAKE AQUATIC GRANT
• * * * The city council on Monday night'
Jack Blackburn who underwent a Slanted $750.00 to the Kelowna Aqua-| 
major operation in the Kelowna Gen- tic club, the money ticketted to be ap-f 
eral Hospital is making a satisfactory pbed towards the salaries of the care-|; 
recovery. taker and lifeguard.
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KENNEDY CUP 
CAPTURED BY 
D. E. McLennan
Rifle Association Secretary Vic­
torious in Arinual Contest for 
Handsome Trophy
Under u cloudless sky and i^cnerally 
fuvoroble conditions, sixteen ridemon 
participated in tlie annual competition 
tor the handsome Kennedy Cup, (lied 
on the Glenmore ride ranye on Sunday. 
Some .good shooting was done, with 
the flnal result that the energetic and 
enthusiastic secretary of the Ride As­
sociation, D. E. “Mucklc” McLennan, 
who shot very steadily, emerged tri­
umphant with the line total of 4(5 for 
ten shots at 200 yards, including a 
string of thi-ce bulls to finish. His vic­
tory was a very popular one and he 
received the hearty congratulations of 
his comrades. -G. N. Kennedy, donor 
of the cup, and D. McMillan were 
runners-up with 44 each, and next came 
E. L. Adam and G. C. Rose with 43 
each, the. last two named curiousl.v 
having tied with the same score for 
first place in 1933, the year in which 
the cup was donated.
The regular weekly spoon shoot also 
was carried out, the first seven shots 
on score in the Kennedy Cup match' 
being counted towards the total in ad­
dition to seven shots each at the 500 
and 600 yards distances. As the heat 
of the day grew more intense a strong 
mirage appeared at the longer ranges, 
causing trouble more especially at 600 
yards, where several promising totals 
suffered accordingly. Only three men 
got into the thirties at the longest dis­
tance, including D. McMillan and W. 
jR. Maxson, 31 each, and G. N. Ken­
nedy, 30, while at 500 yards ten com­
petitors reached the coveted mark, 
head^ by W. E. HEurmeling. who fol­
lowed an inner for his first shot on score 
with a string of six bulls. 34. R. 
Maxson also scored six bulls but drop­
ped to a magpie for his fifth shot, 33. 
Captain C. Hawes put on 32, D. E. Mc­
Lennan, J. Tyrer and G. C. Rose, 31 
each, .and McMillan, G. Wyman, J. R. 
Conway and Mrs. W. E. Harmeling, 
30 each. The first seven shots at 200 
yards gave McMillan 33, McLennan and 
Kennedy 31 each and Wyman, E. L. 
Adam and Rose 30 each;
Kennedy Cup
Two sighting shots and ten shots on 
score at 200 yards. Scores* D. E. Mc­
Lennan, winner, 46; G. N. Kennedy, 44 
and D. McMillan, 44, equal; E. L. Ad­
am, 43, and G. G. Rose, 43, equal; W.
R. Maxson, 42; G. Wyman, 41, and W. 
B. Harmeling, 41, equal; J. R- Conway, 
40, and Captain C. Hawes, 40, equal; J. 
Tyrer, 39; G. W. Hammond, 36, and S. 
Turri, 36, equal; L. Renals, 35; Mrs. W. 
E. Harmeling, 33, and T. E. Foley, 33, 
equal.
Aggregate
D. McMillan, 33, 30, 31—94; W. R. 
Maxson, 29, 33, 31—93; W. E. Harme­
ling, 27, 34, 29—90; G. N. Kennedy, 31, 
28, 30—89; G. Wyman, 30, 30, 29—89; 
Captain C. Hawes, 29, 32, 28—89; D. 
E. McLennan, 31, 31, 26—88; J. R. Con­
way, 28, 30, 29—87; J. Tyrer, 26, 31, 27 
—84; G. W. Hammond, 26. 29, 27 -82; 
E. L. Adam, 30, 24. 27—81; G. C. Rose, 
30, 31, 20—81; Mrs; W. E. Harmeling, 
23, 30, 23—76; S. Turri. 24. 27, 24—75; 
L. Renals, 23. 24, 25—72; T. E. Foley, 
22, 27, 22—71.
Weekly Spoon Handicap
D. McMillan, 33 plus 2, 3() plus 1. 31 
plus 5— 102 (ineligible having, already 
won two spoons this season); G. Wy­
man, 30 plus 4, 30 plus 4, 29 plus 4— 
101 (ineligible, having already won 
two spoons); D. E. McLennan, 31 plus 
3, 31 plus 3, 26 plus 5—99 (winner); 
W. R. Maxson, 29 plus 2, 33. scratch, 31 
plus 3—98; G. W. Hammond. 26 plus 
3, 29 plus 5, 27 plus 3—93; G. N. Ken­
nedy, 31 plus 1, 28 plus 1. 30 plus 1— 
92 and W. E. Harmeling, 27 plus; 1, 34 
scratch, 29 plus 1—92, equal; Captain C. 
Hawes, 29 scratch, 32 scratch, 28 plus 
2—91 and J. R. Conway. 28 scratch, 30 
scratch, 29 plus. 4—91, equal; J. Tyrer, 
26 plus 2, 31 plus 2, 27 plus 2—90 and
S. Turri, 24 plus 5, 27 plus 5. 24 plu^ 5 
—90, equal; L. Renals. 23 plus 5. 24 
plus 5, 25 plus 5—87; T. E. Foley, 22 
plus 5, 27 plus 5, 22 plus 5— 86; E. L. 
Adam, 30 plus 3, 24 scratch, 27 plus 1— 
€5; G. C. Rose, . 30 scratch. 31 scratch, 
50,plus 2—83; Mrs. W. L. Harmeling, 
23 plus 1, 30 plus 1, 23 plus 4—82.
I
BEAVERDEL SPORTSMEN GATHER 
FOR HRST ANNUAL BANQUET
Kelowna Men Tell Miners of Un- T Ifri(Y  SEVENTH
told Possibilities for Fish and
G a .c  in Area YfRIrAS 9 RUNS
FOR RUTLAND
Sport
Gossip
By J. R. A.
Fifty sportsmen in the Bcavcrdell 
district gathered at the Bcavcrdell ho­
tel on Saturday evening for the initial 
banquet of the recently-formed Bea- 
vcrdcll Rod and Gun club 
izatlon which is said 1 
possibilities for the popul 
mining district in fish and game ac­
tivities.
Following an enjoyable banquet, R.
B. Staples, J. B. Spurrier and Game 
Warden W. R. Maxson, Kelcwna, and
C. J. Kearns, district game supervisor. 
Nelson, were the main spealters giving 
those present encouragement in their 
new organization.
R. B. Staples spoke encouragingly of
If you see a blotch of red coming 
down the street, don’t be alarmed, its 
Just your Gossiper’s face after a bout 
with the fiery ray.s of the sun rellect- 
ing from the waters of Beaver and tlie 
string of lakes to Dee lake. Last .Sun­
day the editorial staff took a trip, un­
der the guidance of friend Maurice
ADANACS PRANCE 
THROUGH LEAGUE 
WITHOUT LOSS
Red Sox and Transfers to Tangle 
Tonight in First of Twilight 
Loop Play-Off's
Rutland Adanacs have pranced 
through the entire baseball season 
without the los.s of a single game in 
the twilight, Central Okanagan league.
o‘'*havJ*?mm?nsc' Peachland Routed in One Fatal u“rough“thi? 'fishS withouto have imniuisc Otherwis** Tij^ht “^kh this fi.shtrman s puiadi.,e sit tasting defeat and are now .sitting m
lanzmg of the Frame, m Otherwise 1 Ignt uated high up in the mountains at an ton of the bean waitimr for 11,o 1.. eun
Game of Baseball
JU N IO R S P L A Y
1 4' 4. r 4 - 4  41 , I Uie heap waiting for the leagueelevation of 5,000 feet, or theri'pbouts. pij,y o(T finals
And for a perfect day’s outing, you .^ .^ .^ nd spot and
can take i Horn me that is the lops. Transfers,-also of Kelowna, are third 
It seems like a diffcient world en- These two will play a
r 1 I ^  U V* 1 I 11 rt T t vn c* in 4 w\ In i vn rni* I . - .ely Brilliant sunshine, combined sudden-death fixture at the’city park
th thinner an, a it^tful peace all ab- grounds this evening. Thursday, for
t, shattered only by the. put-put ot right to meet Adanacs in a two 
J outboai*d lacker, and you cun he three scries on Monday, June
back and be perfectly content with 27. at Rutland. Monday, July 4. at Ke- 
.. . .  Rutland continued its winning streak If your line tempts any (Ish iheii jo^ yua. and on July 7, if found ncces-
thc Beaverdell club’s possibilities, and yesterday when they romped home to there is ,a zest added to the day, but gury, the place to be determined la-
also noted that it is one of the big- g 12 to 2 victory over Peachland. Hen- you do not need fish to enjoy to the
Fifteen Batters Whiffed by Star 
Hurler of Winning Nine— Final out
Score is 12-2 out of    , 
ed good ball for the winners with 15 
valiant men and true falling victims 
to his missives.
Peachland started off in a dither
alibi because there were no fish 
caught. There are plenty in those lakes 
and you can practically believe all
jfr <
Look Out !
Here H e Comes !
This is how an expert accom­
plishes the difficult feat of broad 
jumping. Above you are privil­
eged to ob'feerve Jim Panton, son 
of Dr. and Mrs. L. A. C- Panton, 
of Kelowna, as he flies through 
the air on one of his breath-tak­
ing leaps. Jim represented Can­
ada at the British Empire Games 
at Sydney, Australia, last winter, 
and placed second to a fellow 
Canadian. At the big conference 
meet covering Washington, Ore­
gon. and Idaho colleges, Jim dis­
played his best form and captur- 
^  the conference title for his 
University of Washington.
voice heard because of that fact.
Abounds in Fish and Game
That the Beaverdell and boundary
eoimtrv as a whole abounds with fish wiin a weaamg claiming some or me .........
and bTg game was stressed by Joe team and causing others to be so late They do not come so very big, but 
Snurrier B.C. Fish and Game presid- that finally the game started with four there is quantity and to those who do 
ent Hundreds of hunters come into of the regular team and five of the get out and learn to be practical 
the area each year to hunt for deer junior team. Two of these. Sanderson fishermen, thpt is all you want, any- 
and other animals, while in Arlington and MacLaughlan remained in the way. * * ,
lakes Beaver creek. Collier lake, game throughout so that with Don Mil- 
Clarke lake and Pat’s lake there is ler and Gummow the team for the 
plenty of scope to provide a paradise day had four players aged 16. 
for an^ fisherman, he said. In spite of these handicaps, however,
Pat’s lake, he instanced as being Peachland got off to a good start and,
mg;
Team P W L I) Pts.
Adanacs ................ 9 9 0 0 18
Red Sox . 10 7 3 0 14
Transfers 9 6 2 1 13
Winfleld . 10 2 6 2 6
Oyama ... 10 1 7 2 4
Maroons . 10 1 8 1 6
Results of games during the past
Those lakes are just one endless 
chain of delightful surprises. Beaver, 
of course, is tlie largest one of the
couple of weeks follow:
Adanacs: .................  0 1 0 1 0 2 0—4
Red Sox ................. 0 0 0 1 0 0 1—2
Bach, F. Wastradowski and Holisky; 
Boklage and Leier.
____ ____  chain and most fishermen are content Adanacs 0 0 0 0 4 2__6
quite suitable for a rearing pond,'as in fhe fiVst Inning Wostra^^ nanse% ^^ 'S  Maroons . .. ... . 0 0 0 0 0 (^0
it abounds'with shrimp and other fish ed two and hit one to let Peachland panse of water ana cast tneir ^urcs Holisky; Hardie and Reid,
food HfbSilvedTt would be just as get the first run. Fred Wostradowski’s i^to its murky depths to bring forth Red Sox 9, Oyama 3.
suitable for rearing ponds for finger- double in the third started his team fib^y specimens. But for those Transfers ......... ..........  0 1 0 1 2  0—4
quiet day to get Winfield 0 2 0 2 0 0—4
from the telephones and the r  Kielbiski and E. Crawford; H.
DAN C U R E l WALKS OFF WITH 
REES CUP IN SECOND MAJOR WIN
Colin Milne, Son of Former Davis 
Cup Player will be in Kelowna 
for Two Months This Summer
Club Champion Takes Prize H a n - VANCO UVER
dicap Trophy— Sergt. Macdon-
aid W ins Barton Trophy TENNIS STAR TO
Dan Curell, who the week before COACH JUNIORS
was crowned champion of tlia Kelowna 
golf club in a final game with Sam 
McGladdery, added further to his golf­
ing laurels at the Kelowna golf course 
last Sunday when he whipped Chester 
Owen in the finals of the Rees cup, the 
outstanding handicap trophy play " of 
the year.
This makes the second major trophy 
which Dan, considered one of the most 
consistent players in the Kelcwna club, 
has packed home to his mantle-piece.
In the Rees cup finals, he defeated 
another outstanding Kelowna club 
player, Chester Owen.
Owen played 18 holes in the morn­
ing to defeat Bill Dobson, and then 
entered the final in the afternoon, an­
other 18 holes under a gruelling sun.
The final for the Barton, trophy, em­
blematic of the championship consola­
tion flight honors, went to Sergt. Alec 
Macdonald, who bested Gordon Liv­
ingstone. Sergt. “Mi.'C" has shown 
more irhprovement in his game: this 
year than any other, member of the 
first eight in the club, and has quite 
a few trophies to show for hi.s active 
part season, c 1938.1
The finals of the first flight in the 
championship series has yet to be 
played between Doug Burden and W.
R. ( Foster and the second flight is be­
tween George Meikle and 'T. Tread- 
gold. With the playing of these match­
es the spring golf season will come to 
a close.
lings as any in the’Kelowna di.strict. a n d  he scored on Kitsch’s hit, to wha are ^ t  for «  tr- t,-
dame Warden Maxson, who had just tie It up. S  a S  bustL of th  ^ busy day the
f-nmnleted an insoection of the lakes in In the fourth inning a slow pick up  ^ ; Simpson and A. Cook.
the district stated that Arlington lakes b y  G u m m o w  a t  s h o r t  s t o p  g a v e  R i t c h -  the chain is the Jpost Winfield ........................... l OOOOOO—1
and S ? e r  erSk m es- ey a clear trip to first base. A single enjoyable. When one considers that Adanacs ......  ............. 0 1 0 0 3 1-5
neciallv suited for eastern brook trout, by Kitsch, a fumble by MacLaughlan, a few. years ago the Beaver and its Simpson, McCarthy and Cook; Bach
S  of the sportlLri^^^^^^  ^ eat- and an overthrow by Don Miller let adjoining waters were practically un- Holisky.
ing to be found anywhere: He be- Rutland score twice to give them a known e“ hth tJ^JnK ? ,t„^e^’s ’ i s ^ O y S  V
a S  tor“ Lte??bro‘oks.° rJom'the^ b o t h  t e a m s  p l a y e d  To^W. these lakes attract toJCelowna winfleld. 4; Maroons,'3.
^Alex Marshall extended the greet- good tight ball until the, seventh in- ardent fishermen froni all parts of the Transfers, 10; Red Sox, 6.
Of th? K e ^ ^ ^  when the Rutland team bowled l°^ th  American continent and from oyama...... ................: 0 0 0  1 0 0-1
Club to the assembled Beaverdell citi- over the locals like ninepins to t a l l y  Jhe Old Country, as welL They are Adanacs  .................... ......... 0 0 v3  0 2 4— 9
Club to the assembled a nine runs on fi've hits with eleven m e n  the besT^advertising which the Okan- Wynne, Gallacher and Pothecary; F.
“ SFr. Kearns gave the .atherlng^the ^ Wostradowskl and Holisky.
rO a m rS o m  J S J f  S^ by his broker Fred 'was missed ary week-end.^ despite the <aet. t^hat after your every want, even
his remarks with huiiiorous incl.leots by Sanderson in left Held. _Thls start- “ “ J ® j , t h o u g h  they are rushed oil their feeted the comedy of errors and when the on me cnain. it is saia mat Joe opu at the time.
r o u t  e n d e d  R u t l a n d  w a s  n in e  r u n s  u p .  T i e r  h ^  a  .3 • +
During the thick of the scrimmage day when he admitted that he had And so, from this glowing account, 
George Ekins was replaced by Clem- ^ad to send somq visitors to Karnloops one would imagine your .Sports Gos-
ents With a good balance Rutland because all the accommodation in the siper is sold on su'ph a day of leisurely
marked time for the rest of the game. Kelowna area had be,en spoken for. contemplation four, thousand feet ab-
but Peachland threatened again in the That just shows how popular the lakes ove the Orchard City. You are quite
ninth when a hard drive by Archie here are, for Joe will talk to you for right, and he is going back again,
-------- Miller gave him two bases and he scor- hours if you care to listen and learn just as soon as 'the first opportunity
Kelowna Tennis .Team Visits for ed on Gummow’s single, to give the lo- of the, wonders of Beaver and its com- arises. Tel} your friends that they are
' their second run panion lakes. missing the treat of their lives if they
Inter-Club Matches The score hv innin«s- * * • do not visit this wonderful string of
-------  * R H For quite a spell last Sunday there lakes, cast amid the splendor of nar
East Kelowna branched out into an- RgHatld* 0 0 1 2 0 0 9 0 0 12 16 6 were no fish to be located, and Maurice ture’s best surroundings. A.lthough the
other realm of competitive sport when pggchland- 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1— 2 3 13 was on the receiving end of quite a sun was hot last Sunday, and the sun-
a team of local tennis players met a HatteWe^ H Wostradowski and Hoi- number of jibes concerning the qual- burns were plentiful, it was not the
group from Kelowna in a match on th.e pV p . J ities of the fish and the quantities sticky, murky heat which you ex-
QiirtHa-v ln«f • ThA TCa- , wata .Qiinnnsprf tn Ha wanderinC in fViA 1o\x7aV rAAinr.Q in f.hi<5
concerning sports and other activities.
SIX-ALL TIE AT
EAST KELOWNA
W H I T E  H O R S E
SCOTCH W HISKY
Colin Milne, prominent young Van­
couver tennis star, will be in Kelowna 
during July and August and will give 
juniors Under 18 years of age, tuition 
in this popular, game. The service is 
being arranged through the Kelowna 
tennis club and there will be no charge 
to the youngsters who take advanta.ge, 
of this excellent opportunity to learn 
the finer points of the game, H. G. M. 
Gardner states.
Juniors, whether I hey arc members 
of the Kelowna tennis,club or not will 
be given free tuition.
The tuition periods commence after 
the Interior of B.C. championships on 
the Kelovzna cOurrs. There will be 
no junior events at thi.s year’s tourney, 
which lasts from July 4 to 9, but in­
stead the juniors will have their own 
tourney at Vernon from July 25 to 27. 
This will be the third junior tourna­
ment for the championships of The In­
terior, the first two having been staged 
at Kelowna.
Colin Milne is the son of'A. S. Milne, 
former Davis cup player, who has 
coached his son for some years. Colin’s 
sister ,Jean, is representing Canada 
at Wimbledon.
local courts -oh Sunday last. ■ e Ke 
lowna team, playing under conditions 
inferior to those afforded by the home Rutland 
court, proved its sportsmanship by A. Kitsch, 3b ...... 6
cheerfully accepting things as they Ritchie, If ....   6
found them. The match, which ended j, Holisky, c ...... 5
in a 6-all tie, was a ding-dong affair F.sKitsch, cf ........ 5
from start to finish, with the result in 
doubt till the last game was finished.
Following is a detailed score;
Ladies doubles—B. Curtice and N. Gerein, 2b .....;....  5
Sutton beat E. Leckie and M. France, p. Holisky, rf ...... 3
6-4, 6-1; M. Allport and M. Sutton beat Bulloch, 2b, 3b ....1
N. Griffiths and B. Burtch, 6-4, 6-5.
Men’s doubles—H. Ward and J. Sut­
ton lost to W. Hughes-Games and J.
Hampson, 6-1, 6-4; A. Sutton and R.
Sutton beat C. Campbell and B. Deans,
2-6, 6-1, 6-4.
Mixed doubles—H. Ward and B. Cur­
tice beat E. Leckie and B. Deans, 6-5,
6-4, and beat B. Hughes-Games and M.
France. 6-4, 6-4; R. Sutton and N. Sut­
ton lost to W. Hughes-Games and M. TChfllemharh 1
France 6-4,. 4-6, 6r5, and beat B. Deans ok i
and E. Leckie, 1-6, 6-2, 6-1; J. Sutton «
and M. Allport lost to C. Campbell and v^arimge, ri 
B. Burtch, 4-6, 6-5, 6-3, and lost to J.
Hampson and N. Griffiths, 6-2, 6-3; A.
Box Score 
AB R -H
A. Holisky, ss 
H. Wostradowski 
F. Wostradowski
Welter, rf, 2b ...... 2
Peachland AB
Gummow, ss .....  5
Ekins, p, 3b .....  4
D. Miller, c ...... 4
Eowering, lb .... 4 
Sanderson, 3b, If 4 
J. Khalembach, If 0
0
Clements, 2b, p .. 3 
Williamson, cf .... 3 a.Sutton and M. Sutton beat J. Hampson Tvuiier, n  . 
and N. Griffiths, 6-3, 6-2, and lost to 
C. Campbell and B. Burtch, 6-3, 6-5. 36
1 0  0 0 
3 27 10 13
which ere suppo ed o be i g perience the l w^ eg ons t is 
carelessly in the depths just waiting city or any other settled part of the 
® to be hauled into the boat. But finally Valley. The road is steep and you 
1 Mac landed one, and then . Mrs. Mac -vvonder at times if Betsy is going to 
0 pulled in what proved to be the biggest boil over, so stiff are the climbs, but 
0 fish of the day and the shoe was on the the surface is good for a fishing trail
0 other foot, or something. ^Anyway, .and everything is serene and peaceful.
1 Maurice had the laugh on your Gos- Better stop before I get poetical.
0 siper when he inadvertently let one, * • *
1 which was surely the biggest fish ever There was a'sad, almost pathetic note 
1 to be seen in Dee lake, slip out of his to the tones of Chester Owen and Har-
0 hand and back into the water when ry Todd as they sat in a restaurant on
1 taking him from the landing net. Monday morning, sipping. They were, 
1 Something told me that it was no ac- of course, talking golf, and.it was Ches-
— cident, but of course I let it pass un- ter who finally broke down and con-
6 noticed, smiled a sickly grin, and said, fessed that neither he nor Harry have 
K “Why, that’s all right Maurice. old a singlegolf cupleft bntheir reSpec- 
^  boy, I’m sure it was an accident.’? Or tive mantlepieces. However, there is 
? does that story smell slightly? The a tournament ? t Ve-non on July 1, and
7 scene at Dee, with small log cabins after the bragging that could be ob- 
,  nestling snugly beneath the tall, served in a recent issue of the Vernon 
, straight, green trees, is one which you News about this being Vernon’s big 
n do not forget in a hurry. And the year for golf and the number of major 
V hospitality accorded by Mrs. Sexsmith trophies which Vernon players have 
i at Dee lake, and by Hilda Thomson at carted home. I have a suspicion that 
 ^ Beaver lake lodge, is among the Chester will be right in there pitching, 
® brightest spots of the day. They make determined to have at least one trophy 
® you feel at home, as if you are the to note the fact that he’s been com- 
® most welcome visitors they have seen peting on the links this spring season
in days, and that it is no trouble at of 1938.
TENNIS TEAM IN VICTORY
NEW STAR s a ilb o a t  
INTRODUCED HERE
Summary: Two base hits, F. Kitsch, 
F. Wostradowski, A. Miller; struck out, 
by Wostradowski 15, by Ekins 7, by 
Clements 4; bases on balls, off Wostra- 
left On bases, Rutland 8,
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liauor Con­
trol Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
Cliff Renfrew’s Latest Acquisition 
Competes in Sunday’s Race
The third and fourth handicap races 
were sailed on Sunday last over a 
5-mile triangular course starting from 
the Aquatic. The centre of interest 
was Cliff Renfrew’s latest acquisition, 
an International Star, carrying 280 
square feet of sail and a 900 pound 
iron keel.
Light breezes prevailed for the 
morning race and the Star definitely 
showed her paces, overtaking most of 
the fleet before the first buoy, hav­
ing started 10 minutes late as handi­
cap. She finished 15 minutes ahead 
of the next boat. Ginger. (E. Oswell) 
on corrected times. This mile was 
not an inspiring matter; the start had 
to be delayed 10 minutes as half the 
fleet insisted on manoeuvering a quar­
ter,mile to leeward of the starting line 
which they couldn’t possibly have 
reached in under 15 minutes (and it 
did in fact take them that long to 
reach it). Also, on the last leg of the
Six players from the Kelowna ten 
nis club travelled to Okanagan Centre dowski 1; 
on Sunday Itist for a friendly inter- Peachland 8 ; wild pitch, Wostradowski 
club tennis match, the result being a 1; passed balls, Miller 2; first bases on 
5-4 victory for the Orchard City play- errors, Rutland 8, Peachland 6; hit by 
ers. Those who participated from Ke- pitcher, Khalembach by Wostradow^i; 
lowna included Bill Ward, Jack White, umpires, WOstradowski and Dell.
Bern Heeney, Gordon Munro. Terry - — r-----------—  —  -
Bennett and George Haskins.
course three boats sailed into a flat 
calm and stayed there for an hour. 
Two of them, rather than miss their 
lunch, did not finish the course.
The afternoon race was much bet­
ter though the start was stilL ragged. 
The wind was strong and gusty on the 
west side but lessened somewhat for 
the beat home.
Arrowhead sailed a fine race, com­
pleting the 5 miles in 1 hr. 7 min. The 
Star was only able to make up 4 min­
utes of her 10 minute handicap, a some­
what surprising result. On corrected 
times Arrowhead was placed first, 
Adele (Stubb.s) second and Ginger 
(Oswell) third.
The point scoring to date is Adele 
(A. Stubbs) 2314; Kittiwake (H. Dun­
lop) 21 Ginger (E. Oswell) 19; Ar
SOUTH OKANAGAN
League Standing >
Team P W L Pet.
Rutland ..... ... 5 4 1 .800
Summerland... ... 5 3 2 .600
Kelowna ......... ..... 4 2 g .500
Beaverdell ...... .. .. 5 2 3 .400
Peachland ...... ... 5 ‘ 1 4 .200
Last Sunday’s results:
Rutland 12, Peachland 2. 
Summerland 6, Beaverdell 2. 
Kelowna bye.
Next Sunday’s Games:
Kelowna at Peachland, 
Rutland at Summerland, 
Beaverdell bye.
The finest grains, the most fragrant hops, the purest 
water in the world and our modern, controlled brewing 
bring you a flavor, a purity and a buoyancy you just 
can’t resist. You'll like Ace Lager because it’s brewed 
to your taste!
CAPILANO BREWING CO. LTD. 
VANCOUVER, B. C.
DISMISS ASSAULT CHARGE
Robert Pearson and Stanley, Polkps- 
nik both laid charges of assault against 
rowheacr (Leo Moranda) 1514; Ripples each other in police court recently, but 
(Gordon and Needham) 12, followed such was the nature of the evidence 
by Stardust (C. Renfrew), Snipe I (W, produced before Magistrate J. F. Bume 
Ashbury), and Jane (Capt. Goldsmith.) that he threw out both cases.
> E J{ R t 7
(Thl« advertisem ent is not published or displayed b y  the Liq u o r 
Control Eoard or by the G overnm ent o f British Colum bia ^
MAGE SIX THE KELOWNA COURIER
Boutli Okanagan Muiiumriit Works 
IlKAUHTONKH AND 
MONUMKNT8
Imported jind native j'ranite or 
marble- -Satisfaction Buaranlcca
at right prices.
Ilox 504, I'entieloii, 11. €.
— More
KELOWNA
FIREMEN
WHAT'S THE BETTING HE GETS TH IsloA D  
ON THE M.S. HOLDUP?
THURSDAY, JUNE 23. 1038
JO SEPH  ROSSI
CO NTR ACTO R
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - - D. Chapman Barn 
riiono 208
U.GUIDI&ORSI
Contractors for 
PLASTERING. STUCCO and 
MASONRY WORK 
Phone 404'L OH 034-L
From Page 1, Column 1 
being in the B.C. Firemen't; A.ssocia- 
tion, a parent body for the 1.100 paid 
and volunteer llrernen throughout the 
province. Ben Dickinson of Vernoji i.s 
the /list president with Joe Charter, 
Duncan, vice-president; Hugh Miller, 
Trail, second vice-president; Don Stew­
art, New Westminster, treasurer; and 
W. A. Oswald, assistant lire marshall 
for B.C. and secretary of the B.C. Fire 
Chiefs' Association, secretary.
Chief O. L. Lister, Vancouver, pre­
sided over tile College. A huge ban- 
fiuet was tendered on Tuesday evening 
and was attended by the entire Ke­
lowna delegation. Mayor O. L. Jones 
was also present, indicating pride in 
the splendid showing and smart work 
of the Kelowna teams.
An unfortunate accident occurred to
A
Fumerton’s Week-End Savings
FASHIONS AND 
SPORTSWEAR
KELOWNA FURNITURE
LTD.
CO.
F U N E R A L  D IRECTO R S I 
Day Phone, 33; Night, 502 & 791 
KELOWNA, B. C.
........... ........is just another reason why there should be a new and bigger ferry
ed^ 'by C^k^Ken four, head- Kelowna
over at O'Keefe, 
though bruised 
Kamloops delegates
injured and were able to attend most IT  T aira'l? u "“ regular truck lines were waiting to get
of the convention. fauch a difficult proposition to make the trip then that he tries to
Fire Chief Jim Pettigrew, of Kelow- crowded time for the start of the trip south,
na, read an interesting paper to the '
' M
m
College on tlie work and functions of 
a volunteer brigade and was heartily 
commended for the excellence and 
careful thought put into the lecture.
MONUMENTS
t Sand Blast Lettering VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910 
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
-More About-
BUILDING
AND
W o r l d  o f  T o d a y  S u f f e r i n g  F r o m
Its  O w n , U n f a i t h f u l  S t e w a r d s h i p
From Page 1, Column 5
Charge to Synod of Kootenay OTTAWA IS MORE
Diocese is Considered and of i  rW T in M 'r  ' r ^ i i r A n r x o
Vital Interest to Many LENIENT TOWARDS
DUTY PROTECTION
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—Mining Stocks 
J. N. CUSHING 
Okanagan Manager 
W . F. IR W IN  & CO., LT D .
Phone 4G9 - - Kelowna, B.C.
“In the place of calm, safegrounded 
to got rid of your bad problems right Christian confidence, fear, alarm, ap- 
hereV’ prehension largely prevails in the ,
By the end of the meeting, it was de- world today,’’ commented the Bishop Wprk of Tariff Committee is
cided that Mr. Lecky, in company with Kootenay in his charge to the synod 
one or two local contractors, would in- Diocese of Kootenay, meeting in
terview all the other contractors and N^^son on June 15. “Though not wholly 
others interested here in Kelowna on P^ >iiic-struck, we are not with assur-
Made Easier as Ottawa Gains 
Confidence in Valley
Wednesday with a view to winning ^^ c^e awaiting the issue of tomorrow, nf'^ho a -^ ariit comi
to Vho ____Jt It is lareelv true to sav thnt oo,rovo_ B.C.F.G.A. has. been made
of the Tariff Co mittee
them over to the same "vieWoint “as is largely true to say that govern- eLkr t h k ' "  ade much 
those present on Tuesday had—namely, paralyzed. The plain fact is tendency on tho n-,w of
that of obtaining closer co-operation world of today is reaping the ^ Otfhvva to
ntnri £s11 wx T vx . 3^ i.U. ^ __ _ wTl 1 T*1"W1 Tlf? n 'F  iTc ■Ff-klltr m mand elimination of evils in the building whirlwind of its ovvn folly, suffering eye with the Canadian__ .r^  T^ -1____  ® -FVio inoTrHoKlrx __i  Lliail
HOUSEWIVES!
industry in Kelowna. “ the inevitable nemesis of unfaithful thpV,^lf^^o There l^ as .noL been
H such au Exchange is formed in Ke- ,v , „ ,h . ■ a octurrfj in
lowna and other Interior centres, due ?ifr!?w-o periods 1 „^ X4.-----
to Mr. Lecky’s camoaiening. debates devolution usually persist until the
. ■ will meet with Vancouver and Vancou- f e a r t h -
Vn iT  PAM  WAWT7 delegates once or twic- = complete havoc is wrought. But
Y O U  CAN  H A V E  M O R E year and discuss m^ utual problems
L E IS U R E  T IM E  B Y  OR- Minimum Wage Problem
ver Island e a -kr ----J’"."” -----miracle is not impossible  ^ by faith we
D E R IN G  Y O U R  
FROM  US.
can remove mountains, 
exist. without penitence
CAKES
Such was the statement of L. R. Ste- 
a member of the Tariff Com­
mittee, in commenting upon the fine 
response accorded the committee’s re-
Faith cannot this year to the ilepart-
- ment of national revenue. ‘
“This proves that
Sm art Cotton Frocks
You’ll not be able to resist these gay cotton frocks—buy two or three__
Charming styles and patterns. Sizes 14 to 44.
SPECIAL; each ..........................................................
Blouses
You can’t have too many when they are . ('*•'
sold at these low prices—satins, crepes, 
sheers, light and dark shades—Special—
$Jl^ .29, $J^ .79, $j^95, $2*^9 and $ ^ .9 5  ea. .y,
SKIRTS
Choose from those attractive summer j|| 1 
styles—you can wear them with different jwikM 
sweaters or jackets. While and colors.
dT!”* $ 1 .9 5 ,  $ 2 .2 5 ,  $ 2 .9 5
DRESSES FOR HOT DAYS — $54)5
Smartly fashioned, refreshing dresses in plain and figured—short 
sleeves and smart necklines.
Sizes 14 to 20; 36 to 44. ..............  ......... ...................
SUMMER COATS AND TAILORED SUITS — $7.95 
Suits in cool summer weights—in 2- and 3-piece styles—white and 
colored coats in Jigger and Swaggers styles to top off (PfT tfktr 
that dress. Sizes 14 to 42; each ...............................  ^ 1
WHITE AND COLORED SUMMER HATS
Right in style and price—brims, bretons, turbans,
matrons. Special ... ........... .............. .........................  «D A »0 «/
TERRY TOWEL
SHORTS, Slacks,
Sport Shirts and
Beach Robes.
SPEGIAL 
each ..... 9 8 c
and so we
RSifm^t?God.’’^ ^^  informatkn prov%"dTy
Readjust Living
the Tariff Committee through the Can­
adian Horticultural Council has been
Drop in for a delicious cup 
of tea, while you are down­
town shopping.
PHONE 121
ering that his body had been instru­
mental in obtaining minimum wages
for the construction industry and if it “Readjustment of our modern ways reliable. The fruit and vegetable~ln- 
could get a minimum for the skilled of living to make the proper place for ‘^ ’^ t^ry is fortunate in having su< h a 
mechanic and journeyman, then an- spiritual and moral values,’’ is neces- Ottawa as L. F. Burrows, sec-
■ forward would be ac- sary, he urged, stating, that there is a retary of the Canadian Horticultural 
compiisnea. tendency to confuse symptoms and who has gained the confidence
“Labor cannot talk for itself because causes, the result of muddled thinking. Ottawa government.”
its ranks are so depleted,” he declared, “The evils which we fear and pain- ^^^t week The Courier announced 
“so we have to have government corir fully suffer . . .are the effect of evil ra- successful conclusion of ihe re- 
trol, much as we dislike it.” ther than the fundamental causes of °f the Tariff Committee and
Another proposal which is being con- pur Christian energy is have a dump duty placed on
Summer Togs for Girls
7 5 c  9 8 c
$ 1 .4 9
FOR OUR 
DRIVER TO CALL
sidered for the fall session is that of a in fulminating against sys- cherries. Hon. Mr. Ilsley gave prompt
NEW COTTON SHORTS and DRILL
SLACKS, Sizes to 14 years; priced at ...
CORDUROY OVERALLS,
4 to 7 years; red, blue and green; each ...
o r * a „ 7 Z W e  stylex 9 5 C ,  $ 1 .4 9  $ 1 .9 5
PRINTED COTTON PLAY SUITS, ,1A  [T A  I? A  P ,A
Sizes 2 to 6 years; priced at 4lJ/3» Do/J 0 «/>  tU 'C
WOMEN’S NEW LINEN SANDALS, rtk-j q q
Summer favorites; priced at ..^ .......... ....  .........
Dark Varieties of
general registration plan for contrac- and persons instead of taking Provided a dump duty of 4
tors throughout the province. Tied in oursplves, eradicating the poi- P®^  pound, effective June 14.
with this would be a licencing clause point where it originates. On June 17, protective duties of lJ/$
and he believed the government is “The establishment of universal peace P^  ^ pound on carrots, two cents
about ready to grant this concession, would not of necessity mean that men P®^ ® 1 cent on beets was plac-
Under the provisions outlined, a con- were living lives of healthy discipline;
tractor would have.to show the licenc- ^mversal prosperity could exist with ,  ^movement on foot to have 
ing department that he or his firm is a dishonest trade; social harmony could specific duty of two cents per 
proper and fit concern to obtain a found side by side with low moral P°und on tomatoes raised, as this a- 
licence for the type of work specified, standards. On this score the life and m°^nt does not provide enough pro- 
“We think it is hiirh timi^  that religiously-minded people is the hothouse tomato men
had p rS tion  aLfnft thj  ^man who fundamentally more vital, than the against the heavy importations of Tex- P eainst the man who vmse planning of governments and as and California field tomatoes.
a lew noble-hearted constructive politicians. . other hand; the Okanagan
“Each one of us, clergy and laity industry shows that it does not wish
FUMERTON^S LIMITED
‘WHERE CASH BEATS CREDIT”
protection against 
jumps in and disappears in 
months, leaving a string of debts in
CHERRIES Therea man making a fool of himself,” he  ^ j   ^ ^’ the affairs and conduct of men.
once
only solution.
CITY TO 
DISCONTINUE
4*
for
PROCESSING
There is no W  to Joo bearing witness 'to the place the usefulness of a duty is passed. The .
no to stop which God has by inalienable right in ^^ equest was made from Ottawa,
P - e  I, Colun. ,
“ i n l T  S  “ I S 2 g? L rtd e r g " ‘x1 “ s af
contemplation is tL  reSsSn of the A. Lewis chairman of the Tariff City superintendent that it was er-comempiation is tne revision of the Committee, wired back an immediate ected entirely separate from the ong-
^Sreement, aa he felt that such a ces- inal apartment building. The reason 
date as it is onlv a throat noTx, anri ic tendency is the satnm on asparagus at this time would advanced for this by the City Super-
little praetioa?”Se  W g g i ”r i h e  d “  and r 2 S L r ‘‘fib“ t r  p?odu“ ? “ “‘ » = - « ’““  “  would give bet-
cisions of the court.” know by the name of totalitarianism.” —
Lien Act, he continued. “ The Lien Act 
needs to be altered and brought up to
Totalitarianism
“Another insidious
Should be picked when 
they are tomato red 
color.
in
P IC K  P R O P E R L Y  for 
H IG H  R E T U R N S .
SUNOKA FRUIT 
PRODUCTS, LTD
No Closed Shop believed to be a recurrence of
T / a. an old idea arid linked it with the pyra-In answer to questions put to him by mids of Egypt, the armies of Alexander 
S. M. Simpson, T. Treadgold, ,Andy and other great conquerors.
Patterson and others, Mr. Lecky stated . “The danger of totalitarianism is that 
that originally the Exchange was a bur- it makes a special appeal not to the 
eau of the Vancouver board of trade weakling and the self-centred, but to
GIVE HOLIDAYS
TO CITY’S MEN
ter access to the fire brigade in case 
of fire. Having the building divided 
in this way has been inconvenient for 
me but it has always been my wish 
to co-operate in every way possible 
with the city management. This build­
ing being to all intents and purposes 
an addition to the Gentral Apartments,TllG citv COlinp’l TVr * V* awuitiu  lu. buc: v^ ciLiti.cii
but had. separated and broadened its those who feel the obligation of service ^^de a new departure when it granted fer^ke mi^htTe^e^^the erftir^pirrU 
scope. He wished it understood that to their fellows; in a word, to the bet- ^ week’s holiday with pay to six men  ^ + i-i, <~.-4. . 4.
there would be no closed shop practices ter type of citizen; just those whom the permanent staff. The resolution i unaerstana tnat tne City does not
How many people in town do ivish to take advantage of this act? 
There is only one way to find out. Write, giving the following 
particulars.
LOCATION OF HOUSE;
DESIRED ACCOMMODATION;
PROBABLE COST.
If there is a sufficient number interested, there is a strong possibility 
that the lending companies will set up machinery in Kelowna for 
a more workable and liberal interpretation of the Act.
It is essential that we have this information 
before next Monday.
McTAVISH & WHILLB, LIMITED
“THE PIONEER HAIL AGENTS”
REAL ESTATE INSURANCEE
under the licencing scheme. church needs as leaders for congreea- P '^ovided that men in the employ of  ^ separate water service and4.:__ 1- . -V _  . . v-ungj. ,, „;4— j::______ •' Spnaratp mptar fnr aanh r>al-.in in ■ a
Summerland, B.C.
47-lc
One function of the Exchange in tional and Young People’s movements. over five years and work- meter ior each cabin m a
Vancouver is to curb racket advertising “Apart from those countries which an hourly basis, be granted holi- camp, and as build-
and to advise, members on the legitim- strictly totalitarianism in their The resolution also stipulated on any property on Richter street
acy of advertising proposals and the rnake-up the tendency, of those in list year to year must be ap« apartment
benefits likely to 'acrue. He believed power is to disregard the rights o f  m i n - 7  -----------------u-r—....t, xxxx. xo
i" Vancouver had been oritles and, to use atrons, coercive me- --------—  from l lS  Iccirdefa ? S l  e ^ m S h  Lose Hope That Volunteers W ill SeSfe“ df Sdeto^l, r f o a * S
PLUG AWAY WITH GRASS FIRES KILL 
NARAMATA ROUTE YOUNG SHADE TREES
The harmless appearing grass fire is
saved thousands of dollars through this thods' to make the service to the state 
advice.
He elucidated
STANDARD FERTILIZERS
The standard fertilizer usually re­
commended for late potatoes, mangels, 
and most other late hoe crops, is the
CLOSE ROAD IN PARR , „ , , ^
synonymous with the carrying out of A Gather, chairman of the parks de- cT
on the golf tourna- iheir party’s plans. Here in Canada of Partment of the city counciL has in- street where one wa-
ments held semi-annually among mem- late much legislation has been declared formed the junior board of trade that !^ fa+a° and one meter supplies
bers oL the Exchange, when a really to be ultra vires and therefore an in- will procLd with the closing of the twoTn^ 
splendid spirit of co-operation and har- frmgement of the people’s rights. In roadway which runs through the pic- x^ atou rrxain
|,"g '^"dered. our splendid British parliamentary sys- grounds. Felix SuttonT chairman
-ti. W. Barton, board of trade secre- tern the premier is a leader only; if he of the roads and transportation com- 
tary, suggested that the Exchange in is allowed to become director, as some rnittee of the junior board requested
Kelowna might become a bureau of the apparently aspire to be, the change to fhe parks, department to ’close this
af least the board dictator is not far removed. roadway as it presents a menace to
would be only too willing to act tern- “The right of free choice, free speech children and other occupants of the
po.ranly and help the construction and a free press was with difficulty Picnic grounds during the summer
tiades men organize. . won, but now should be safeguarded, months, and there is another route av-
tn conclusion, Mr. Lecky stated he is In one vital particular, however, liber- ailable for motorists who wish to drive 
proud of the work carried on by the fy and freedom are not in themselves Past this section of the park
E X C n3n^^e 'n x r  a  ^ j  tt  t t i T»-» Vi ;^ ____3 ____
Reach Horse Creek July 1st vacant property. It is not commonly 
realized that the bark of a tree, espe-
Preparations lor the July 1st plenie t^fheaTol"
are going ahead apace, with the chief der inner bark is readily killed by. 
interest centred around the drawing excessive heating, and it frequently 
for the radio from among the many ^^PP®”  ^ that the heat of an ordinary 
tecrxri +u4 .. A- g^ s^s firc IS fatal to the bark at the
imd the , D.H.A. and H.I.P. absolute. In his claim and use, of free-
formula 4-8-10 (four parts of nitrosen “ S ‘t‘he iScrete"yT-’y r t S h t s .  KELOWNA MAGISTRATE RETURNS
.,4. u- 4,. ,T . -— ------V.4 a fire that may hot actuallyat Kelata Kabm on the Naramata road burn or blacken the surface. The ten­
on Richter street 
is on the opposite side of the street 
froria my property and it would seem
a pity to break up the hard s’lrfaca i, i  ^ , . . . ^
of this well paved street, as well as a shekels issued this spring. An
perrnanent sidewalk for the purpose of S s  eSectS the corky, outer bark
installing an extra water connection expected that a. large group  ^ certain degree of insulation,
and extra meter which will no doubt , ouz. protects the inner bark for a
cost the city considerable money and L'my those who have shovel shekels time, but even thick-barked trees are 
at most will only earn a few cents on the spot or have turned them m, frequently injured by a hot blaze The 
extra revenue each month, as my prop- names appended, to Roy smooth bark of young trees offers littler,v,+,. -----3.. ----- 4_i.. ------Hunt will be eligible for the radio. •
had been fostered to an ex
to. eight of phosphoric acid and ten oi 
potash). This fertilizer certainly in­
creases, the yields when properly'used ‘^^ nemes 
on these crops. The rate of 
tion for potatoes is from 800 
pounds per acre according to the fer­
tility of the land, and for mangels from 
6C0 to 800 pounds per acre. In addition 
to manure. 2-12-C is generally accepted
as the fertilizer for grain and .corn and --------~ ~ -----------------— ------- —-
IS as good as any for beans and pa.s- have gone into the detail of this
erty is already adequately supplied 
with two water services and two met­
ers, it would not seem , to be the partrhvni.rrH 41 - He believed that Ideally ,inan is only wholly free whom Magistrate J. F. Burne has returnedtniougn these committees and the co- Puts himself voluntarily and delib- tu his duties in Kelowna after an ev • j 4  ^ -4 - 4,
the two government erately under God. Otherwise he is a tended leave of absenS pSt of v?hi3i this 
slave cither to his lower unregenerate was spent in California. During his
resistance to heat, and such trees may
unnecessary expense at this time.
no replar gang turned be killed by a single, small fire. Under 
on the road, but a small powder certain circumstances, exposure to the 
party was engaged with a compressor extreme heat of the sun may be suffi-
worst outcrop- cient to kill the bark on one side of 
K ^   ^ tree, SO it may be readily
A r S 'r J k  realized that the heat of a fire may+F.of intr in nnnn«=ifirm tr. nK.tr ,, u,- t. —_____ ■ " visciuic aiiu neuessa-ry, i wouia oe learner ana ueorge oexsmitn, is he mnch mnrp harmful
if thi^province continues iM i^ -p -e^ t  usurps or .intrudes into the
. T o u t s k i r t s  Of cities and towns, are com-
equalled in any oTher pin self, to someone else or to co^ lTen^ ^^  ai;;;nTe d;is placrhad been ^  by tirir^d^^rnn d-^^e tba‘ I
to 1.500 Dominion, and ,he quoted F. W. P " gi'ourid he is justified in.stand- T. F. McWilliams. ^ water connection is ad- I
thr. f4M-- .Nicolls, director of housing, stating th.nt i g i  o osition n anv nrmroi- --------—-----~------:------______ _ i able nd c , I ld b  ,
, . --------- .-^.4 <44 410 iJLtOCIl _ _______  ___  ____ 404044,44, 14C-
laio It will soon head any other pro- Ihe spirit in contrast with the domain lieved some kindly and promising mis-
. . material.” ......... _ _ , , , ^ . .Vince in the number of loans made.
tuvc.s.
Of course, there are special types of 
soil and .some'erops that may do better 
M'ith <ortilizers of different analyses 
tlmn tiff' above, but generally speaking 
the 4-8-10 and 2-12-t' are a.s dependable 
as .any for the above crops.
The Provincial fertilizer councils cial Departments of Agriculture:
every farmer should have his copy o[ 
the recommendations so as to be able 
to buy and use fertilizers for best re­
sults. Copies of the recommendations
and In
sionary work could be accomplished. 
A reenkindled missionary zeal is a 
4. need for thO' Anglican church in Gan-'commenting on church work in ada he considered ^an
his diocese, the Bishop commented on
Smart Shack Towns
a problem which is caused by .the ar- Aitken^ of ^ eTowim, wSTam^d a^ ^^  iival of .many settlers from the ■nr.aivio inca+ia f,-. 4U4< _____ Li
decision to instruct the city e n g i n e e r  u:°ck on the inside of the road have morilv disfigured bv large onen scars 
to inform Mr. Barber that his water r ^ g f  th- “ X i f S e T - l f h e ^
service would be discontinued on Mon- going .rough. These will be systemat- g^ass fires. Through the same cause, 
day unless he applied for a third ser- n- 4 o j " many young trees are killed, and dis-
vice. Next Sunday, Bowcliffe cannery and appear, before their presence is evenI 4 J t~\ va 4-J 4-4 4-< <41 4.1 4-, 1.1 —  "41 1b— _— 1— _1 * . 1 _. _ J 44- . ' .prairie legate' to”*thr7enoArcvnnrt There  ^was cohsiderable discussion Rutland cannery are sending out crews noticed,
mav be obtaineff from ih« taking up holdings provincial synod. M. P. Williams Ov- ^ ^ ’^ lor’s statement that and vvBl help push on the road to- The majority of grass fires are set
riiiptinn nuiivm.i _: Pi’O" pnd developing .shack towns from three ama, was namer) nn ___ there 'were other properties connected wards Horse creek. It had been hoped by boys and others, solely for amuse-
of AgriculUnf^'^bttawa"fr “i' more from the centres ernors of the Anglican Theologicfl ond the council de^  into Horse creek by July 1, but ment, with no regard-for the conse
__r aJ..- PioviH- of Okanagan towHs such as Vernon, lege. Mr. Aitkens and W Har^ v^ a u n l i k e l y ,  although a quences. Such fires are never under
Kelowna and Penticton. With the“co- membeVr'of^thc^dLcfsan^^^ and everybody treated big gang can cover a lot of ground in pl77ned control and"it"is ^m^ ^exactly alike. a day. lucky chance when no damage occurs.
'■(■? J.,)-:
..
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Classified Advertisements
HATES
Flint Iwenty-flvc wordt!, llfty cents; 
additiomil words one cent each.
ir Copy Is accompanied by cash or ac­
count la paid within two weeks from 
dale of lasue, a discount of twenty- 
live cents will be made. Thus a 
twenty-live word advertisement ac­
companied by cash or paid within 
tvyo weeks costs twenty-live cents.
Minimum charge, 25 cents.
When It is desired that replies be ad­
dressed to u tiox at The Courier 
Ofllce. an additional charge of ten 
cents is made.
Each initial and group of not more 
than live Hgures counts us one word.
Advertisements for this column should 
be in The Courier Ofllce not later 
than four o’clock on Wednesday 
afternoon.
V. A. C. BENNETT AQUATIC ClUB AND OKANAGAN
AS MERCURY CLIMBS
Yale Delegates to Help Select “•><> Activities Oc- MISS RUTH FRIESEN
IS HONORED BY 
WINFIELD LADIES
1938 J U N E  '938
NOTICE
SUNMONTUESWEDTHUFill SAT
/Xs- 1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 u 15 16 174 18
1920 21 22 23 25
26 27 282930
Party Leader in Ottawa
W. A. C. Bennett was selected as a 
reijresentative of Yale constituency at 
the National Conservative convention 
to be lieki in Ottawa on tlie 5Ui. (ith 
and 711i of July, by the executive of 
tlie riding wliicli met recently in Pen­
ticton.
A delegate and an alternate were 
selected from each of the provincial 
l iclin/'s forming a part of the federal 
constituency. Mi's. Kingston of Grand 
Forks, was appointed from Grand 
Forlis-Greenwood. with Dr. Kingston 
as alternate; J. A. M. Young, of Pen­
ticton. was selected from Similkarneen
cupy Time of Instructors 
Kelowna’s Summer Centre
As tlie inereury eoritlmies to climb 
and tlie liot sun rays beat down upon 
tills sunny Okanagan city, inliabitanls Ladies Aid Holds Enjoyable Gar- 
young and old are Hocking to the
beaches and the Kelowna Aquatic Club 
wliere the inviting water beckons to 
tlu; iierspiring jiopulaee.
Tlie city jiark is crowded each after­
noon and evening, wliile tlie Aquatic
den Social with Bowling and 
Horseshoe Pitching
On Tuesday afternoon of last week
pavilion is no le.ss Jammed, with those a sliowcr in the Win-
wlio .seelt the cooling bree/es being Community Hall in honor of Miss
wafted from the lake waters. The Ituth 1'riesen, in view of her approaeh-
DR. MATllISON, dentist, Wllllts’Block, tclophone 09. 40-tfc COMING EVENTS
George Bolton. In Nortli Okanagan, 
neither the delegat'' or the alternate 
was named.
Two resolutions will be presented to 
the convention by the Yale Conser­
vatives for consideration. The first 
urges that “the Conservative parly ral- 
tify its policy of adequate protection
------------------------------------------------------ f,,j. fpuit, vegetables and other agricul-
IMISS PRATTEN’S pupils present tural products produced in Canada,” 
 ^ . ,*^ heir annual Dance Revue, with while the second urges that “the Con- 
scrvlce. In before 9 a.m., out at 5 p.in. assisting artistes. Sponsored by Ke- servative party ratify its faith in the 
Ask for our FREE enlargement card, lowna Women’s Institute, benefit spe- Ottawa agreements as passed by Hon.
33-tfc. cinl Baby fund. United Church Hall, R. B. Bennett when prime minister 
—---------------------------- r Friday, June 24th, 8 p.m.; tickets 35c and every eflort bo exercised to hold
f OR A SQUARE DEAL in Plumbing, and 20c. 47-lp these beneilts for the fruit industry.”Heating and Sheet Metal Work 
phone 164 or 059L4.
SCOTT PLUMBING WORKS
Aquatic is now. as it lias been for so marriage to Mr. Lionel McCarthy. 
Hcasons past, the centre of all ri>e hall was tastefully decorated with
with (lie alteinate left oi’ n, Mr. Ben- yutivities social and sporting. ' ...........  ' ...
nett s alternate in Soutl, Okanagan is Afternoon leas are being
pink and white streamers centred witli 
served “ large white bell
RIBELIN p h o t o  studio for your Ko­dak finishing. Prompt and cfllcicnt
regularly every afternoon at the pa­
vilion. Many organizations have turn­
ed to tlie Aquatic Club for their reg­
ular meetings. Dances every Wednes­
day and Saturday were never more 
popular in the enlarged dance hall.
Rowing Is Popular
An increased interest in rowing has
Siie received many useful and decor­
ative presents of a miscellaneous 
nature. 9 * *
The WiiiHeld Ladies’ Aid garden so- 
cial is now history; this very success­
ful party having been held on Wednes­
day evening last with a good attend­
ance and line weather. The horseshoe 
pitching contest was won by Archiebeen observed this year. Two snappy
novice crew« arc cominer „ione well Gordon Dark and the bow -
ing contest was won by Alfred Wil- 
and Mrs. Joe Nuyens
FOR SALE
Fo r  s a l e —'ren acres improved land,flume, fenced, green-house, (12x60), 
Cottage (12x18), price, $300. For fur­
ther particulars, apply to Mrs. G. Carl- 
.son, Osoyoos. 47-2p
T „ „  , The Yale delegates will meet withE Kelowna Women s Institute delegates from all sections of the Do- 
mecliiig will be held on Thursday, minion in Ottawa in July to draw up 
Juno 23rd, at 2.30 p.m. in the Institute a platform for the Conservative party 
Hall. Miss Edith Elliott, of the Home and to select a leader to replace Hon. 
Economics branch, Ottawa, will speak r . b . Bennett who announced his re- 
on Food Facts and Fancies.” Visitdrs tirement some months ago. 
welcome. 47-lc _____________  '
novice cre s arc co ing along ell 
and consiiil of Lcn Roth, Jim and Carl 
Tostenson and Roy James on one boat , " ’
and Tommy Brydon, Bill Trcadgold, ‘^^ cona.
Busier Jennens and Phil Chapman in 
the other.
The senior '^rew has better possib­
ilities than ever before and is training 
hard for the prospective trip to Nel­
son about the last week in July, just
4>
Mr. and Mrs. Colborn left on Tues­
day of last week on a trip to their old 
home in Maryland. They went by 
train. 9 * *
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Gibbons and
prior to Kelowna’s own major regat- Ralph Berry, Jr., were week-end vis-
PERSONAL
W
‘Co., Ltd,
furniture. O. L. Jones Furniture ER’S
Get  th r e e  m in u t e s  r e l ie f  fromstomach distress. Ask for WILD-E BUY, WE SELL all second-hand
Stomach Powder, 
24-tfc Pharmacy, Kelowna.
at Brown’s
47-lc
COUNCIL OPPOSES 
ANY CHANGES IN 
THEATRE RULES
ta, on August 3 and 4.
The senior outfit is being cached by 
Ken Griffiths and includes Malcolm 
Chapin, Ted Ennis, Ralph Parfitt, 
Bruce Paige and Bob Hayman.
The membership in the rowing club 
is quite promising and prospects gen­
erally are considered excellent. Quite 
a few doubles crews are practicing, 
but only four girl rowers have turn­
ed out to date. It is likely that they
itors from Oliver.* ♦ •
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. McDonald and 
family of Penticton were visitors to 
Winfield on Sunday.4> « «
Mrs. John Sutherland journeyed by 
Greyhound stage to Penticton last 
week and will enjoy a fortnight holi­
day with her two daughters there.
POSITION WANTED CARD OF THANKS
Suggeste(3 Change Would Permit will be absorbed into mixed crews if 
Apprentice to Replace One more of the feminine sex do not shew 
Projectionist
STRONG young man wants work on yH E Ladies’ Auxiliary to the Aquatic Various local bodies have consider-farm, experienced in grape grovv- 1 Association wish to thank all the e(l a resolution opposing legislation guard, has his'hands full taking
Small wages in return for chance local merchants and beauty parlors and which would permit motion picture v,.,r,.9r.oac.ing
The Winfield and Okanagan Centre 
Local of the Liberal Association meet 
in the hall on Friday evening to hold 
its annual meeting and. to elect dele­
gates to the bigger meeting to be held
Don Poole, Aquatic manager and Kelowna shortly. ^
Mr. and Mrs. R. Berry and Mr. and 
Mrs. Luke Roberge returned on Sun­
day from a trip to the Coast.
any enthusiasm
Don Poole Busy
care of the hundreds of young pro­
teges who are swarming into the water 
every day. Don not only keeps a
to learn English, good home essential, anyone else who assisted them in mak- theatres to operate with one man and 
Write H.M., General Delivery, Nelson, ing their Fashion Show and Tea the apprentice in a booth instead of the
success it W.3S.. ___________ 47^  two projectionists required at the pres- younger fry,^  but Mrs. J. W. Arnold was a Greyhound
ON BEHALF of the Board and staff The city council supported the res- youngsters and is passenger to Penticton recently whereof the Gordon Campbell Preven- olution after Mayor Jones argued that teaching them to swim and dive prop- she will spend a short holiday with 
Irv^ mnT70MirQC n ll6r son ond his fsililly.
For the past two to three years Don
FOR RENT  ^  ^  ^, ^
_______' tonum we would like to thank the the proposed ove was but a scheme
ERMANENT and transient board has"been ^ncentraff^ ^^ ^^ ^
a great extent and he now has ribout 
thirty youngsters who can execute the 
more simpler forms of diving like
^  X X 1-1 - Division 9, for the box of toys and that corporations could make a iarg
■» residence. Comfortable rooms four dollars, which they so very kindly er dividend to send to Hollywood to 
well cooked meals. Apply Holmwotid, benefit of the children fatten the purse of some movie act-
phone 631. 47-2P of the above institution. . 47-lc ress.” Alderman Sutherland suggested
that the council had no business touch­
ing the matter and that it should be 
handed to the fire department for '..on- 
sideration. Alderman Pettigrew point­
ed out that the fire department would 
consider the advice of the provincial 
fire marshall who is reported to be
•K -More About—
For  r e n t—July and August, fur­nished modem house, Glenn Ave­
nue; couple preferred, rent $20.00. 
Phone 476R. 47-lc
WANTED
LETTERS TO THE 
EDITOR
veterans. Gradually, they are learn­
ing to use the springboards, and some 
potential champions are in the mak­
ing.
Three war canoe crews have started 
their annual grind in , preparation for 
the annual regatta. This year there
•S*
PECULIAR
ACCIDENT
«  ♦  «  4> 4> «  4>« «  4 * «  «  4> 4> 4
SYMPA'THY FOR THE RIOTERS
WANTED—-Furnished house or ap­artment, near beach for summer, 
possibly permanent, reasonable. Mrs.
Pilling, 1936 Quamichan St. Victoria. The Editor,
> 47-lp The Courier.
«■ ■—'■' ' — —- ■'  ........—— Sir*
WANTED—Price on clear, gr^n Birch ' ... • ., „ 1__common with many others ! con-
logs, lengths eight and ten feet, _ rtj.0g+ qvmnathv fnr timqp Vumdelivered to Kelowna Mill. No. 217,  ^ great sympathj tor those hun
Courier.
opposed to the change. The council 'J, incentive, as a brand new,
accordingly adopted t L  resolution dp- fastening war canoe is stored at the 
n o s in e  the chanee Aquatic and is proving a real oopn
^ i,,,,-- to the canoe crews. The Kelowna ladsAlthough the retail merchants bur^ ipssies are confident that thev ran ; x.xxxxv.ux>-,xyxx, xxv.xx.
eau followed the lead of the city coun- Jum tS  tables 1^ P^ars to have recoveredtne tames tnis year on Penticton perfectly, he received a severe, jagged 
with their new canoe which is similar ^
From Page 1, Column 4
lying on the side of the wheel, and 
that he was not conscious at the act­
ual time of the collision.
Has Severe Cuts
Besides a slight concussion, from
cil, the executive of the board of trade, 
after a long debate, decided to shelve 
the question until another meeting.
No Support from Penticton
-i.il, J J X - . Penticton council on Monday night
47-lp dreds of Jobless who have just been decided the matter was not one upon P c^tice.
. violently ejected from the Post Office -which it felt qualified to express an
— ------  ^  ^ _____ and Art Gallery in Vancouver, and opinion and the letter from the B. C.
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY have retaliated by smashing the win
OF KELOWNA dows, of several of the large retail rpivVd anti filed
-------- establishments. I imagine, myself  1
TENDERS FOR CEDAR - iPOLES pitched out on the street, with no mon-
------— ey, no food, except what I could beg,
'Tenders will be received by the un- no shelter, all my worldly possessions
dersigned up to 5 p.in. on July 4th, in a bundle on my back, no hope of
1938, for the supply and delivery at the employment.
City Yard on-Water Street of 100 Cedar The hopelessness of the condition is 
Poles. Poles to be 35 feet in length, its tragic feature. Man can, and does
to that purchased by Penticton two 
years ago.
A girls’ crew and senior and junior 
boys crews have commenced serious
New Boat Ramp
Projectionists’ Society was merely re- .One of the additions in front (if the
Aquatic is a new boat ramp which is 
built in two pieces and hinged so that 
it may be raised or lowered accord­
ing to the height of the water.BOOTLEGGING OF 
CHERRIES STOPPED
cut directly above the right eye, and 
sprained his left ^nkle. His face is 
covered with numerous small cuts and 
bruises while similar abrasions have 
occurred on other parts of his body, 
especially his legs.
He has not suffered any severe com­
plications from his nerVe-wracking 
experience and is expected to leave 
the hospital today.
The car was badly damaged, the 
whole front being shoved in and wrec-
At a recent meeting of the Aquatic completely.
directors, George C. Rose, former ed­
itor of The Kelowna Courier, was 
named an honorary life member of the
__ X, -. - - „ - _______ ____ ________ _____  Kelowna Aquatic Association. He was
noFless "than"8 inch top, and to comply endur^cheerfully, all manner oLhard- Quick Action on Part of Ottawa the first president of the Association
in all dimensions and specifications ships and privations when there is 
with the requirements of Class 1 pples an object in view, some end to-be at- 
as specified by The American Stand- tained, some duty to be accomplished, 
ards Association for Western Red Cedar Soldiers, sailors, mountaineers,
Poles, dated June 20th, 1931. pectors, all have their, experience of
All tenders must give details as to hard fare and rough quarters, but the 
location from which poles were cut and knowledge of a goal ’ to be reached 
where poles can be inspected. lifts the mind and imagination, above
Time of delivery must be given in the hardships and discomforts of
Stops Situation at Blaine
Prompt and decisive action to pre- 
vent defrauding the Dominion govern­
ment of customs revenue and at the 
same time to give British Columbia 
cherry growers the measure of pro­
tection provided under the tariff, h is 
been secured over the week end.
and played an active part in the for­
mation in the early days of Kelowna.
The only other life member, Dave 
Crowley, was appointed last ye:^ r in 
reward for his many years of active 
service. .
POSSESSION OF NARCOTICS
Following the arrest and conviction
tender. present. But w ith  these poor boys Fred A. Lewis, member of the Can-
The lowest or any tender not neces- there is no outlook of any kind. There adian Horticultural Council, was ad-
sarily gccepted. is no prospect of any improvement m Saturday, June 18, that the of a drug addict, Penticton provincial
■ G. H. DUNN, their lot. There is no hope of their
City Clerk, being any better off next' year than 
47-lc they are this. They can. only expect 
_____' to have sunk a little lower in the soc-
Kelowna, B. C., 
June 21st, 1938
As far as can be ascertained there 
were actually no eye witnesses to the 
crash, although two persons are be 
liev-ed to have been but a short dis­
tance away and came hurrying to the 
spot when they heard the crash.
Mrs. H. Vance Dawson, a resident 
of Vimy avenue, observed the pro­
gress of the car from the corner of 
Vimy and Abbott until it struck the' 
bridge, she tells The Courier. ‘The car 
seemed to be out of control from the 
corner onwards, she stated, and ran 
from the right to the left hand side 
several times before crashing. She 
did. not know who was driving at the 
time and could not understand what 
the trouble was.
A boy was riding a bicycle near the
RELAX TOLERANCE 
ON SPRAY RESIDUE
Washington State Decides Not 
Harmful with Apple Pulp
ial scale, to have advanced somewhat 
further from the unemployed to the 
unemployable stage. The (Governments 
offer them no help. The municipalities 
tell them it- is the business of the 
Province, the Provinces tell them it is 
the business of the Dominion, the Do­
minion throws them back on the Prov­
inces, the Provincial Governments tell 
them to get away out of one Province 
into another. In places where there
An important step has been taken was formerly- work in abimdance they j-esale f^ ^^  consumption on the fresh ^ - are now told that machines now do
Vancouver market was being demoral- police last week-end. arrested Norman 
ized. Cherries were being rtruckeii Stewart and Clarence Edward and did not seeThe approaching
across the International boundary at ^  , ' , , -x, , auto, she said, but the car swerved
Blaine consigned, to canners on the Treherne and charged them witn be-
Coast. But the cherries were not ing in possession of narcotics. They or. Panton was the only occupant
reaching the canners. Instead they bave been remanded for a week: of the. car.
were purchased in Washington direct . . .  ' .— . — . . . ------
from the growers who were paid 3'/2 
cents a pound, trucked to Vancouver, 
anci there sold to v/holesale houses 
at 11 cents, and turned over to the 
retailers at 13 cents. In this fashion 
the customs, was defrauded of the 
revenue which would be derived if it 
were declared the cherries were for
s c o n ' s  S C R A P  B O O K !
by the Washington state department 
of agriculture, it was revealed last 
week, with the rela.xihg of tolerance re­
quirements for apples sold in Wash- 
ingoh. It is expected that federal tol­
erance regulations on spray residue 
win be. rovi.sed before harvest time 
this year. ,,
•'We have found that spray residue 
in conjunction with apple pulp is ab-
the work cheaper, and that it would 
not pay to employ them. Is it any 
woncier that under such conditions m-“n 
become desperate ancl reckless, and 
are easily led into acts of lawlessness?
We are asked to offer hospitality to 
7.50 delegates to a Liberal, convehtio.i 
to be held shortly in Kelowna. Mc- 
thinks it might be a good thing if 
those delegates were invited '-o leave
solutcly harmless and, within the state, their money at home, to shoulder their 
we are relaxing the tolerance require- blankets, and instead of spending their 
ments," Walter J. Robinson, state dir-
fruit market.
An airmail communication was dis­
patched to L. F. Burrows, of Ottawa, 
secretary of the Canadian Horticullur- 
al Council, giving the facts in detail 
and a telegram-sent outlining the bold 
facts. This was on Saturday. June 18.
On Monday. June 20. Bryson Whyte, 
Dominion Fruit Inspector. Vernon, was 
authorized by R. L.. Wheeler, head of 
the Fruit Branch at Ottawa, to send 
an inspector to Blaine to enforce the 
overnment regulations. , On Monday-
ector . x-iniori I,. discussing. party politics, and . night J. T. Fowle was en route and on
. for, work. They would probably re-
“The federal regulations were 'riade turn home with somewhat enlightened 
under tlie pure food and drug act in jejeas on the problem of vmcmpioy- 
accordance witli a recommendation of inent hnd disposed to find better so- 
tcchnical advisers to. the secretary of lution than tear gas bombs and police­
mens' clubs.
Yours truly.
ALFRED B. OWEN.
B y  R .J .  S C O T T
ty tactics to^tramp the roads Icioking Tuesday morning ’ die waV at Blaine
enforcing the regulations which will 
enrich the coffers of the customs of­
fice and prevent market demoraliza­
tion.
agriculture. Since llien a careful and 
tliorough series of experiments has 
demonstrated the assumption on which 
tlie regulations were based is ct'.ti'rely 
.’■nistaken.
"Under a reasonable tolerance, .'.■ueh 
as I d.xpect to be established by i.lie 
secretary of agriculture, apples can a- 
gain be waslicd in any \yell-e(fuippcd 
orcliard plant.”
PASSED EXAMS
Mother: “Why have you spoiled your 
nice new doll by taking all that saw- 
diirt out of her?”
Little Hilda: “It's all right. Mummy 
—she's slimming.”
Margaret Whittet McMurray. of Rut­
land successfully obtained her diploma 
at the provincial normal school at 
Victoria, , In the list as. published her 
address was given as Rossland and 
not Rutland, consequently her name 
was omitted in the list published by 
The Courier.
S l o o p  union of Bos-fow 
15 SAlD-lb BE'frt'E. ONLY SLOoP- 
RiqqED ^HiP-fo H^ VE 
C IRC.U M N AV) c; A'fEP
.■The QLObe 
OoMS Boi-T| OR.,,
SAILED Hi5 LHYlE-
89-Ton sijoop^ oukd
dT(EW0Rl.D iK-fHE 1T90-S 
AND ,-rtiU5 BECAME.
-rtiE-Trail blazep- 
t=o r -Ti4e B»q -Trade.
OF bos-Tom wpncTrtE 
ORlEJ^ t Z'
:  - S ‘i ^
Hedlunil’s
Canned
Meats
W ill
store
be demonstrated in our 
on T H U R S D A Y , FR I­
D A Y  and S A T U R D A Y  of this 
week.
These popular lines arc highly 
favored for use in summer. The 
quality is exceptionally good 
and the prices most reasonable. 
— Come and get acquainted 
with them—
“Tea as it should be” 
per lb.......................
TEA
REVIVES YOU 
on a hot day!
NABOB
TEA
55c
NABOB JELLY 
POWDERS
Now made in the most modern 
plant of its kind obtainable.
SPECIAL ' g  pkts. 25c
LOW PRICE .... for
RIPE WATERMELONS— Half or wiiole 5c
LIME JUICE
“MONTSERRAT”
PINTS, 
per bottle
QUARTS-, 
per bottle
5 0 c
9 5 c
KEEP YOUR DOG 
HEALTHY
with
“ PET”
2  r  2 5 c
Gordon’s Grocery
PHONES -  30 -  31REGULARDELIVERIES PROMPTSEBVIOE
IN  P E R F E C T
Play
You’ll feel good-— play 
better -— and look your 
best in these perfect play 
togs! New, sturdy and 
low priced.
PERFECT 
Play Suits
Playsuits that have every­
thing. Style— color— per­
fect fit. Peasant prints! 
New style. Sizes 14 to 20.
*1.95 “ *3.25
Perfect Slack Suits
Tailored to a “T ”— Slacks with trim halters 
or blouse3, Prints!
Sizes 14 to 20 ..... ....... . $2.95
o n t m ,
(KELOWNA), LIMITED
HOME ECONOMIST visit at the Sunimerland Experimental Station and will meet with the Sum- 
orar* a l/’C U IC IIE ' A V  women’s Institute Saturday
oH lxE li I  " L i A I  afternoon, when her topic Will be
“Food Facts and Fads.”
~  • Monday afternoon Miss' Elliott will
bruit be at Okanagan Centre, when the Win- 
I.' in field ladies will be the guests of the 
Okanagan Centre Women’s Institute. 
Monday evening the Grindrod "Wom­
en’s Institute will be the guests of the
Miss Edith Elliott, of 
Board, Addresses W . 
Kelowna
O ne Pair. oT 
WA5 Not" EJtouqH-
-dtllj PRErt)5-foRlt 
AN-CELOPE oF-fftE lOW/ER^  Ts |
MIOCENE AqE Had 'fWo Pairs of 
Korn?
SoT=1'^  NOSED 
BUU-E-f WAS FIR-S-r
used in ba-t'-i'le hear 
cal<iu-tYa , at dumdum, 
INDIAr Hence,-TNe  
bullet WHiCN SPREAD5 
wNen iT strikes 15 NOW 
KNOWN AS -TitE DUMDUM
.COPYRIGHT 1938 KING TtATURES SYNDICATE. Ine
M m
fi.tisr^ <a3sax^ §
■^ ^WEDENS NE.W 
5TXmPS CELE-BRATfe,
-Th e  F o u N D jK q  oF
COLONIES IN WliM" ARk 
NOW -THES-TA-TeS oF 
DELAWARE AND NEW 
York.
Miss Edith Elliott, Home Economist Armstrong W. I. 
of the Fruit Branch, Ottawa, address­
ed a group of women in the Women’s 
Institute Hall at Penticton, on Wed­
nesday afternoon and f f h e  evening Miss Elliott meets with
a meeting was held at Keremeos, to __  , __________,.r.__x x^ _x
which the ladies of Cawston were in­
vited.
Tliis afternoon, Thursday, Miss Elliott 
will speak to the Kelowna Women’s
Tuesday afternoon the Veinon W. I. 
have invited the ladies of Oyama, 
Lumby and Coldstream to be their
them before leaving for the East that 
evening.
Institute on the topic of “Food Facts 
and Fads”. The members of the Rut­
land and East' Kelowna Institutes have 
been invited. A joint meeting of the
CANVASSERS TO SEEK
GROWER , SIGNATURES
As the staff of B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd. 
has been so busy completing the clos-
Westbank and Peachland Institutes ing of the pools for the on#-desk deal 
will be held Thursday evening. no compilations ,of Ihe standard con-
Friday afternoon Miss Elliott will tract signatures has been made this 
meet with the ladies of Naramata and week, nameiy 54 per cent of the Val- 
will discuss “Home Canning”. , “Better ley signed up. Next week; canvassers 
Buying” will be her topic with the will go out throughout the district in 
Oliver ladies in the evening. an endeavor to have a more complete
Saturday morning Miss Elliott will coverage of the growers.
L 'w j''f i{»“im' 'jrv
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W E  H A V E  A BIG  STOCK O N  H A N D  
T O  M EET A L L  Y O U R  D E M A N D S
IIANUS 8IIOUI.D BE A1'1*LIEI> NOT LATER THAN 
JULY 1st TO INSURE YOU AGAINST CODDLERS
Wc arc pleased to announce that we are now agents lor Dr. Hess’ 
Famous Stock and Poultry Food.s.
PAINT WITH
S H E R W I N - W I L L I A M S
FAMOUS FAINTS
KELOWNA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE
Free City Delivery The House of Service and Quality Phono 29
E. M . CARRUTHERS & SON LTD.
REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES — INSURANCE
' A H a f s i t !
Be it good or bad, is hard 
to break. SO— Let’s ac­
quire the habit of saying. 
4% interest compounded 
twice a year is received 
from Yorkshire Savings 
& Loan Association.
Y O R K SH IR E  SA V IN G  A N D  L O A N  A S S O C IA T IO N
::ili 
'IIP"'
Demand HAUG*S 
M aterials
— in your specifications for a sat> 
isfactory job on your home build­
ing or repairs— and you’ll get it I
T IL E  C E M E N T  B R IC K S  
L IM E  G Y P R O C  
L A T H S
W m . H A U G  S O N
COAL and COKE DEALERS PHONE 66
This Man ?
He Is One Husband 
W ho Makes Less Than 
$50 per Week.
H E  IS O N E  OF T H E  C O N V IN C E D  W H O  USES
FRIGIDAIRE
W IT H  TH ESE  SA V IN G S :
On Leftovers, per month ...  ^ $2.00
On Food Spoilage, per month _________ ___________  __  3.60
On Quantity Buying, per month   ....................... 3.00
Total $8.60
12 months at $8.60 per month .... ...................... ............  $103.20
Ice Cor six months at $4 per month ............................. . 24.00
If you haven’t a FRIGIDAIRE your loss can be .... ..... . $127.20
SAVE ALL 4 WAYS ON FOOD. ICE. CURRENT and UPKEEP 
by Consulting your Courteous Frigidaire Dealer
S t o c k w e l l ’ s  L t d .
PHONE 324 BERNARD AVE.
CHURCH SERVICE 
IN GLENMORE MAY 
DISCONTINUE
Small Attendance Raises Point—  
Meeting to Decide Question
S c o u t  C o m m is s io n e r 's  
C o r n e r
Oil Wednesday evening of last wiKdc 
a church mc'ctiiu; was held iii tlie 
school house to decide whetlun* or not 
church • service and Sunday scliool 
would be continued after .Inly 1st. 
Very few seemed to bc‘ interested, and 
there was a very small attmidunce. 
However, another meeting has been 
called for Wednesday of this week, 
when it is hoped that a much huger 
attendance will be on hand.
For the past three or four years 
the attendance at Sunday service has 
been dwindling and for over u year 
past scarcely ever has there been more 
than a dozen persons in attendance.• ♦ *
Congratulations are due Clarence 
Hume, as he passed his examinations 
from grade twelve with recommenda­
tions. and to Rex and Fred Marshall 
who were recommended to grades el­
even and ten.
On Friday last, members of the 
Womens United Church Associations, 
of Rutland, Benvoulin and Glonrnore, 
gathered at the home of Mrs. Pound, 
Rutland. After the business was 
transacted, a social and happy after­
noon was spent. Refreshments were 
served by the hostess, and Miss Mil­
dred Hume, accompanied by Miss 
Glorin Eutin sang two solos, which 
were very much enjoyed.
Ml 4*
Mrs. Noyes and Mrs. Pu.shman, who 
were guests for several days at the 
home of Mrs. G. C. Hume, left last 
week for the former’s home in Nara- 
mata. Mrs. Noyes has spent the past 
six months with relatives and friends 
in Ottawa and was accompanied home 
by Mrs. Pushman.
Two of our boys suffered painful 
injuries recently. Bert Hume sprained 
his ankle while at school, and Martin 
Smith who broke his arm while play­
ing at home. * * m
S. Pearson, Sr., was called to act 
on the jury at the court session at 
Vernon last week.• ♦ «
Miss Mildred Hume arrived home 
for her vacation on Monday of last 
week, after graduating from the jun­
ior class to the senior class at the 
Cornish School of Music, in Seattle.
With the kind pcrmis.sion of tlu- 
CouriiT. at weekly (or [lerhaps longer) 
inliMvals I am going to tacit on to 
sueh Scout Notes as may appear, a 
few items of comment or news under 
the above Caption. May I at once 
make a beginning by .saying with the 
authority of the Courier tliat tliey are 
very glad to publish each week items 
from an.y of the Troops of Scouts and 
Packs of Cubs in the District, as well 
as from the Rovers, if and when we 
again have any.
All Kelowna Scouts and jiarticularly 
those of former days who once com­
prised the 1st Kelownas will dt.'cply 
regret the loss of a vtay steadfast and 
staunch old friend In the passing on 
of Mr. P. B. WilliLs. For year after 
year he never failed to let us go to 
Camp without replenishing our llrst- 
aid supplies and camp meciiciue chest, 
and many indeed are the Kelowna 
Old Scouts who have taken their pills 
and potions and who have had their 
cuts and scratches and their bruises 
and contusions doctored and adminis- 
tered to by the supplies so generously 
and kindly furnished by Mr, Willits 
and his partner Mr. G. A. McKay. He 
was a life meipbcr of our Association 
and was always deeply interested and 
keenly appreciative of our movement. 
To have had the support of men like 
him will always be a source of happy 
recollections to us.
* * *
Through inability to get away at 
this time it would seem that we are 
not going to Send any representatives 
from the Kelowna area to the propos­
ed Leaders’ Camp at pttcr Bay on 
the North end of the Lake between 
July 4th and 11th, but it is still not 
too late if any man, young, middle- 
aged or old is interested.
« « •
It was a pleasure to once more at­
tend the flne Annual Entertainment 
of the 1st Rutland Scouts and Cubs 
on Friday evening last and a pleasure 
to see the very full house they got.
THREE RIFLE 
TEAMS TO GO 
TO KAMLOOPS
Kelowna Will Have Stronj; Re­
presentation at Annual Shield 
Competition
Final arrang('meiit.s were jierfeetc'l 
at a meeting of the Executive of the 
Rifle Association, lield on 'rue.sday 
evening, for repre.sentation at llie an­
nual meet of the Rocky Mountain 
Rang(.>rs’ Military Rifle AsHociatloii. 
wliicli is to he held at Kamloops next 
Sunday. June 20th. It was very grat­
ifying to tluv Executive to find inter­
est in the event .so keen that, for >,he 
first time in the history of rifle shout­
ing in Kelowna, it will be possible to 
have (he Orchard City rejnesontod by 
tlireo five-man teams in the competi­
tion for the splendid City of Kam­
loops silver shield, wlilch was won by 
Kelowna in lf)32 and 1033.
The marksmen will travel by ear, 
most of them leaving at an early hour 
on Sunday morning, while the others 
will precede them on Saturday, 'riie 
personnel of the teams has been (irawn 
up tentatively as follows;
No. 1 t(;am: C. Hawes, Captain: F. 
M. Upton, J. R. Conway, D. McMillan, 
W. E. Harmcling,
No. 2 team: G. N.' Kennedy, Cap­
tain; W R. Maxson, G. C. Rose, G. Wy­
man, E. L. Adam.
No. 3 team: G. W. Hammond, Cap­
tain; H. R. Hang, j;). E. McLennan, 
J. Tyrcr, Mrs. W. E Harmcling.
Sparc man, T. E.' Foley.
•THE business of this Company grows 
^ with the development of business in 
the territory it serves and the progress of 
its clients. It is only natural, therefore, 
that this Company should be eager to co­
operate to the fullest extent possible by 
faithful services to progressive individuals 
and firms.
The OKANAGAN LOAN & INVES’TMENT ’TRUST COMPANY
by its policie.s and methods of operation—by its record in the In­
vestment and administration of trust funds—and by Its declared 
Intention to continue Its long career us an independent Trust Com­
pany ussure.s a sfur us Is humanly possible that the estates, business 
of responsible corporations, firms and individuals entrusted to It 
will be completely administered with full satisfaction -to heirs and 
beneficiaries.
OKANAGAN LOAN & INVESTMENT
TRUST CO.
O. St. P. Aitkens, M.C., Manager
Phone 98 Phone 332
CITY REFUSES
PARK MEETINGS
1ST RUTLAND A  
TROOP S
T
The city council on Monday night 
decided against granting the request of 
the local corps of the Salvation Army 
for permission to hold thirty-minute 
services each Sunday in the city park. 
The council was of the opinion that the 
people went to the park for quiet and 
relaxation and the permission was ac­
cordingly refused.
“Do a good turn daily!’
PEONY DANCE 
HUGE SUCCESS 
AT MISSION
Over Fifty Dollars Raised for 
Piano Fund by Delightful 
Affair
Over 100 people attended Jhe Peony 
Dance put on by the Association at 
the community hall in the Mission last 
Friday, June 17th. The hall was beaut­
ifully decorated for the occasion with 
‘hard-hack’ spiraea and peonies from 
local gardens, a particularly fine col­
lection being sent by Mr. and Mrs. Vic­
tor DeHart. Music was provided by 
the Mission Aces, a seven-piece or­
chestra making their first appearance 
and they were accorded a most en- 
thuiastic reception by the dancers. 
They .played from a built-out platform 
from the stage, an innovation which 
quite overcame the former difficulty 
with acoustics in the hall. Spotlights 
were used with effect for the moonlight 
waltzes, which were a feature of the 
dancing.
Supper was served in relays on the 
stage itself to about twenty couples at 
a time and lemonade was provided be­
tween dances.
Proceeds of the dance will be ap­
plied to the purchase of the piano, 
about $50 being cleared. Congratula­
tions to the Mission Aces on a highly 
successful debut which contributed so 
largely to a very enjoyable evening.
Miss Primrose Walker returned 
home last Friday, 17th, from England, 
where ■ she has been yisiting for the 
past year. Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Walk­
er went through to Kamloops, to meet 
her on Thursday, returning the next 
day. ■ , * ♦ » ;
Miss porothy Baldwin left on Friday 
by car for Spokane on a visit to rela­
tives there.
Miss Phyllis Sarsons left on Wed­
nesday 15th to resume training at St. 
Joseph’s Hospital in Victoria after 
spending a three-weeks holiday at 
home.
Mr. J. Stallard made a trip by car 
up to the Cariboo. District last week, 
spending a day at Lac La Hache, He 
returned home last Saturday.
Orders for the week ending June 
25 th:—
The troop will parade on the school 
field at 7.45 p.m. Uniform optional.
Duty Patrol: Kangaroos.
* • *
The 1938 Entertainment has been 
successfully produced, after several 
postponements, and the troop is as­
sured of funds for the Siunmer Camp 
and for incidental expenses for another 
year.
'This year’s concert was exceptionally 
well attended, and the dance drew the 
largest crowd yet, and the troop cer­
tainly appreciates the .support given by 
the general public. Exact net pro­
ceeds will not be known until all
TO ELIMINATE
PENDOZI JOG
G O O D  H A Y  IS M A D E  BET T E R  B Y  U S IN G
S A L T
.......................................................
125 lb ! bags  fo r  o n ly  $1.45
P IC K IN G  L A D D E R S — All sizes.(
STOCK A ID  F L Y  S PR A Y  —  Bring your own container.
O G IL V IE ’S R O Y A L  H O U S E H O L D  F L O U R  
is the world’s standard.
D A IR Y , P O U L T R Y  FOODS
O U R  R EG ISTE R E D  L A Y IN G  M E A L  
is giving wonderful results.
Growers’ Supply Co’y,
L I M I T E D
E L L IS  STREET P H O N E  654
The jog in Pendozi street opposite 
the entrance of Lake avenue will be 
practically eliminated when the work 
contemplated by the city is completed.
On Monday night the bylaw necessary 
to purchase a strip of land on the north 
side of Pendozi at this point, was pass­
ed and it is expected that work will 
commence in the near future. ■
The city purchased from Mrs. C. M.
~   ^ ■ DeMara a portion of her property at ADDS PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT
ticket sales aire reported, but at least this point for $100.00 and the portion. Ribelin’s photo studio has added an- 
$50.00 is expected to be cleared on the of this lot, which'at this point seems to other modern piece of equipment to.
affair. The Wolf Cubs deserve par- project into Pendozi, rnaking a corner its facilities in the form of the latct
ticular praise for their persistence and in the street, will be removed and made type operating light. This is a Holly--
energy in ticket selling. part of the right of way. wood lamp for still photos.
I i-.
•J I
M H IU D W  SKCUU 
IN GOODRICH TIRES
KELOWNA SEA
CADET CORPS
“Grenville” Company 1358
Orders for Parade:
At the Ferry Wharf on Friday, June 
24, classes in. Boatwork will be con­
ducted for junior cadets only. These 
classes will commence at 7 p.m.
The ship’s company will parade at 
headquarters on Tuesday. June 28, at 
7.30 p.m. Uniforms will not be worn. 
A full turnout at this parade is most 
necessary.
Quartermaster: Cadet N. Hughes-
Gamiis.
Sideboy: Cadet W. Handlen.
Duty Watch for this week: Port.
The property of Mr. Gibson of Ok­
anagan Centre has been very kindly 
loaned for use as a site for the annual 
Sea Cadet camp. ‘^ Grenville” camped 
on this location two years ago and 
enjoyed their stay very much.
The cadet camp this year will start 
on July 4 and continue'for ten days 
or two weeks. The advance party will 
leave Kelowna on the first of July.
«OR ONE WHOLE WEEK we are 
oflFering these special ways to save 
you money. Remember, Goodrich 
makes tires in three price ranges. 
One of these lines is priced to meet 
all competition. It’s a real quality 
line top. Now our prices are still 
further reduced . . . Tubes too are 
priced lower.
Put your tires in first class condition 
before you start on that Dominion 
Day trip. Every, tire we sell is fully 
guaranteed. Come in and take advan­
tage of our FREE tire inspection. 
Ask for a quotation on a complete 
change-over to Goodrich tires.
T h eN E W ^  
GOODRICH^®®^ 
SAFETY Silvertown
with Life-Saver Tread 
and Golden Ply 
Blow-out Protection.
m
W E PUT 
ONTIRES
Absolutely no for
lag new ttfcs on tuns^ a  q  
and inflating to V-
co rre c t  p ressu tes .
ii a teal 
saving too. ^
f r e e
S e S T o ’u r S ”®’
S“®unt and
T h is s e r v i c e  is
DON McLEAN MOTORS
B E R N A R D  A V E N U E P H O N E  207 K E L O W N A , B.C.
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I'EACIILAND MASONIC LODGE McDouMind property .'uicl a flue hIucco 
I'LANS NEW HALL KUILDING bulldiriK is to be erected there.
J’lans for a jiew uMsonle Hall are be- Nearly two lumdrecl and tlilrty-nlne 
hiK made by the Trepanier Lodj'o A.F, million dozeii.s of ej'gs (2:W.Ui:i.l0a
and A.M., which is made up of mern- eonsiimed in Canada in
bers from Peachhmd and We.stbank. ,
Purchase has been made of the-lot on inciease ot 04.i,.»70 dozen.*! on
IJeach Drive owned by H. E. McCall HIJH- The estimated value of farm 
between the McCall house and the A. egys for lt)J7 is placed at .$33,489,000.
r d h a n d  SCOUTS’ a n n u a l  co nce rt
IS GIVEN FINE RECEPTION
Three Hundred Persons Enjoy BRITISH ROADS
PEDLAR (uilvi'ft poved Invt'i't scwit pioc, raiuliicloi' nlpe, ini'hl 
Intli. coiititf i)(!!i(l. tiHlIniin 8A WYER-MASSEV Imtnirlnl ro.'iil 
machinuryi triilli'ts AUSTIN-WESTERN swnn|)i!r*ii hltumlniiimdis« 
Irlliiilurs, tilimp and trail cars TORO gi’iii'ral ntlllly Ir.u-tnrs, oang 
nnfl poHer ituiwnrs CMC uamwnia, pl.'islar and Intuminalis niUars, 
pumps, hoUls, carts tar, taiphalt pnwri shnvnls mllnluipal. mlidni) 
iitid 'CanlrarlDis' niaclilnary Wrlla far details,
WILLARD EaUlPDIEDT LIIDITED
0 6 0  BEflCM flUEHUE U flnCQ UUG R  CfiRfiDfl
. S C O T C H  ^  
W H I S K Y
S6<A Of. $ 3 .2 S 40 ox. $ 4 J IS
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of .British'Columbia
KELOWNA TO
fU R O P E ... RETURR
^ 5 ^
(S ligh tly  higher f.
I Tourist
Class
•INTERM ED IATE  R A IL  FARE  
W IT H  T O U R IST  C LA SS  ON  
T H E  “  M O N T  L IN E R S .”
Over the world’s greatest travel system, offering the luxury 
of unsurpassed Canadian Pacific service!.. . . through the 
Canadian Rockies, 600 miles of majestic Alpine scenery . . . 
across the vast plains and past the Great Lakes to Montreal, 
with stopovers at any point!
Then the smart comfort of a Canadian Pacific “Mont” liner, 
sailing the “short cut” to Europe . . .  one-third of the way on 
the placid. inland waters of the St. Lawrence Seaway,, 
through Old French Canada ; only four days on the open sea! 
Modem accommodations, elaborate menus, spacious decks, 
interesting companions!
fo r full particulars see your local agent or write to 
J. J. Foirster, S.G.P.A., C.P.Ri Station, Vancouver, B.C.
W  O  R L  D ’S G  R E A T  E S T  T  R A V E L  S V S T E M
I n q u i r i e s  I n v i t e d
The Royal Bank of Canada has 
been happy to make loans such 
as these in all parts of Canada. 
Some are for large amounts, 
others for small, hut in all cases 
monthly instalments have heen 
arranged to meet the ability of 
the borrower to repay. ' The 
Royal Bank cordially invites you 
to discuss your Home Iipprovcr 
ment Loan with the Manager of 
your nearest branch. .
^to  a R E T A  I L E  R
to build a foundation to his 
garage, install two new bdtb- 
rooma, structural and electrical 
repairs.
Amounf of Loan.........$2,000.00
. Less Discount...........  174.S3
36 months to pay. 
Monthlyinstalments.. $55.56
to a M A C H  I N I S T
to provide materials for painting 
and decorating his home. The 
work to be done by hia family.
Amount of Loan........  $200.00
Less Discount........ .. 9.36
IS months to pay.
Monthly instalments.. $11.12
to a W I D O W
to repair heating and electrical 
equipm ent, alterations and
painting. 
AmL ount of Loan.. . . . .  $300.00
Less D iscount........ 22.25
30 months to pay, 
Moathlyinstalments.. $10.00
to a BUSINESS MAN
to add three rooms, insulato 
walls, lay  flooring and  
painting.
Xmountof Loan., $540.00 
Less Discount.... 40.05
30 months to pay. 
Monthlyinstalments $18.90
Ask / o r  b o ok le t, “ Ltians f o r  H o m e  I m ­
p ro ve m e n ts '’’, t  ta n s  tcers y o u r  qu estion s  
a b ou t th e  H o m e  Im p ro v e m e n t P la n .
TH E R O Y A L  B A N K  OFCANADA
• KELOWNA BRANCH - - - F. J. WILLIS, AAanoger
Excellent Program and Dance
The Rutland Boy Scouts and Wolf 
Cubs pro.sontod their 10th annual Con­
cert at the cominunily hall on Friday 
evening last to a capacity audience 
estimated at 300 persons. The dance 
which followed was the best attended 
one that the boy.s have held, and the 
crowd spent an enjoyable three hours 
dancing to Chas. Fcltman’s music. The 
proceeds are in aid of tlie Sutmner 
Camp, and tills year’s camii is lilcely to Convenors 
benellt by the fact tliat the troop’s ex- charge of
VASTLY IMPROVED 
RUTLAND TOLD
Mrs. A. Duncan Gives Address' at 
Women’s Institute Meeting
Tlie Women's Institute held their 
Monthly meeting in the Community 
Hull on niursday afternoon, June 10th, 
were appointed to take 
the various refreshment
chequei i.s now in the best shape that booths for the Rally Day sports to be 
it has been for many a year, thanks held In the Kelowna Park on Domln-. 
to the fine support given the troop jon Day. The date for the annual In- 
by the community and many from oth- stitute picnic was set for July 13th,
---------- ------------------ -' ' ... ---------
DISTRIBUTION OF OKANAGAN APRICOTS FOR 1937
A rccapliulation of the distribution, grades, sizes, etc.. of apricots for 1937, showing comparison
for 1935 and 1936. The figures apply to the Okanagan Valley only. It should be noted that in
the first column the total as given docs not include cannery shipments. To get the total crop
of any variety you must add the cannery and processing shipments to the total given in the
first column. The figures for peaches and prunes will follow in subsequent issues. The figures
are supplied by the British Columbia Fruit Board.
Cun’y
Bxb. B.C.Total No. 1 No, 2 4 Bask. Suit. 15-Lug 20-Lug Alta. Sask. Man. East
Blenheim 0,921 5,200 1,715 430 273* 0,210 0,222 025 2,940 2.099 450 1
Kalcdcn .. 13,220 11,091 2,175 1.020 1,935 9,705 1,410 3,105 3,503 4,804 244
Moorpark 105,129 91,230 13,893 11,310 4,331 09,400 1,180 10,149 30,220 28,781 10,704 3,275
Other Variety 3,340 2,000 540 130 014 2,500 0,000 1,007 601 1.495 102 15
Royal .....  2,110 1,327 703 98 159 1,053 2„542 123 1,011 705 211
Tilton .....  4,000 1,073 2,035 155 151 3,702 3,490 331 1,014 1,700 297
Total—1937 134,774 113,033 21,141 13,711 7,403 113,540 20,300 21,905 47,571 39,009 22,094 3,535
Total—1030 3,373 810 2,554 841 2,530 2 071 1,351 902 309
Total—1935 71,024 37,142 33,002 37,295 33,729 9,743 9,575 29,050 23,502 0,230 1
er parts of the Kelowna district.
The concert opened with "O Can­
ada”, the entire troop and pack, to 
the number of .lO, being assembled on 
the stage. The Scouts left the stage 
to the Cubs, who sung a chorus to the 
tune of ’’Clementine” that proved very 
amusing. They followed with the 
"Mouse Howl”, and the "Grand Howl”,
to bo held in the tourist park as for­
merly. Mrs. A. Duncan addressed the 
meeting giving a most interesting talk 
upon her recent trip to England and 
Scotland. Mrs. Duncan’s talk was most 
informative, and gave her listeners a 
glimpse of conditions as they are to­
day in th? Old Country, and the 
changes to be seen by one who had nrt
OPENING PRICE ON 
BINGS IS $2.25
WOULD TAKE LAD EllOM CALU'OItNIA VISITOR TAKES
CUSTODY OF PARENTS CHAPEL HOUR SERVICE
Efforts have been made by interested Ar thur Patterson, of the College of 
' parties in Penticton to have Archie Medical Evangelist.*--, Lorna Llndo,
Fruit Board Sets Regulations for Peat, who was the victim of a brutal
Control of Cherry Crop
the latter demonstrating beyond any visited these countries for a long time, 
doubt that their lungs were in first Mrs. Duncan was particularly struck 
class shape. Scout Frank Stelz then by the improvement in roads and the 
contributed one of his popular vocal extensive new housing construction 
solos, with guitar accompaniment, an under way. A hearty vote of thanks
was extended to the speaker at the 
close of her address, after which re­
freshments were served to the mem-/ 
bers and guests.
encore being insisted upon by the aud­
ience. '
A one-act play, “The Eye of Isis” 
was the next on the program. This 
was presented by the Kangaroo Patrol, 
under the direction of P.L. Basil Bond.
In coaching the boys for thi.s play the
patrol leader, incidently, was qualify- recent sad bereavement, 
ing for the “entertainers” badge, and * *
the result certainly indicates that he The members of the Welfare Club him to market a proportion of his Roy- at the “tomato red” stage
of were the guests of Mrs. L. M. Wanless _____________
The sympathy of residents is extend­
ed to the McLaughlin family in their
Efiective June 18, Bing cherries iij 
four basket crates are to be quoted at 
$2.25, according to the B.C. Fruit 
Board’s latest circular. The marketing 
of all cherries except Bings, Lamberts 
and sour varieties is prohibited except 
to processing plants to be processed, 
says one regulation.
In the event of a shipper having a 
preponderance of varieties other than
... , . , ,, took the cliapcl hour for the Rut-
ns.sault by his brother, Wilhe Peat, now ]n,,d Missionary Volunteer Society of
in the provincial asylum, removed the Seventh Day Adventists. Ho 
irom the custody of his parents. The brought greetings from other young 
Attorney-General’s department states men and women who have left here 
it can do nothing in the matter, but the take advanced studies at this In- 
Superintendent of Welfare has been •‘ititution. One interesting thought he
notified of the case.
al Anne ;incl Windsor cherries.
Shippers have been requested to im- 
prc.ss upon their growers the necessity 
of picking cherries in proper condition
emphasized was, ”God does not always 
call great men for a great work, but 
often calls men of everyday life.” As 
for example, Moses. It was the kind 
of training ho received at homo that 
fitted him for his after life. He be­
came one of the greatest leaders this 
world has ever known. In closing,
^  thoroughly earned it. The storj'
“  the. play is connected with an un- at her home on Monday evening. The 
successful attempt to steal a valuable ladies were treated to a feast of straw- 
diamond, the attempt being foiled by berries and cream by their hostess. The 
the efforts of “Detective McAllister”. Club plans a visit to the Preventorium
Assistant Scoutmaster Ritchie fav- oa Wednesday afternoon of this week, 
ored with a solo, “Down the Oregon * * * •
Trail”, and as an encore sang “Lassie Rutland Adanacs cinched the first 
O’ Mine.” A recitation “G-r-i-n”, by place in the Central Okanagan League 
Robt. W. Service, was given by. Scout on Monday evening when they defeat- 
John Ansell in fine style and he fol- od Oyama here 9 runs to 1. It is ex- 
lowed with a amusing short encore pected that a play-off' game will be 
verse. held here on Monday.
Praise From Commission ------------------------------------ ------ ----------
Cowboy songs by a group of younger and vocal solos were contributed, the 
Scouts -was next, after which District entire proceedings being brought to a 
Commissioner Weddell presented badg- close by the singing of “Taps”, 
es to Second D. Reith and Second Cliff Before the singing of the National 
Schell. The Commissioner took the Anthem, a box of chocolates was pre- 
Opportunity to congratulate the troop sented to Mrs. W. F. Schell, who had 
on ; their fine show and the good given a great deal of time and work 
“house”, and also reminded the aud- to preparation and presentation of the 
ience of the scout leaders training show in the capacity of accompanist, 
camp to be held at Otter Bay early. The presentation was made by Scout 
next month, urging the attendance of John Ansell on behalf of his brother 
one or more from Rutland. The first Scouts of the First Rutland-Troop, 
half of the entertainment was con- Following is the entire program in 
eluded \yith a display, of “pyramids” detail:
by a group of fifteen scouts under the O Canada, by the Troop and Pack; 
direction of Instructor D. H. Camp- chorus and “howl”, -Wolf Cubs; vocal 
bell. This provided a distinctly new solo, with guitar accompaniment, Scout 
feature for a Rutlaind seput concert. Frank Stolz; one act play, “The Eye 
and the boys excellent display was of Isis” by Kan^roo Patrol; vocal 
well received by the audience. solo, Assistant Scoutmaster P. Ritchie;
At the intermission the scenery was recitation. Scout John Ansell; cowboy, 
changed from an “indoor set” to an songs, with guitar accompaniment, 
“outdoor” one, in readiness for the next Scouts F. Stolz, A. Hartmann, H. Wil- 
play. This was a comedy in one act Rams, B. Schneider, Sohan Singh; pre- 
and two scenes, depicting the adven- mentation of badges by District Com- 
tures of a patrol of scouts on a camp- missioner Weddell; pyramids, by a 
ing -trip.The patrol solves the job of group of scouts under the direction of 
selecting a cook by drawing lots. 'They Instructor D. H. Campbell, Scouts B. 
then adopt a “code”, the main clause Bond, R. McLeod, Seconds D. Reith, F. 
of which is that the first one to com- stevens, J. Duncan and C. ScheU, 
plain has to take over. the. cooking Scouts Joe Schneider, H. Williams, J. 
and cook until another one complains Ansell, H. Smith, D. Roth, A. Hart- 
about anything connected with their mann, R. Stremel, R. Schneider and G. 
outing. Various misadventures follow, Monkford; one act play, “Everything’s 
but faced with the prospect of being just Dandy”, P. L. Dennis Reid, Sec. 
the “chef’, the boys smother their’in- Dick Reith; P. L. Geoffrey Smith, Sec. 
clinations to groan and complain, and j i^  Duncan, P. L. Roddy McLeod, Sec. 
i present; instead an artificially cheer- Fred Stevens; camp fire, opening chor- 
ful front. “Lardpail”, the cook, adds us, “Maple Leaf Forever”; Introductory 
to their misery by concocting various remarks by the Scoutmaster; chorus,
• unpalatable dishes with the hope of “The Mermaid”; jokes; vocal solo, F. 
eliciting a complaint, but the boys stolz; Choruses, “Whistle While You 
down soup with “castor oil” and “shoe -Work” and “Heigh-Ho”; jokes; mouth- 
polish” flavoring Ayithout a squawk, organ selections, P.L. Dennis Reid; 
but many a wry face. Their contor- chorus, “I Like To Whistle”; vocal duet 
tions with the tough steaks (made of a .S.Ms. Ritchie and Campbell; ghost 
old inner tubes) , created so much story by Scoutmaster Gray; choruses, 
merriment that the boys were unable “Gold Mine in the Sky” and “Till We 
to continue for several minutes. In a Meet Again”; “Taps”.
final attempt to make someone com- ■_____ _
plain “Lardpail” loosens the tent ropes ~ '
hoping the tent will fall on the rest Only Sold Whole Pianos
of the hoys. 'The wind blows the tent George Gershwin said one day:
over on him instead, and he is the one “Music criticism is excellent as a
that sets up the first squawk, letting rule, but when a boxing expert takes 
himself in for the job of cooking for to criticizing Strauss or Ravel in a 
another week! All’s well that ends condescending way the outcome is apt 
. well, however, “Lardpail” is remorse- to be funny. It is like the steamfitter 
ful x>ver the awful things he had con- who got a job in a music store, 
cocted for his chums to eat, and sets “A lady came into the store one day 
in to get them a real meal, to the and said to him:
general rejoicing of the patrol. “ ‘I want to buy some piano pieces,
■ The concluding item of the concert please.’ '
was a “Camp-Fire, in which the en- “The man couldn’t help laughing,
tire troop took part. The Scouts sang “ ‘Sorry, lady,’ he said, ‘but -we sell 
choruses, various members told jokes, only whole piahos here’.”
for processing. Malure cherries are
Bing and Lambert, he may apply to required for canneries. For the glace the Male Quartette rendered a pleas- 
the Board for an exemption permitting process red varieties should bo picked ing selection entitled “In that better
land on that far a;way strand.”
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The carefully-guarded reputation of British 
Columbia’s pioneer brewers lies behind the 
quality of every drop of OLD GOLD Lager 
Beer. Nothing is left to chance. Choice 
ingredients, perfect water, skilled knowledge 
of the brewing art—all these do their part. 
But it is TIME . . . the slow ageing of OLD 
GOLD . . . that brings all these to, full- 
flavored maturity in a beer that“ smacks” 
of old times.
Order a carton of this finer beer today. You’ll 
agree that truly “ time makes OLD GOLD”.
W HEN IN  PR IN C E T O N  . . . visit our newly- 
improved plant , . . see the very latest in 
scientific brewing equipment and modern 
storage facilities.
This advertisem ent is n o t published or displayed by the Liq u o r C ontrol Board or bv the
G o ve rn m e n t b f British Colurnbia.
/, ' . i
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KELOWNA MAN 
LOSES VERNON 
M W  CASE
W . McEwcn is Awarded $1,000 
Without Costs in Action A g ­
ainst W . A. C. Bennett
THE KELOWNA COURIER
V^j!Vy,V^V^ |J\.
I?L  ^ ‘
^ 4 > i
S U P E R S T I T I O N  i v i u u N T A l
In  a 
JU(l/'0 J.
lwcnly-l’our-i)a<;e judi'menl, 
I). SwariHOJi awarded Williain
By Oren Arnold
Synopsis: A sherifl’s |)o.ss<> is organ- ag;
Copyright, 1937 NBA SBRVICi Int
MeSwon, Vernon hardware merchant, 7.; n ‘ "r " Wlien they had (Inally separated to lered a fall. It gave tliem soinelliing
$1,()()().()(), without costs, against W. A. i • 7/.. n 7 , ‘'T. return to their homes, Carolee felt an to report while waiting for news of the
C. Bennett, of the Bennett Hardware ,v' \ ^ " V T  ‘7' "iward glow of satisfaction; just being man hunt. Jerry Lynch, a writer on
Company, Kelowna. This is tiie sum with 1 aul s disappearance, with Stuart Blake had comforted her. a Phoenix daily, and Jiis somewhat en-
glad that the Indian woman had suf-
»'V X
in full claimed by the plaintiir in u 
suit heard last May in County Court 
at Vernon, when McEwen sued Ben­
nett for commissions he alleged were 
owing liitn under an agreement be-
CHAPTER XII
eased the worry over her missing bro- vlous competitor from the opiiosition, 
*VVi*7 I'i'tl eonlldence in Paul’s “Kid" Jones, each carried cameras and
ability to take care of himself anyway, each promptly took candid snaps of
On the day that the sherlirs po.s.se hummed songs and talked sweet Carolee after she had explnined the
went into the mountain, a correspond- *^^*1*^ l‘> Chieftain, whom she petted need for help, and they rode back to
tween the two in the management of from a Phoenix daily learned of umt'e (him is any horse’.s- due, but that’s the injured squaw with an improvised 
the now defunct McEwen-Bennett disappearance of Paul Colter. Then way she felt. Thus was she mus- stretcher, 
hardware store in Vernon. journalistic wheels began to spin. day-dreaming, when her reverie
Mr. Bennett claimed that the am- Headlines on Superstition are as re- i"torrupted by a distinct groan,
ounts paid each year during the per- current as the seasons in Arizona, and J,, * frightened her.
iod 19.‘12 to HKK) to McEwen wore in the most of them have to do with misslnj’’ ^ immediately see its
nature of bonuses, while McEwcn men. Each time someone gets lost •i«ve been an animal,
maintained they were commissions, there the whole legend of the Lost 77^  ^ V*i*“**\ repented, and unqiies-
McEwen claimed that $1,20(1 wa.s owing Dutchman Mine is rehashed and cm- was human. Someone scem-
him as commi.s.sion on the 1030 business bellished, and the public thrills to it “’y'ntr to uttracl attention, with odd 
but in order that the case might bo again and again. Love of gold is sec- ond noises of sulTering.
Y ou ’ll never really 
Know the thrill of
*'rolling-your-own” until you do an O gd en ’s 
roll. Yes, sir, you can “ bank" on O gd en ’s 
with safety. It's got perfect taste appeal—  
it’s epolier, milder, more fragrant every time. 
Pilot yourself to pleasure! Try an O gd en ’s 
roll and don’t forget to use the best papersf—  
like "Chantecler" or "V o g u e ."
heard in County Court entered action ond only to love of women, and nobody 
for $1,000. knows that better than a newspaper
His Honor, after reviewing tlie com- editor.
Reporters came to Superstition Lodge 
RomiI position taken by a„d wanted to join a searching party.
That suited Stuart Blake. It meant ac
Heart pounding, Carolee called out. 
"What is it'/’’ and went in the direction 
of the sound.
Carolee stayed with the Indian wo­
man until siie was taken in hand by 
her own Red friends, the Apaclie bas­
ket weavers and potters who stayed 
near the Lodge. They refused offers 
of white medical aid.
"Wc know how,’’ one leader of tlie 
group assured the whites. “Long ago 
learn brolce arm, leg. Tie with reeds, 
make song.’’
Maybe the songs helped, Carolee
T H R O U G H  
S U E P IN G C A R
W ' v! '41,
if -i'
vciy substantial payments to McEwen tion, and this energetic young man was at 
o if what he called anxious to be doing something. The
Some .'50 feet away she found a wo- ’^onceded. At any rate she stayed near 
man on the ground, an Indian .squaw *”’ hour or more, pett-
obv.iously suffering. and comforting her witli what
“O-o-oli!” cried Carolee, dismounting she could. The squaw eyed Cnro-
once. lee’s gay ribbon worn to control blond
111*
a ‘bonus’ to ensure the goodwill and ^  woman looked pleadingly and 1’^“’ wind, and Carolee gave it
devotion to business of McEwen He than 100 persons mumbled something. Carolee couldn’t Then her eyes shone in plcas-
say.s that they were pu^?y 7ree-wTll S S s  ste^pKd ^ a f S ?  S S S ’ a7d f e  began a hurried fro m spite of her pain,
offerings, voluntary and without any canSled the oluns ’Too manv i ntrah, Water from her saddle “She say she hunt clay
contractual obligation whatever. That ed men scrambZg nvm ^as gulped and the woman’s burro.’ one Indian
with her 
translated, “and
looks like the action of a mere
anthropist in handing out freely and than good*''Tlne i^'aTw 'in himti'nrr'‘“nV,V maicated that her pain was in die there, but white girl come. She
voluntarily to McEwen cheques for the possibfe U^iL of U,e l i L S ?  Patl A ^77 1*7' discovered never forget.’’
‘bonus’ for each of the years 1932, w  eJcDeSceri oMtA^ or^ merT nnA n * broken. The reporter lads missed none of
1933, 1934 and 1935, cheques ranging  ^ The squaw could speak but little this.
from $297.68 up to $1,222.65. I do not f^lin afrolane^ weS^^i^orT^seful  ^ Jerry Lynch especially “interviewed"
credit them at all . . . .  I think that crowds went h7me trSad^ho f ’ Carolee, took no pains to conceal his
the testimony of McEwen is more 7tnart fPu admiration. - Stuart Blake, himself so-
reasonable. and therefore more cred- CaPolee and waTcLd co?s4^ ^^ ^^  ti ^ick.’’ the Indian mumbled. “Sick.” hcitou.s, noted that salient fact, and
itable than that of Bennett on the main hf,! “ constantly for jt ^^r only way of saying she Carolee saw that he noted it. Some-
issue as to whether McEwen was, as ®‘Bndi. needed assistance. thing inside her—the same dependable
he alleges, legally entitled to be paid , second day, 24 Carolee took off her light sweater something that Nature puts deep in
a commission. I also accept McEwen’s ftier the sheriff had gone in, but and made a pillow on the rocky ground every girl—told her that this was a
statements as to the reason why his talked only a little while. for the red woman’s head. As easily healthy situation, inasmuch as Mr.
name was incorporated in the business Mother is worrying constantly,” she as she could, she straightened the Stuart Blake had shown definite re­
name ‘McEwen-Bennett hardware’ . .. fxpmmed, ‘and I mustn’t leave her broken limb; it appeared to be in a mantic interest in her. She did no-
long. She hoped the men would be terribly painful position. Moving it thing, therefore, to discourage Jerry
’ith news last night.” must .have been almost unbearable, Lynch.
No sign of them?” asked Stuart. but beyond her increasing panting the Later, when Stuart rode back part 
“No. Nothing.’’ woman gave no sign. Carolee was way with her up the trail toward her
Your dad will know about where afraid she had fainted when her eyes home, he was especially attentive. In
Paul would be, because of the map closed, and so she bathed her forehead spite of the impending tragedv in hervniir men were iioinof mhat ntinVif cren+ln <____ ________  ^  ^ •'
. . . The standard of what is the ‘more , , ... , . . . x
reasonable’ of one or more positions
is often a matter of great assistance to n um n   < 
a court, in, eyalua< ing the worth of con­
flicting testimony.”
your men were using. That ought to gently to revive'her. family she was' made happy bv ’this’
DELEGATE REPORTS ON COAST help the sheriff, and with the dog Carolee thought of trying to splint “I think he almost wanted to pro7
UNITED CHURCH CONFERENCE they’ll surely find something today.” the leg,• but realized she didn’t quite pose!” she told herself when he had
_____  He gave her several copies of the know how. Superstition Lodge wasn’t turned back. “And he wouldn’t be-
Unique in the practice of the Kelow- ” ®wspapers about the affair, and^  rode more than half an hour’s rid[e away; it cause Paul is missing.” 
na United ChuLh was the reorJsenS ® her along the lower was best that she go for help. She tried It occurred to her that the two bro-
tion of f  woriaS delegate mountain. They were to make this decision clear with words thers seemed always coming between
ferenJe of thi B C fhurch time however, to note and signs, and she left the canteen at her and Stuart, even when they werelerence oi me u.tx. enuren in van- landmarks and stick to a more open the squaw’s side. -------
On Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday efieh week Canadian 
National operates a through 
sleeping car from the Okanagan. 
to the East. Awake next morn­
ing aboard The Continental 
Limited. Okanagan sleeper 
goes as far as Blue River, 
where transfer conveniently ar­
ranged to space already reserv­
ed in your name.
T R A IN  L E A V E S  K E LO W N A ^  
5:05 P.M. D A IL Y  EX C E PT  
S U N D A Y
A. J. HUGHES. Agent 
Phone 330 Kelowna, B. C.
of route, in order not to lose themselves Winfield attended it and gave an in- ____________________7 _____
teresting report Sunday evening, June 
19, in the United'Church, telling of the 
many activities discussed and progress 
made. L. Dilworth acted as chairman 
for the service.
Reporters at the Lodge were almost
away.
(To be Continued)
M A K I N G  C A N A D A
A  B e t te r  P la c e  in W h i c h  t o  L iv e  a n d  W o r k
A Series of Letters from Distinguished Canadians on Vital Problems 
Affecting the Future Welfare of Canada
Specially Written for Canadian Weekly Newspapers Associations:
BORSTAL SYSTEM 
IS EXPLAINED TO 
VERNON ROTARY
V-I3-38
ESTABLISHED 1770'
A. G. Gordon S. Wismer Proves 
Popular Speaker on Subject of 
Wide Interest to B.C.
ON THE 
EASIEST 
TERMS
\
\
\
X
TOWN N \
/ \
\
TRADE IN 
YOUR OLD 
TIRES
E D  G O O D Y E A R S
“What can Weekly Newspapers do 
to make Canada a better place in 
which to live and work?” The question 
correctly implies a special sphere of 
influence, for the weekly collectively 
goes into the homes and is close to 
the hearts of hundreds of thousands of 
people where the basic factors of'a  
congenial existence should be found.
If “ to be honest, to be kind, to earn 
a little and to spend a little less, to 
make upon the whole a family happier 
for his presence,” if this is the test of 
a man’s life and work, as Stevenson 
says, making Canada a better place de­
pends upon the character of its citizens.
The weekly has an opportunity 
through its community service to keep 
alive the spark of human sympathy 
and interest, antidotes for greed and 
repression which are responsible for 
so much despair. Church, school and 
home are within the range of its inter­
pretation. A large proportion of its 
readers has the wholesome privilege 
of living close to nature, man’s inspira­
tion and model. Can the weeklies do 
more to cultivate an understanding of 
■ these advantages?
_ Canada is a good place in which to 
live because it is not yet over-whelmed 
by individual and collective barbarities. 
Perhaps more than any other class of 
publications the weeklies can strength­
en the ideals for human betterment by 
keeping the virtues and their means of 
expression in the foreground. The 
audience to which they appeal, pro­
moting the finer instincts, can continue 
with the aid of press leadership to be 
the nation’s defense against the vices 
in high and low places.
If sincerity in human relationships 
is the basis of happy citizenship, will­
ingness to let live accompanies the 
right to work and to assert individ­
uality with self-reliance. Promotion of 
such ideals may not be a distinctive
‘t-
'X}-¥
■>X pub-
A. A. MeINTOSH
prerogative of the weekly press but its 
field is responsive. Respect for indiv­
idual capacities is being endangered 
by over-regimentation. Canada would 
be a better place in which to live if 
the tendency to centralize were re­
versed, the smaller communities pro­
vided with a greater share of industrial 
activity, enabling more people to enjoy 
the neighborly intercourse which seems 
to be denied to a great extent in the 
impersonal atmosphere of the more 
congested area.
A. A. MeINTOSH, 
Editor-in-Chief, 
The Globe and Mail.
Drive in today • • • we’ll put new 
Goodyears, at the price you want to 
pay, on your car without delay. Pay 
in convenient amounts weekly. No 
red tape • •.no delay ... your credit is 
good here!
PAY NO 
MONEY DOWN
TERMS AS LOW AS 
A WEEK
\
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J. B. SPURRIER TELLS 
AMAZING STORIES
Close Escapes from Death Are 
Recounted by Kelowna Man
Amazing adventures and close es­
capes from death in the wilds of north­
ern Ontario were told by J. B. Spur­
rier to the Y. P. S. of United Church 
on June 13.
Death by asphyxiation of 750 people 
was seen when dynamite, which ex­
ploded when kindled by a forest fire, 
swept .persons on their faces. Wild­
fire spread  ^through 300 square miles 
in three hohrs. Panic overcamie many 
people. Leyel-headed persons rushed 
to the HudsMi’s Bay store for blankets, 
then plungedj into the water up to their 
jiecks, held the blankets a few inches 
over the wAter and breathed in the 
thin layer of oxygen. Some dashed in­
to mine s^fts but were suffocated a-
long with others without protection.
No food for ten days and lost i^n the 
dense show-covered northern wilder­
ness in November was another exper­
ience along with having a supply of 
matches exhausted on the second last 
day of fruitless search for a trail, tra­
velled by huge wolves.
Practically giving up hope it seemed 
that providence intervened to save 
him and his partner. He fired some 
shots and a hunter came to him,
“God sent you,” Mr. Spurrier ex­
claimed, and the hunter was inclined 
to agree for he had been' trailing a 
moose for several days until he heard 
the shots. Mr. Spurrier could not eat 
a sandwich given to him but broth was 
palatable, he said..
His companion’s feet were frozen a- 
bout fourteen inches high and while 
he was uncofiscious the speaker cut the 
boots off. A’ government party had 
been searchi i^g for them for a month. 
He showed sc^e large pictures of hunt­
ing, and wat©-scenes.
Despite his'|tribuIations and illnesses
I An earnest appeal for co-operation 
by the general public and particularly 
by such community organizations as 
Rotary in establishment of the Borstal 
system, was the dominating feature of 
a thoughtful address on this B.C. exper- 
irnent in penal reform, as given by the 
Hon. G. S. Wismer, AttornCy-General, 
before members of the Rotary Club of 
Vernon.
He frankly stated that the British 
Columbia system of dealing with 
young criminals has been “archaic.”
As an instance of this he declared that 
the Criminal Code makes obligatory a 
rninimum sentence of one year on con­
viction for car theft. In many cases 
a youth involved did not really mean 
to steal the auto but only to “borrow” 
it, “ perhaps to take his girl for a ride.”
Most of the youth involved are really 
only “high spirited,” Mr. Wismer sub­
mitted.
Under the old system they, were sent . 
to Oakalla Prison Farm, given a uni- This advertisement is not 
form with a nurhber on the back, lished or displayed by the Liquor-
watched over by a .guard with a Control Board or bv thi» Gn-vern- shotgun, and had a cell door clang on me Govern-
them after a day’s work. ment pf British Columbia.
“When he came out, he was a ruined r—" ■ ' '' ' . , .
boy,” the speaker declared,“ he could 
not face those he knew before. What 
happened? He joined a gang, drifted 
into worse actsi finally, perhaps, 
landing in the penitentiary.”
Aided by the John Howard Society 
and by various other public spirited 
men and women, Mr. Wismer decided 
to try the Borstal system for these 
boys. A man to whom much of the 
credit for the new experiment is due 
is Angus McLeod, “a raw-honed High- 
land Scotchman,” who as a guard at 
Oakalla was deeply interested in 
young prisoners. He had been accus­
tomed to take groups of these men 
outside the prison farm during the 
day and had not had one try to escape.
As a home for the 57 youths from 
Oakalla, an, old run down mansion on 
River Drive, near Vancouver, was se­
cured, and Mr. McLeod was placed in 
charge. “There are no bars or cells 
and not many guards.” Mr. Wismer 
explained, “and the occupants are on 
their honor not to try to escape.” The 
move was made just prior to last 
Christmas. .
Those , in charge of the scheme face 
a great problem which is that it is “ ' '
impossible to turn the boys out on the Liberal
streets after their training. The editor of a magazine featuring
“They must have some man to act funny stories and jokes received a 
as a foster-father, one who will give letter.- accompanying a i number of 
the same help and advice as he would would-be jokes, in which the writer 
to his own son,” Mr. Wismer declared, asked: “What will you give me for 
“Fm asking for the co-operation of the these?”
people of this province, for that rea- “Ten yards start,” was the reply.
son.” Since December a number of -------- ----- ---------------------------- ------- —^
lads have been released and all are received.
making good. Not one has Slipped . “I ask you men here as members of 
back, nor has a single complaint been a Rotary Club with ideals of public 
■“ ' “  service to take one or two boys a year,
resulting from such trips he said he They are good, hard working lads, but 
would like to go on more journeys to they must have some man of a kindly 
what he described as that wonderful sympathetic nature to give advice and' 
and fascinating northern Ontario. keep .th«m on the right track.”
Help improve your personality 
with Wrigley's Gkim. Keep your 
teeth white, breath sweet, by 
using healthful Wrigley’s Gum 
daily— as millions do. The chil­
dren also love the delicious re­
freshing flavor of Wrigley’s Double 
Mint. Take some home today, cs-ss
........... '........ ....
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Hither and Yon
J. I'’. Bliicluilku', of Nt!w Woshnin- lea last Wtaliiesday aftonioun in iier 
sltr, was a business visitor in town bisnitiful lakesliore f'arden on Abbott 
last week.
• • • niAn, whose wedding tuke.s place Sut-
Jennan Ikint, of Nelson, Is a business urday evening, June 2.'3th. About
thirty of Miss Ilayrnan's friends were 
|)iesent. Mrs. E. Worinan and Mrs. li. 
1C. Todd pr(.-sided at tlu; beautifully 
appointed t(si l.'ible, while tlie Misses 
Nancy and Marjorie Stiell fissisted the
FINAL TRIBUTE 
PAID TO LATE 
P. B. WILLITS
H in t s  O n  F a s h io n s
-------------------------by L IS B E T H -------------------- -^----
v l.s ito r in  K e lo w t ja  ll»i.s w e e k .• • *
Mrs. Uiuiies entertained at the tea 
liour on Saturday afternoon at the Wil­
low Lod/;e. ♦
Guests reglstei'ed at the Royal Atine I'ostc.'ss in serving, 
hotel this week include: A. D. Mont- 
erieff, Vancouver; M. E. Dear, Seattle;
J. E. Ulackaller, New Westminster;
Janies Ramsay, Scotland; R. J. Lecky,
Vancouver; F. W. Nicolls, Ottawa; week 
Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Larnont, Flin Flor,,
Man.; Mr. and Mrs. G. II. Hammond,
Sacramento; .Terman Hunt, Ntdson.
Blouse for wear with your
eautif l l sh r  g r   tt — "  Sum m er suit is as im portan t
street in honor of Mi.ss Eunice Hay- Many Pay Last Rcsnccts at Un- , ^
ited Church to Pioneer Busi­
ness Man of Kelowna
SAF  E W A IT
RKICEH EFI’ECTIVE I'KIDAY, SAT., und MONDAY-—June 24, 25. 27
as the suit.
By Central I’rcss
CAM E HEKE IN  1902
A summer suit is important to every 
wtiman—for all the various outside 
activities of her life. Summer suits of
Miss Eva Jenkins of Vancouver was 
(lie guest of her jiarents. Mr. and Mrs. 
Max; Jenkins for several days this
*r 1 ti' m • 1 Htthtweight wool and cotton materialsNearly Every Civic and Soc a are as smart looking as any
Society in Kelowna Had Been spring, autumn or winter suit could be. 
Influenced by His Presence And the blouse you choose to wear
with the suit is just as important as
Final tribute was paid at the First Uiv «uit. It either adds to or detracts 
United Church and the Kelowna cerne- from the attractiveness of the whole
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Hodgson, of Van- 
coin'cr, were visitors in Kelowna over
Mrs. J. Logie und cliildren left on
Monday for the Coast on a holiday.•
Mrs. R. S. Weeks is siKindirig tlie 
week at Dee Luke. 4*
(he vve(“k-eiid. *
M r, .'ind M rs . I I .  C o le y , o f  E d n v ju -  
lo ii ,  w e re  v is ito rs  in  K e lo w n a  
w eek .
to one who had watched K(/lowna With a well-tailored .suit with 
grow from its infancy and who had double-breasted jacket in wrist length,
built a tiny drug store business into Florence George, film actress, wears
one of tlie most lloui'ishing enterprises wa.*^ huble blue erepe tailored softly
last in till- city. Palmer Brooks'Wllllls, who into a short-sleeved model with a bow
passed away at the Kelowna general nf tlie crepe and three pearl studs sup-’
w • ♦ hospital on Thursday, June 1(1, shortly plying tlie details. One inverted pleat
Captain and Mrs. George Hawse re- after noon, came to tliis city as a young nt the centre back stresses comfcirt.
Mr. und Mrs. J. Butt left on Sim- bnned on Monday from a two weeks man in 1!)02 and had, been one of the
day for Little River, where they v;ill I’nliflny spent at the coast. best liked of the Okanagan’s plon-
■ spend a weeks’ holiday. * * * eers.
* * • Mr. A. E. Pearce spent the weolc
Miss Ann Fulton of Vernon, was a end at the coast, the late Mr. Willits nrrived In Kclow-
visitor in town over the week end. * * * jn 1902 and founded bis drug bus-'
... . A* ,*T * . . . .  . Urcjuliart and Mrs. Urqu- incss in 1903. He rclired from active
Mr. find Mrs. Art. Lander entcrlained hart, pf Rossland, were visitors in Ke- busine.ss life in 1935 but in the past
.1 number of friends on Saturday even- lowna over the week-end to attend two years he suffered from ill health vet is made into a smart sports hat
mg at their new home on Abboit ihc funoral of the late P. B. Willits. ................
street. * * *
Style Whimsies
, shop reports that turquoise
Born is the most populap summer coat color,
...... with maize next, then cherry, and
dusty pink important as a novelty.»}» * •»
Crush-resistant, water repellent vel-
Murray McKenzie, of Rossland, vis-Allan Poole arrived home from the
to be the guest of his parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. A. C. Poole.* * *
, Miss Gwen Harding left on Sunday 
morning on a holiday to bo spent in 
the coastal cities.
• * •
Dr. W. W. McPherson left on Sundav
and did not live to enjoy the fruits with high crown and cartridge pleats 
of his long years of labor. brought up on to the crown in front.
Served On Many Societies It is from Rcboux, Paris.
But is was flot only in the business ono of the Paris* masters of fashion 
life of the community that he was j.. avowing a dinner dress in a silk
W. R, Trench and G. S. McKenzie known, for the late Mr. Willits had weave which is called “pied-de-poule,”
arc leaving this week for Nelson to been active in many branches of com- meaning “chicken’s feet/* What next?
attend the annual meeting of the munity life He had served on the * *
Grand Lodge A.F. & A.M. *^^ y council, was a member of the In Pans is shown a simple dress of
’ school board, was a past grand master black marocain covered with ball but-
Miss Marioric Waites was guest of George’s Lodge, A.F. & A.M., tons of black Irish crochet. It is by
’ on a three months’ holiday to bo spent honor at a cup and .saucer shower on acted as district^  deputy for the Francevramant.
in Scotland. Tuesday afternoon at the Willow Grand Lodge, was a member of ’ihe ^  ihot “Qnian
* * * Lodge when Miss M,-.rv Little enter- Kelowna hospital society board for One coat shop reports that Salad
Mrs. J. N. Cushing was a visitor to tained. Little Miss Dixie NefT ore- many years, also on the executive of summer wear range
the coast over the week-end. sented the gifts which were covered ^^ e board of trade, and the United the way from the palest to the
with roses ^o Miss Waites. Mrs. R. Church board, was a charter member deepest shades, and^are very chic.
Mrs. Bert Johnson, Mrs. J, S, Hon- Seath presided at the daintily appoint- Rotary Club, was first president
derson and Miss Josephine McLachlan ed tea table. of the Kelowna golf club, president
were hostesses on Monday evening at of the Kelowma Creamery, and was ® P '
a treasure hunt in' honor of Miss Miss Eleanor Palmer has returned the first chairman, of the Kelowna
Gwen Emslie and , Dr C. E. Newb.-v. from a two weeks holiday spent at Community Hotel Co.
whose wedding takes place early in the Coast. Of a quiet nature, deceased on the
July. After, the hunt the party gath- k- «. • other hand had a great sense of duty
ered at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Hen- Mrs. W. Dryden wj^ ere visit- and believed in his .responsibilities as
derson on Glenn Avenue where the m Kelowna on Sunday, 
guests of honor were presented with 
a lovely Duncan Fyfe goffee table.
One of the new fall shades is crushed^
Hip-length jackets of fox are being 
featured for the first wintry blasts.
CORN
FLAKES
"Sugar 
Crisp” 
(limit 4) 2  pkgs. 1 5 c
JAR
RINGS
BEST RUBBER.
(New  Stock) 
per doz. ..................
SOAP 6 bars P & G Soap, and 2 bars Kirk’s Castile ....
LEMONS Small Size, Very Juicy; per doz. .........................
BUTTER
BISCUITS- 
C O ra b  BEEF 
SHORTENING-
First Grade Okanagan 
Creamery; per lb.......
Assorted ; per lb ....
29c 
15 c 
29c
21c
“Helmet”
Brand
“Snowflake” ;
1 lb. cartons; per lb.
2 * 25c
12c
M IR A C L E  
W H I P ......
8 oz. jar
19c
16 oz. jar
31c
32 oz. jar
49c
SHRIM PS— “Dunbar” (wet pack); tin ................... .... 21c
ASPAR AG US— Salad Tips and Ends; IOJ/2 oz, tins .... 10c
L E M O N A D E  P O W D E R — Grantham’s; pkg..... ........  12c
L IM E  JUICE CORDIAL^Grantham ’s ; 13 oz. btl.....  20c
M E A T
a member of the community in which 
he lived. For his active participation
W. Turney of Calgarywas a vi.sitor ju so many lines of civic endeavor, 
■“ * * * in Kelowna this week, a guest of the lig was highly respected.
Mrs. H. W. Arbuckle entertained at Willow Inn.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Thomson,, of Van­
couver, returned to their home op
a very lovely kitchen shower and
Many friends from the Kelowna c.is- 
trict and.also from nianj' other parts 
of the Okanagan gathered at the Unit­
ed Church on Sunday, at one o’clock
AQUATIC LADIES’ FASHION SHOW 
HAILED AS MOST AMBITIOUS AND
HAMBURGER ^  LBS.
STEAK ' '  for
LARGE BOLOGNA- 19c
BOILING BEEF- r  10c
PO R K  SAUSAGE— 2 lbs.  ......... ......... ............. 29c
^ A L  CHOPS and STEAK — per lb. ........      25c
We Reserve The Right To Limit Safeway Stores Ltd.
Mrs.
J . P r i t c h a r d
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M. 
Teacher of
P IA N O F O R T E  A N D  
T H E O R Y
wishes to announce that she 
will resume teaching, all 
grades, in September.
'■ 45-5-c
S d fi/ '^ tow m  to pay their respectsfo‘this Okanag-iriends in town.^   ^  ^ an pioneer.. Rev. Dr. ¥. W. MePhenson
ivTr TVTrc ^ T * conductcd the service, which was un-Mr. and Mrs J-. Tmt of Summer- charge,of St. George’s Lodge,
land, were visitors in Kelowna on Sun- a -c, o a ht- ■
day.
Mrs. W. Blackwood left on .Satur­
day evening for Vancouver.
m * *
A.F. & A.M;
FloraF Tributes Profuse
A huge number of floral tributes
WESTBANK FETES
BRIDE-ELECT
Three Hundred and Fifty Women Cro-wd Aquatic Club ,,  , , , Ti/r. a/t
to Witness W ide Range of Stunning Clothes Modelled t,
fqllowed the coffin to its last re'-.ting 
, ,  J AA- c A o place, being another last tribute to the'
late “P.B.” as he was popularly known 
by. At the funeral service Psalm 23 • 
and the Alfred Tennyson historic mas­
terpiece ■were sung—
“Sunset and evening star,
by Attractive Kelowna Women McPhail, Popular’ Teacher
A bridal shower was held at the
merland. were visitors 
over the week end.
in Kelov'na •HE F O U R T H  annual fashion show and tea, sponsored by the home of Mrs. C. E. Clarke on Tuesday 
Ladies Auxiliary to the Aquatic on Thursday afternoon, Jime phaii, the popular teacher of the mid-
Miss Phyllis Taggart has returned 
from Kamloops, where she; has spent 
the past month.’
Frank Parry, of Calgary, is a visitor 
in town. * » •
And one clear call for me'
And may there be no moaning at 
th  ^ bar . . . .”
Pail-bearers vvere R. G. Rutherford,
16th, was one of the most outstanding affairs of its kind ever held die grades , of Westbank school. A 
in Kelowna. Over three hundred and fifty ladies enjoyed the many great- nurnber of parents and friends 
lovely ensembles modelled by the graceful models as well as the S d S T b e a u t i M
MRS. HAMPSON
R.I.A.M.
Announces that all candidates 
prepared by her for the recent 
examinations of the Associated 
Boards of the Royal Schools 
of Music (Royal Academy of 
Music arid RoyaT College of 
Music, London, Erig.) have 
been successful.
The words “Pass with Credit” 
have been substituted this year 
for the former “Honourable Men­
tion” and signify that the candi­
date has obtained 120 marks or 
over.
PUPILS OF MRS. HAMPSON:
Advanced Pianoforte 
YVONNE BARBARA BALDWIN 
Higher Division Pianoforte 
BORNA BARRAT 
(Pass with Credit) 
ROSEMARTY MARGARET ^OHNS 
Transitional Pianoforte 
JOHN BARRAT (Pass with Credit) 
Elementary Pianoforte 
DOROTHY MARGARET FOWLER 
(Pass with Credit)
Final Theory Examination 
(maximum marks, 99) 
JOCELYN SHEILA HAMPSON 
(90 marks)
PUPILS OF MRS. PRITCHARD
(who were coached by Mrs. Hamp- 
son during their teacher’s illness.)
Advanced Pianoforte 
ADELAIDE ANN Mc-WILLIAMS 
Lower Division Pianoforte 
GLADYS MARGUERITE BARNES 
Transitional Pianoforte
SHIRLEY MARGUERITE COPE 
(Pass with Credit)
BETTY RUTH CASORSO
Final Theory Examination
ADELAIDE ANN McWILLIAMS 
(90 marks)
GUY FISHER (90 marks)
Mrs. Hampson will resume her 
tuitions in Pianoforte, Singing 
and Theory on September 1st.
Studio: 133 Harvey Ave., Kelowna 
Telephone 401L 47-lc
dainty tea. ]\jiss McPhail not only taught the
The-Aquatic pavilion proved an ideal elaborate .was included. ' children at school but took them for
J.^B. Knowles, A. D. Weddell, A. J. setting for * such a show and the ef- The committee in charge of the af- badminton twice a week after school 
George Rickwood, of New York, is a Hughes, G; S. McKenzie, ar-d J. 'Uvqu- fective decorations on Thursday ad- fair were: Models, Mrs. Charles Gad- hours. Miss McPhail will be rmssed
guest at the Willow Inn this week. hart, Rossland. ded greatly to the success of the af- des; tea, Mrs. H. Vance Dawson; dec- both in the school and social life of
» * * Besides his wife and two 'iaughter.3, fair. The tea tables, set for four, were o r a U n g ,  ’ M is s  M a r i o n n e  M e i k l e ;  ' t a b l e  ^®®^bank, and the hearty good, wishes
Neil Brown and A. Johnson, of Van- Dr. Reba Willits and Miss Mary Wil- covered with pretty tea cloths, and arrangement, Mrs. J. S. Henderson and b^e whole community will follow
couver, are guests of the Willow Inn lits, deceased leaves a brother, H. L. centred with vases of rose buds arid Mrs. Bert Johnson; advertising. Miss her into her new life.
this week. Willits, of Rutland and a sister in Lon- sweet peas. Audrey Huehes ’ ’ tt i j i.- * - rfnn Ont ' T K p  new o r c h e s t r a  shell lent itself : ^ -nugnes. The Ladies Aid of the United Church
’ beautifully as a stage on which the The proceeds of the show Will be held a most successful strawberry fes- |
to improve the Aquatic prem- tival in the Community Club Hall on 
s^es. Friday evening; The proceeds went
Mrs. A. P. Pettypiece made an ef- towards the building fund of the Unit-
r^ Mr. and Mrs. C. Christie and 
daughter, of Vancouver, are en oen- 
sion at the Willow Inn.
♦ ♦
Guests registered at the Mayfair’ 
Hotel this week include:
L. A. Blunden, Vancouver; A. A. 
Deniij’-s, Vernon; O. W. Hembling,
FAREWELL PARTY rriodels first appeared against a back­ground of gracefully draped, ecru-colored monks cloth, edged along the . ^ ^ ^ , -r, uQMITI4 curved top with deep pink rosebuds, fective and charming commentator. ed Church. The C.G.I.T.  ^group sold
IflliJlJ iJ ir ll 1 n  while huge stands of roses and fern The models included: Mrs. Georgs, on a short concert
__^__ _ were effectively, placed on the stage Joy; Miss Kay Hil ;^ Mrs. Lloyd A. during the evenmg.^  ■ ^
-------------- , _ .  . . .  . . . ------------ A  d e l i g h t f u l  f a r e w e l l  p a r t y  w a s  h e l d  two  ^baskets of colorful summer Day; Miss JMargaret Petti^e^^^ Mrs. John Thomson, sister of the
Oyama; John L. Donovan, L. Coles, at the residence of Captain and Mrs, flowers stood at either end of the low- Janet C r ^ ,  Miss Joan Tilley, ^ s .  ^  Pritchard arrived on Thurs-
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Oulton, Les. OuK L, A, Hayman on Beach Avenue on day to visit Mrs. R. A. Pritchard,
ton, Vancouver: H. Coffery, Penticton; Monday evening in honor of Miss Noel presiaent of, kle, !^ss Diana DeHart, Mrs.M. C^m- * * *
Roy. D. Murphy. Chilliwack; Jas. Smith who leaves shortly for Victoria the Auxiliary, officially opened the eron Day; Miss Mary Vance; Miss Eve- Miss Wilma Hurlhurt has left for
Strang. Vancouver; F. Hindley, Kam- where she will make her h o m e .  D u r -  ^ ay with a few words of thanks for lyn Ward; Mrs. Johnson. her home ^  Vernon after spending'a
loops; E. J. McCune, R. S. Messer, E.' ing the evening Captain Hayman pro-> excellent attendance as well as The children modelling included: year with her grandmother. Mrs. Gel-
G. Smith, H .. Neville, Vancouver; W. posed a toast to Miss Smith and Miss ^be splendid co-operation offered the Howard Rankin; Harold Weeks; Viv- latly, at Gellatly.
H. Stoddard, John Campbell, Pentic- N a i d a  G ib b  p r e s e n t e d  h e r  w i t h  a  l o v e -  ‘^ ^^ b by local merchants and beauty ien Vanidour; Doreen Underhill; Helen — ____— ---------------- — ----
ton; J. M. Buchanan, Peachland; K. ly silver toilet set from a few of the ^ DePfyffer; Nancy Ladd; Patsy Row-
Atkinson, Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. J. many who had enjoyed her friend- w  i?® f®® *be ’Torn cliffe; Elice DePfyffer; Lois McKim; C U Q lw F I ?  p Q I?
R. Loyarch, Omak. Wash.; E. J. Me- ship during her stay here. Hostesses Thumb Wedding party was^receiyed Denis Friend; Margaret McCormack; i
Kenzie, Yakima, Wash.; R. A.. Pease, were Mrs. L. A. Hayman, Mrs. e . "^^b applause and pleasure. The bride, Valorie Winters; Joyce Harding; Sid-
Vartcouver; D. McConkey, Osoyoos; M. Workman and Mrs. O. France, while dark-eyed Patsy Rowcliffe, in a dam.y ney Kelley.
H, Davis. Vancouver; J. Boyd, Carmi; servitures were Miss Moreen Powell, bridal gown of White voile and an The merchants co-operating with 
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Moore, Salmon Miss Eunice Hayman, Miss Eileen Ma- embroidered veil of net carried a bnd- the ladies of the club included: Freida
Arm; A. Macisaac, H. G. Creehmer, hOney and Miss Naida Gibb. The al bouquet of pink and white roseS, Dilworth’s Ltd.; Garden Gate; Palm
BRIDE-ELECT
Miss Dorothy Harvey, bride-elect./\ira, .rt. macisaai,, n. no ey a a iVllSS iXaiaa Aj-IDD. me . wac cmac3+ nf hnrmr Thiirqriav
.T. F. Gee. Vancouver; W. Ritchie, Sum- guests included: Mr. and Mrs. E. Wor- and walked alon& demurely ^  tbe er’s; William’s Shoe Store;.Fumerton’s; aL ?
merland: W. Baverstock, R. H. Miller, man, Mr. and Mrs. J. Tilley, Mr. and o^be groom. Master Denis Friend various beauty parlors; English Wool- ®Ign |lr? R S ’W^ e^ks and iS-s J 
Vernon: R. Wellington, M. T. Black- Mrs. W. H. Rennie, Mr. and Mrs. A. dressed m the len Shop; Jerinan Hunt Ltd.; Miss w  -
stock. Vancouver; R. Holliston, Roger McKim, Father McKenzie, Mr. and striped trousers and tails. They were Jones; G. A. Meikle Ltd.
Holliston, Penticton; L. Favin, Lake- Mrs. J. Gibb, Mr. and Mrs. W. Muf- preceded by little Margaret McCo^ -------------- -^----------
vale; E. M. Baxter, Kamloops. ray, Mr. and. Mrs. Powell, Mr. a n d  - niack m pale pink taffeta frock, and n t w A t i r r 'n
* * ' Mrs. McDowali, Mr. a n d  Mrs. H. W. she scattered rose pet^ ^^ ^^  | J | J Q W £ I (
Guests registered at the Willow Inn Arbuckle; Mrs. B. Wier, Miss Mary aisle. Little Miss Valerie Wiiffeis ,
this week include: Mr. and Mrs. H. Willets, Miss Naida Gibb, Dr. Reba made a charmng tram bearer m blue
Thompson, Vancouver: J. M. Ward, Willits, Miss Georgina Meighen, Miss organdy, while Jill Cookson and Elice
Vancouver; S. Terry, New. Westmin- Nancy Gale, Miss Eileen Mahoney, Mr. Pfytfer in pMe blue taffeta floor 
ster; J. M. Drainie, Vancouver; G. M. b . Chichester, Mrs. J. Casorso, Mrs. M. length dresses, Doreen Undernul in
At the, recent examinations 
of the. Royal Schools Of Mu­
sic, London, Englarid (the 
Royal Academy and Royal 
College of Music) pupils of
A. J. PRITCHARD I
kindly assisted by 
Mrs. G/D. CAM ERO N, 
Mrs. H A M PS O N  arid'
Mr. C Y R IL  M OSSOP
were successful in Pianoforte 
Playing as folliows:—
G R A D E  II  (Elementary)
NITA BENNETT 
PAT CURELL (with Credit)
G R A D E  II I  (Transitional) 
BETTY CASORSO 
HAROLD SHUGG 
Betty RUTHERFORD (with Credit) 
SHIRLEY COPE (with Credit)
G R A D E  IV  (Lower)
GLADYS BARNES
G R A D E  V II  (Advanced) 
MURIEL GERVERS 
ADELAIDE McWILLIAMS
T H E O R Y
GRADE IV (Rudiments of Music)
ADELAIDE McWILLIAMS 
GUY FISHER
Butt were hostesses at Mrs. Weeks’ 
home on Cadder Avenue. The rooms 
were beautifully decorated with pink 
and white peonies. Mrs. Frances 
Buck, Mrs. S. Burtch, Miss Gwen Ems- 
|n/\n n/fTCC b® and Miss Connie Harvey assisted
' v U L r l jE i  the hostesses in serving. The guests 
included Mrs. Cyril Weeks, Mrs. Don 
Loane, Mrs. S. Burtch, Mrs. Fraricis
Drainie New Westminster- Miss L Rutherford Mis^^ Pale pink net over taffeta and Toyce Miss Ruth Judge, who leaves shortly Buck, Mrs. Harvey, Mrs. Lyons, Mp.
E augh lin  VictSr^Mrs Alma Pat-' S S  Mrs n France S  MiL Frand^ ^^  ^ Lrding in pale green net were the for Vernon, was guesL of .honor e t ’a j. Douglas, Miss. Doris Leathley, Miss 
frson ViimrS^^^ jS n  S-an?er, Herefon Miss Frances ^hey carried old fash- book ?hower_ last Friday ^evening at Gwen Emslie, Miss Francis Lewers,
Vancouver: Mr. and Mrs. H. D; Foster,
Nelson; Mr. and Mrs. F. Fmrchild and
ioned nosegays of straw flowers and the Willow Lodge when Mrs. A. H. Miss Maureen Hamilton, Mrs. Ken
DeMara entertained i^n lmr_honor. Mrs. Griffiths, Mrs. Ed Neff, Mrs  ^ George
ri-iuphter Yakima- H Kennedv Ed- A R  ^ 1  The range of clothes included cos- J- Logie assisted Mrs. DeMara. Miss Morrow, Mrs. A. Rolph, Mrs. Ian Mac-daughter. Yakima, ±1. Kennedy, Kd r U r U L A l V  hour of the day. Nancy Gale and Miss Alice Parker Laren, Mrs. J. Bowering, Miss Audrey
. /^/%fTni I? M  A D D i r r k  There were morning clothes that could presented Mifes Jud^e with an amus- Hughes, Mrs C. E. Friend, Miss Geor-
V V /U A L iIa  not fail to appeal: play suits and ing “Literary Ogopogo”. Mrs. David gie Harvey, Miss Connie Harvey, Mrs.
sports wear to add to the enjoyment Williams and Mrs. A. H. DeMara en- George ,Sproule, Mrs, Witt, Mis^Eileen
of the outing; street clothes and after- tertained the guests with several re- McDonald, Miss Gortrude McDonald,
F- noon dresses to please the most fas- citations. Mrs. J. Taylor and Mrs. Mrs. Dunnett, Miss Ruth Henry, Miss 
tidious; and yet at the same time were Frances Walker presided at the daint- Joan List, Mrs. Ron Prosser, Mrs. F.
monton; J. H. Hutton, Calgary; W. 
French, P. S. Diamond, Hai-ry Hars- 
man, Vancouver; A. Flekke, Kam­
loops.
CHANGE NAME
OF ELI AVENUE
Elizabeth Hartwick Married 
R. M. Burrell extremely practical; modern bathing ily arranged tea table. Burr.
A wpAriinP of much mterest tn their suits of ?nappy design and those for A wedding oi much interest to their gf conservative tastes: sun
many friends in Kelowna and sur- ,ay suits for the kiddies
_____  rounding district, was solemnized at suns j  tririq nnrt
On Monday night the city council the first Baptist Church Manse, Kel- small^oys
unanimously passed the bylaw chang- owna, on Wednesday, June 15. when piimax of the afternoon was
ing the name of Eli avenue to Harvey Elizabeth Hilda, eldest d a u g h t e r  • o f  
avenue. Eli has been but an extension Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hartwick,^ of [fg^ 3f
of Harvey west of Ellis and to sim- Glenmor^ taffeta marquisette, cotton and linen
plify the erection of the street name Francis Robert Murray Burrell, only ^ Every type
posts and to avoid confusion in the son of Mr. and Mr^ Albert Burrell, ^/f^gSTom
minds of strangers. Harvey is one ol of Kelowna. Rev. H. P. Humphreys ________
the better known streets in the city officiated. *
whereas Eli has not been so well The bride was becomingly gowned ported the groom. The young couple 
known, and for this reason the council in a street length dress of white silk left by bus, amid showers of con- 
fclt that the whole street should be taffeta with white accessories, and fetti, for a short honeymoon in points 
designated as Harvey. wore a corsage of red carnations. Her south.
Three-fourths of the members of the sister. Mrs. Archibald Rankin, who Both Mr. and Mrs. Burrell are well 
council had to support the bylaw be- wore a dress of floral silk crepe, with known in the district, and prior to 
fore it could be passed.' However the corsage of white carnations, was her their marriage were guests of honor 
entire council assented to the change, only attendant, while Mr. Rankin sup- at several showers and presentations.
W ife Preservers MARRIAGE
Johnson-Zold
The wedding of Violet Isobel, daugh­
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Zold, to Mr. 
Emil Bjarne Johnson, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. B; Johnson, took, place on June 
14th, 1938, the Reverend C. ,F. Baau 
officiating at the ceremony. '
I^ADIES, g IR LS
LEARN THE MOLER METHOD 
OF BEAUTY CULTURE 
A PLEASANT PROFITABLE 
PROFESSION FOR GIRLS 
Learn under recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn more, enroll 
now with the Moler School that gets 
best results.
Train by same Moler system as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates working 
in New York, Chicago, KoIIyriwood, 
Paris and world’s largest cities. 
Visit us before joining any school. 
Practical, expert training guaran­
teed—“The University of Beauty 
Culture.”
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now, Reasonable rates.
O AQ  W. Hastings. Trin 
«Jv«J Vancouver B. C.
B. Gooch, Manager alh Moler B. C, 
Schools.
2237
When preparinff stuffine for fowls or 
roasts, coarsely grind one-third of a cun 
of peanuts and add to your regular stuf­
fing recipe.
Although the estimated number of 
bee colonies in Cariada in 1937 increas­
ed by 20,470 (from 370,889 in 1936 to 
391,350 in I93'7), the total honey c.-op 
was estimated at only 21,700,000 pounds 
as against 28,200,000 in 1936 and the 
five-year average of 23,800,000.
Clecm s Dirfl’y
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CITY TO ASSIST 
GLENMORE ROAD
COUNCIL EXPRESSES 
DEEP SYMPATHY
ApproachcMl by r(‘sidcMlH of Glen- 
more, the eity council has u*<ain aKiced 
to carry out llie usual practice of loan­
ing road e(|uipment to that niunlciiial- 
Ity to improve the road from Bernard 
Avenue east past the golf course and 
the cemetery. Gleninore will bear the 
coat of the work a.s has been the case 
for .some years i)ast. The council sug­
gested to the roads department tliat, 
if sufTieient oil could be spared, sonu; 
fjiould be put on the road leading uj» 
the hill to tile cemetery.
A resolution expreasing ll»e council’s 
deep sympathy In the death of tlie late 
1*. B. Willits was passed by tlie city 
council on Monday night and the city 
clerk was instructed to sciid llie resolu­
tion to Mrs. Willits. The late P. B. 
Willits served for some years as alder­
man. Tlie council stood in silent tri­
bute for one minute.
SCHOOLBOY SAFETY PATR O L HERE 
STARTING W ITH SCHOOL OPENING
First Mechanic: “Which do you
prefer, leatln;r or fabric upholstery?” 
Second: “I like fabrics; leather is 
too hard to wipe your hands on."
PHONE GORDON’S 178 & 179
2 r  25cUKEABT OF LAMM;
JELLIED PRESSED BEEP; | 4
;/. lb. for .....................................
SHOULDER ROAS'l’S of LAMB; 29 ,
FRESH RED SPRING SALMON;
per lb............................................ ,
1938 SPRING CHICKENS
BONELESS OVEN ROASTS OF VEAL
Tomatoes. Asparagus, Celery, Lettuce, Beets, Cauliflower, 
Carrots, Onions, Peas, Turnips, Cabbage, Spinach, 
Mushrooms, Cucumbers.
ICE Manufactured from the City water supply. We will be pleased to take care of your requirements.
Cooked Ham, Jellied Ox Tongue, Weiners, Pure Lard, Eggs, 
Roast Pork, Butter, Bologna, Jellied Veal and 'Ham
D. K. GORDON LIMITED
PROVISIONERS PHONES: 178 and 179
City to Pass Necessary Enabling 
Bylaw— ^Junior Board Provides 
Equipment
Kelowna in all probability will next 
September have a schoolboy safety 
patrol. On Monday night the proposal 
was given tlie unanimous support of 
the city council when a resolution was 
passed Instructing the solicitor to pre­
pare the necessary by-law.
The project has been suggested by 
the junior board of trade with the 
idea of promoting the rules of safe 
driving, walking and bicycle rldiinr a- 
mong the school children. A certain 
group of boys will be appointed to act 
as patrolmen and will be given suf­
ficient authority to enable them to en­
force the safety regulations.
To do this the city will pass the 
necessary bylaw and paint street cross­
ing marks at intersections adjacent to 
the schools.
The council considered a letter from 
N. D. McTavish, secretary of the school 
board, which stated that the various 
principals and teachers were willing 
to extend every, co-operation.
The necessary equipment for the pa­
trol will be supplied by the junior 
board of trade.
ADVERTISING WAS 
HELP IN SELUNG 
WASHINGTON CROP
Proof of Apple Advertising is in 
Apple Eating and so Growers 
in South Now Believe
JUNIOR CRICKETERS 
IN FIRST VICTORY
Menu Memorandnms
WOODLAWN POTATO CHIPS ............  ....... .........  10c per pkge.
(made by Mrs. Paisley) Just heat ’em and eat ’em. ______
CLARK'S SLICED SMOKED BEEF ............ .... . 30c per ful
Can be eaten as is, with a milk sauce or fried with butter.
HEDLUND’S CREAMED MUSHROOMS ........  .......  25c per tin
With Toast—^with Steak or Chicken a la King.
HORMEL CHICKEN A LA KING ..... ... ..........  40c per tin
Serve on Toast or on Pattie Shells.
NABOB MINCED CLAMS ...........  ............  ..... 2 tins 35c
Just the thing for a Clam Chowder.
CONNOR’S FISH CAKES ........... ........... ..... ...... ........  2 tins 35c
Just roll them in meal and fry them.
LIBBY’S CHILI CON CARNI, with Beans ................. 20c per tin
Heat in boiling water and serve red hot.
iilLY BRAND CHICKEN HADDIE .......  ...... . 20c per tin
Add milk and butter and serve hot.
HEINZ C q O ^ D  MACARONI (with Cheese) ...... ......  2 cans 35c
Just empty into casserole and heat in oven.
Specials 'nhis W eek
HELMET CORN BEEF . ....... ...  ......... ... . 12c
PURE LAJtD ......  ......  ............ .... ............2 poimds 31c '
CHOICE WHITE CANNED CORN ....  .............. . 13c
LEMON or VANILLA^—Big 24 ounce bottle  ........... ......  77c
PHONE 214
W allop  Visiting Vernon Lads by  
Score of 61-25 in One Innings
Kelowna junior cricketers turned in 
their first win of the 1938 season last 
Sunday, June 18, at the city athletic 
grounds, when the Vernon juniors 
were turned back by a score of 61 runs 
to 25 in the first innings. Vernon went 
in to bat again for the second innings 
and totalled 33 runs for eight wickets 
when the game was called. In the 
two innings Vernon could not catch 
the Kelowna total.
D. Deans’ stand was- mainly respon­
sible for the Kelowna total of runs, 
as that young batsman amassed 27 
runs, nearly half of the total. Hall 
and Ryan were the only two Kelowna 
bowlers used to eliminate the Vernon 
side. Sharp’s 12 was Vernon’s high 
for the first innings.
Scores were as follows:
Vernon:
■W. Bennett, b HaH ................  2
R. Stockton, b Hall .............  ..... 0,
.Clarke; c Appleton, b Hall ....... 0
Sharp, c -Tassell, b Ryan ..... . 12
Nash, b Ryan ....... ............. .....  2
Lockwood, c Fuller, b Hall ........ 0
A. Benfaett, b Hall ....3
Rumney, b Ryan ...... .......... 2
Cullen, c McClymont, b Ryan ...... 0
Kugler, not out ..... 1....'......... T
Chambers run out  ......,............  0
Extras .............. -...........-.... . -...... 3
Total ........—....................... ......... . 25
Kelovma:
B. Hall, c Bennett, b Chambers' 8
Deans, b Cullen ....... .... .... . . 27
Appleton, c Cullen, b Rumney ...... 0
Ryan, b Chambers .....L...............  2
Hammond, Ibw, b Chambers ... 0
Atkinson, b Stockton ................. . 6
Whillis, b Stockton ..... . .... ........  4
McLennan, Ibw, b Chambers ............ 8
McClymont not out ..................... 1
Tassell, b Chambers ....... ....>.......... 1
Fuller, b Chambers .............. .....  0
Extras .................. ............. ......... 4
Just as the proof of the pudding Is 
in the eating; so the proof of the apple 
advertising is in the apple eating, and, 
data just made public shows that in 
cities where advertising was carried 
on people ate more Washington ap­
ples than they did in other cities, says 
a recent issue of the Wenatclice World.
Receipts of Washington apples in 10 
cities where advertising was put on 
was increased by about one per cent 
during the past season as compared 
with 1930-37, receipts dropped olf by 
more than 30 percent in 11 bities whore 
ho advertising was done.
The figures for these cities arc sup­
plied by the U, Depaidment of Ag­
riculture, which keeps a record of ap-, 
pie unloads,. It is regarded as con­
clusive proof of the clTectivencss of 
Washington state apple advertising. 
Without exception the 11 cities where 
no advertising was done showed a de­
crease over the previous year, while 
one-third the cities where advertising 
campaigns were carried registered an 
increase.
Unload Figures
In the 10 cities where Washington 
apples were advertised 7,891 cars were 
unloaded during the season of 1936-37, 
and this total increased to 8,034 dur­
ing the season just closed. In the 11 
cities where no advertising or sales 
promotion was done total unloads 
dropped from 2,298 in 1936-37 to 1.601 
in 1937-38.
Denver showed the largest increase 
250 cars, compared with 170 one year 
ago, a gain of 47 percent. Los An­
geles followed with a 28 percent gain 
from 983 to 1,260 cars. New Orleans 
jumped from 228 cars to 290, a gain 
of 27 percent, while San Francisco 
gained 16 percent from 191 to 220 car^ . 
New York just about held its own with 
1,755'cars, a drop from 1,778 one year 
ago and Chicago, which led the coun­
try in Washington apple unloads, gain­
ed from 1,816 cars in 1936-37 to 1,825 
last year.
Cut Out Railroads
Chicago has displaced New York as 
the leading mlarket for Washington 
apples, while Los Angeles appears 
strongly entrenched in third place. 
One reason for  ^New York’s loss of 
leadership in unloads is the fact that 
a large volume of Washington apple 
exports which formerly went through 
that city, now go to Europe by way 
of the Panama canal or else by v/ay 
of Canadian ports.
CITY ORDERS 
GARAGE TO 
MOVED
Garage on Property of S. M. Gore 
Must Conform With City Re­
gulations
Building Inspector F. Gore has been 
in.<itructed by the city council to liuvc 
a garage on the property of S. M. Gore, 
which obstructs fhe outlook from the 
house of S. H. Old oil Patterson 
Avenue, removed live feet from the 
property line and back to the building 
line.
'rhe instructions were issued on 
Monday night following consideration 
of a report by tlie building inspector. 
’I’lie Olds house Is situated eight or 
nine feet east of liis west line; the 
Gore house is about fourteen feet west 
of the cast line. Commencing at the 
street line Gore lias a gabled roof on 
posts which is used as a garage; this 
roof joins the eaves of the house at 
the south-east corner, the other slope 
reaching Mr. Olds fence. It is cov­
ered with gravelled roll roofing to 
match the fire proof shingles on the 
housel the street end overhangs the 
sidewalk two foot and the peak is 
fourteen feet high.
On the north end' of this is a leanto 
roof commencing at the caves of the 
house to posts on the fen.ee and this 
serves as a woodshed. At the rear 
is a very fine lawn and flower garden 
which, possibly would have been spoil­
ed had the driveway continued to the 
back of the lot where the garage and 
woodshed ordinarily should be.
The council after careful considera­
tion of the building inspector’s de­
tailed report, instructed that the gar­
age be moved to conform with the 
city regulations:
THE CHURCHES
THE UNITED CHURCH OF 
CANADA
Siiat United, corner Hicliter St. and Uernard 
Avenue
Kev. W . W . M c l’ bcmon, M .A ., D.Th. 
UrKaniil and Choir Leader: Cyril S. Moaaoi), 
A .T .C .M ., L .T .C .L .
Preucher: Rev. A. C. Pound, M.A., B.D. 
11 a.m. To])ic: “Is Christianity prac­
tical.”
7.30 p.m. ’ropic; “The Race of Life.”
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Cor. lleriiard Ave. and llcriram  St.
Th is Society is a branch o f Th e 
M other Church, 'I'lic First Church of 
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachu­
setts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun­
day School, 9.4S a.m.; first and third 
W ednesdays, Testim ony M eeting, 8 
p.rn. Reading Room  open W ednesday 
and Saturday afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m.
. MAY APPEAL JUDGMENT
W. A. C. Bennett told The Courier 
on 'vyednesday that he was “serioiKsly 
considering” appealing the judgment 
handed down by His Honor Judge 
Swanson in tlie recent McEwen-Ben- 
nett case heard in Vernon county 
court.
Ace«titt4 (or 
Mwrttilni 1^  Th« 
Amtlciii Medical Aiioclaliea
S A N I T A U Y  1‘H O T B C T IO N  
W O R N  I N T E R N A L L Y
N ow  you ran cupcrloiico a comfort, con- 
venlcncu nndinicly you’ve never known 
bclurc. Tumiinx laoaay toiiee. Nobelta. 
N o  |>1db. N o uiula. Bllminatea odor.
Packages lO’s 
Fomcrly 50o
N o w ) 3 9 '
P.B. WILLITS & CO
LTD.
CHEMISTS and STATIONERS
Phone 19 Wc Deliver
47-5C
The ''Courier** For Fine Conunerclol Printins
Kelowna Tennis Week
JULY 4TH TO 9TH
A N N U A L  L A W N  T E N N IS  D AN C E  
at Aquatic Pavilion, Friday, July 8th.
BATE WAS CRUSHED 
IN HIS OWN AUTO
Hemorrhage of Lungs Cause of 
Death Coroner’s Jury Finds
Total 61
MATINEES
Monday, Wednes. 
Friday, Saturday 
at 2.30
2Se and lOc
EVENINGS
Two Shows, 7-9 
Adults, 40c 
Balcony, 80c 
Children, 15c
Thursday - Fri. - Saturday
JUNE 23 - 24 - 25
MONDAY - TUESDAY
JUNE 27 arid 28
'
-cdRL
ADDED
DONALD’S NEPHEW
A Disney Cartoon
PARAMOUNT NEWS
A m erica  P lu n d ered  {o r  a  
W om a n 's  W h im !
The story of Jim Fisk 
in his battle with the 
moneyed giants of 
'Wall Street.
ARNOLD ^
^  CARY GRANT . FRANcIeS'^ 
' l l  FARMER’- JACK 0AKIE;4
RKO - RADIO PICTURE. An Edward Small 
Production directed by Rowland V. lee
Added
“MORNING JUDGE”
Edgar Kennedy Comedy
Wednesday and Thursday
JUNE 29 and 30
A Vernon coroner’s jury brought in 
a verdict on Friday morning that Vin­
cent C. Bate aged 37, of Oliver, came 
to his death as a result of hemorr­
hage of the lungs, by being crushed 
in his auto as the vehicle went over 
the edge of the bank.
The accident occurred about 7 o’­
clock Thursday evening, six miles be­
low Vernon on the Kelowna-Vern-m 
highway, when his car rolled over the 
bank a distance of 150 feet. Corporal 
Nelson, of the B.C. Police, testified that 
the car proceeded around a .<=harp 
curve and headed for the edge of The 
bank, but stopped. Mr. Bate evidently 
tried to back onto the road and the 
rear wiheels hit a “soft should.er”, 
throwing the vehicle over the bank.
A  transient, C. Kingsley, had been 
given a ride by the decea.sed and when 
the car commenced to slide over the 
bank he jumped to safety.
Funeral services for this native son 
of the Okanagan were held at Oliver 
on Sunday. A  sad feature of the death 
is that he leaves a wife and three small 
sons.
METRO NEWS
IN THE
„I40M
5WARTHDU1 ,s 
JOHN B,01ES '
BARfYMDRf *
ON OUR STAGE -  TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28, 29
“S M IL IN G ” B I L L Y  B L IN K H O R N , Y O U N G  A M B A S S A D O R  A N D  IN T E R P R E T E R  
' O F  W E S T E R N  SO N G S  •
CITY AVOIDS
DAMAGE ACTION
Purchases Tw o Lots From D. 
McDougall to Settle Claim .
As the most satisfactory way to settle 
the claim for damages against the city 
by D. McDougall, the city council on 
Monday passed a resolution approving 
the purchase of lots 3 and 4, block 8, 
map 1325, the price being $700.00.
The claim for damages arose from 
the city taking gravel from the portion 
of one lot. 'The city, incidentally, ac­
quires a quantity of desirable gravel. 
The matter had been discussed in a 
previous council meeting and the coun­
cil had visited the site. The. owner 
had claimed $800.00 but after negotia­
tions had agreed to sell the two lots 
to the city for $700.00.
The resolution to purchase the lots 
was approved by all members of the 
council excepting Alderman Gather 
who asked his dissent be recorded.
Alderman Sutherland asked where 
the money was to come fjfom. He re­
called that at the last meeting he had 
been told there was a program and a 
budget and he did not see where the 
$700.00 was to come from. His Worship 
assured him that the money would be- 
available.
THANKS MAYOR
An amusing incident occurred at 
Monday’s council meeting when, just 
prior to the adjournment about ten- 
thirty, Alderman Gibb suggested that 
a vote of thanks should be passed to 
the Mayor for getting the meeting over 
before midnight.
You'll Need These
Shoes In YouK 
Wardrobe
Whether a long journey or ati short t week-end- 
jaunt— you’ll want smart, shoes, to, complete your 
summer outfits. Meikle’s shoes, are.designed .to 
do just this— latest styles and materials at ;econ.- 
omical prices.
BACIGAGE
TWIN SETS
The ideal holiday set—compact and smart looking. The sets 
come in brown, black and the new tweed effects. Some of the 
“Travelites” have three dress hangers. $-| A-70, $-| ^.25, $-| Q.50 
Priced, per set; from ..... ..... ..... , -1-• Xci.. ,
MEN’S GLADSTONE BAGS
The bag that has replaced the club bag and suit case. Keeps 
your clothes neat amd unwrinkled. Pig-skin and grained cowhide 
to choose from. (7*1 0*^9, /*>95 to >
Priced from ..... . eDXV
MEN’S “KEDSMAN”
A Big Brother to Kedettes—The ideal shoe for bowling, or general 
summer wear, white with red sole, white (I»rt ( f A  A A
with black sole—British tan. Priced at 3 )'0 *U v
Men’s white buck shoes, 
choose from; priced at
WASHABLE UPPERS
Several smart styles to $5.50
s h o es  t o  w e a r  
o s t u m e .
KEDETTES -  THE SHOE FOR SUMMER
Colors in Kedettes will not run, just give a scrubbing 
with a brush of soap and water and then any white 
cleaner- may be used. Peachskin, the suede-like 
material can be cleaned the same way. "Uppers won’t 
shrink, the soles won’t warp, the counters won’t curl 
in, no matter how wet the shoes get. They have an 
in-built steel arch support moulded to the shape of 
the last.
ALL WHITE PEACHSKIN OXFORD— (CO /J K
WHITE AND RED PEACH SKIN— <S9
"WHITE; TWILL with green piping and laces— C l  O K
Candy striped sole, ‘ flat heel—Also all white .....
PRINTED OPEN CUT SANDALS— Cl OK
WHITE PEACH SKIN with navy pipings; C9 10
toeless ............  .... ........... .............. ..............
G e o .  A .  M e i k l e ,  L t d .
P H O N E S : 143 and 215. Quality Merchandise.
i S i i i
t i l #
